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Abstract
We extend the classification of Robert Bryant of Willmore spheres in S3 to variational branched
Willmore spheres S3 and show that they are inverse stereographic projections of complete minimal
surfaces with finite total curvature in R3 and vanishing flux. We also obtain a classification of
variational branched Willmore spheres in S4, generalising a theorem of Sebástian Montiel. As a
result of our asymptotic analysis at branch points, we obtain an improved C1,1 regularity of the unit
normal of variational branched Willmore surfaces in arbitrary codimension. We also prove that the
width of Willmore sphere min-max procedures in dimension 3 and 4, such as the sphere eversion, is
an integer multiple of 4π.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Willmore functional and quantization of energy
This article primarily addresses the generalisation of Bryant’s classification of smooth Willmore immer-
sions of the sphere S2 into S3 to branched immersions. Let Σ2 be a closed Riemann surface, and n ≥ 3 a
fixed integer. The Willmore energy on a smooth Riemannian manifold (Mn, h) with sectional curvature
K˜h is defined on any smooth immersion ~Φ : Σ2 →Mn by
WMn(~Φ) =
∫
Σ2
(
| ~Hg|2 + K˜h
)
dvolg
where g = ~Φ∗h is the pull-back metric of (Mn, h) by ~Φ, and ~H~Φ is the mean-curvature, that is the
half-trace of the second fundamental form ~I the immersion, given by
~Hg =
1
2
2∑
i,j=1
gi,j~Ii,j .
The most basic property of the Willmore energy is its conformal invariance which can be stated as
follows. For all conformal diffeomorphism ϕ : (Mn, h)→ (M˜n, h˜), we have
W
M˜n
(ϕ ◦ ~Φ) =WMn(~Φ).
However, in the special case of Rn, if ιa : Rn \ {a} → Rn \ {a} is the inversion centred at a ∈ ~Φ(Σ2), we
do not have in general
WRn(ιa ◦ ~Φ) =WRn(~Φ),
while we have equality for inversions with centre outside of ~Φ(Σ2). Nevertheless, the quantity
W (~Φ) =
∫
Σ2
(
| ~Hg|2 −Kg
)
dvolg
where Kg is the intrinsic Gauss curvature of ~Φ, is invariant under every conformal transformation.
Indeed, the 2-form (
| ~Hg|2 −Kg
)
dvolg = |~h0|2WPdvolg,
where ~h0 is the Weingarten tensor and | · |WP designs the Weil-Petersson metric, is apointwise invariant
(see for example 7.3.1 [38]). We shall come back to this point when we will state Noether’s theorem for
the Willmore energy (see for example (3.71) in the proof of Theorem 3.9).
We now come to the critical points of the Willmore energy. Classically, they are the smooth immer-
sions satisfying the equation
∆Ng ~H − 2| ~H |2 ~H +A ( ~H) + R( ~H) = 0 (1.1)
where ∆Ng is the Laplacian on the normal bundle, A the Simons operator and R a curvature operator,
given by
A ( ~H) =
2∑
i,j=1
〈~I(~εi, ~εj), ~H〉~I(~εi, ~εj), R( ~H) =
(
2∑
i=1
R( ~H, ~εi)~εi
)N
where (~ε1, ~ε2) is any local orthonormal moving frame, and R is the Riemann curvature tensor of (Mn, h).
However, for the natural regularity ~Φ ∈W 2,2(Σ2,Mn) this equation does not even have a distributional
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meaning, as it would require ~H ∈ L3loc(Σ2, TMn). The weakest possible setting to work with is the space
of weak immersions (introduced in [32], [33])
E (Σ2,Mn) =W 2,2 ∩W 1,∞(Σ2,Mn) ∩

~Φ : d~Φ(x) has rank 2 for almost all x ∈ Σ2
and inf
Σ2
|d~Φ ∧ d~Φ|g0 > 0
 .
for any fixed Riemannian metric g0 on Σ2. In the rest of the introduction, we suppose that Mn = Rn
and that h is the standard flat Euclidean metric. The second author showed in the Willmore equation
can be written in a conservative weak formulation.
Theorem ([32]). Let Σ2 be a closed Riemann surface, and ~Φ : Σ2 → Rn be a smooth immersion. Then,
(identifying 2-vectors and functions on Σ2)
∆Ng ~Hg − 2| ~Hg|2 ~Hg +A ( ~Hg) = d
(
∗gd ~Hg − 3 ∗g (d ~Hg)N + ⋆( ~Hg ∧ d~n)
)
(1.2)
where ~Hg is the mean curvature of ~Φ, where ∗g is the Hodge star operator on Σ2 for the metric g, and
⋆ the Hodge star operator on Rn for the flat metric.
As the 1-form under the exterior derivative in (1.2) is in W−1,2 + L1, the right-hand side is well-
defined in a distributional sense as a element of D ′(Σ2). If the left-hand side is not defined in general
for ~Φ ∈ E (Σ2,Rn) , this comes from the fact that to write it, one has to make a projection on the
normal bundle, while the normal is only in W 1,2(Σ2,Gn−2(Rn)), where Gn−2(Rn) denotes the oriented
Grassmannian of (n− 2)-plans in Rn. Computing the Euler-Lagrange equation for arbitrary variations
allows one to recover the weak formulation of the right-hand side (see [23]). Furthermore, as we shall see,
the conservative form of the Euler-Lagrange equation of Willmore energy is a consequence of Noether’s
theorem (this last fact already appears in a paper by Yann Bernard ([1])).
Furthermore, writing the Willmore equation as the closeness of a 1-form allows one to introduce
the concept of variational Willmore surfaces. In general, a critical point of W is smooth outside a
finite number of points (called branch points, where ~Φ fails to be an immersion), but globally only in
W 2,p(Σ2,Rn) for all p <∞. In particular, if the branch points are p1, · · · , pm ∈ Σ2, we could have
d
(
∗gd ~Hg − 3 ∗g (d ~Hg)N + ⋆( ~Hg ∧ d~n)
)
=
m∑
i=1
~αiδpi (1.3)
for some ~α1, · · · , ~αm ∈ Rn, or more generally derivatives of Dirac masses.
Definition 1. We say that a branched Willmore immersion is variational if it is obtained as a weak
limit or as a bubble of a sequence of Willmore immersions of uniformly bounded energy.
We will see thanks to Theorem A that variational Willmore surfaces are also true Willmore surfaces
in the sense introduced by [34]. By definition, a branched Willmore immersion is true if no Dirac
mass appears in (1.3). However, there might still be derivatives of Dirac masses, related to the lack of
smoothness of a branched immersion, measured by the second residue. On conditions under which one
can remove this second residue, we refer to [26], [27].
A common example of non-variational Willmore spheres are the inversions of the family of catenoids
in R3, which have non-zero flux around their two embedded ends. We refer to the discussion after
Theorem C for more details on this example.
The equation (1.3) permits to introduce the first residue defined in [2] as
~˜γ0(pi) =
1
4π
∫
γ
∗gd ~Hg − 3 ∗g (d ~Hg)N + ⋆( ~Hg ∧ d~n) = 12~αi (1.4)
for any smooth closed curved γ around pi, for i = 1, · · · ,m. This quantity was first defined for immersions
in codimension 1 by Kuwert and Schätzle in [17], and in any codimension in [2]. We will see that ~˜γ0(pi)
measures on the basic first obstruction to the regularity of Willmore surfaces through the branch points.
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It appears in particular in the quantization of Willmore energy. Furthermore, as will appear clear in the
introduction, the following theorem shows that branched immersions naturally appear and justify much
of the work here, outside of the theoretical interest to determine when branched immersions from the
sphere are conformally minimal in some space form geometry.
Theorem ([3]). Let {~Φk}k∈N be a sequence of Willmore immersions from a closed Riemann surface Σ2
into Rn. Assume that
lim sup
k→∞
W (~Φk) <∞
and that the conformal class of {~Φ∗kgRn}k∈N remains within a compact sub-domain of the moduli space
of Σ2. Then, modulo extraction of a subsequence, the following energy identity holds:
lim
k→∞
W (~Φk) =W (~Φ∞) +
p∑
i=1
W (~Ψi) +
q∑
j=1
(
W (~ξj)− 4πθj
)
(1.5)
where ~Φ∞ : Σ2 → Rn is a true branched Willmore and the bubbles ~Ψi : S2 → Rn and ~ξj : S2 → Rn
are compact branched Willmore spheres, while the integer θj = θ0(~ξj , pj) ≥ 1 is the multiplicity of the
branched immersion ~ξj at some point pj ∈ ξj(S2) ⊂ Rn.
Recall that for all p ∈ Rn, the multiplicity of a branched immersion is defined by
θ0(~Φ, p) = lim
r→0
Area(~Φ(Σ) ∩Br(p))
πr2
∈ N.
We finally introduce the definition of branch points of Willmore immersions.
Proposition-Definition 2 ([32], [2]). Let ~Φ ∈ W 2,2∩W 1,∞(D2)∩C∞(D2\{0}) be a conformal Willmore
immersion of finite total curvature on D2. Then there exists an integer θ0 ≥ 1 and ~A0 ∈ Cn \ {0} such
that 
~Φ(z) = Re
(
~A0z
θ0
)
+O
(|z|θ0+1 log |z|)
∂z~Φ(z) =
θ0
2
~A0z
θ0−1 +O
(|z|θ0 log |z|) , (1.6)
and we say that ~Φ has a branch point of order θ0 ≥ 1 at z = 0. Furthermore, provided the mean curvature
~H be not identically zero, there exists an integer m ≤ θ0 − 1 and ~C0 ∈ Cn \ {0} such that for θ0 ≥ 2
~H = Re
(
~C0
zm
)
+O
(|z|1−m log |z|) , (1.7)
while for θ0 = 1, there exists ~γ0 ∈ Rn such that
~H = ~γ0 log |z|+O(|z| log |z|). (1.8)
We call r = max {m, 0} ∈ {0, · · · , θ0 − 1} the second residue of ~Φ at the branch point z = 0. More gener-
ally, if Σ is a closed Riemann surface, p1, · · · , pd ∈ Σ are fixed distinct points and ~Φ : Σ\{p1, · · · , pd} →
Rn is a conformal Willmore immersion of finite total curvature, then we define for all 1 ≤ j ≤ d the
integers θ0(pj) ∈ N to be the order of branch point and 0 ≤ r(pj) ≤ θ0(pj)−1 to be the associated residue
at z = 0 of the composition ~Φ ◦ ψ : D2 → Rn, for any complex chart ψ : D2 → Σ such that ψ(0) = pi.
This definition does not depend on the chart.
We fix some terminology. Let ~Φ : Σ2 → Rn be a smooth immersion, and ∇ the pull-back connection
of the flat connection on Rn by ~Φ. We let
~Φ∗CTR
n = ~Φ∗TRn ⊗R C
4
be the complexified pull-back bundle of the tangent bundle of Rn by ~Φ. Then we have the decomposition
of the Levi-Civita into tangent and normal parts∇ = ∇⊤+∇N . Furthermore, if we define two differential
operators ∂ and ∂ of order 1,
∂ = ∇∂z ( · )⊗ dz, ∂ = ∇∂z ( · )⊗ dz,
then we also have a decomposition
∂ = ∂⊤ + ∂N , ∂ = ∂
⊤
+ ∂
N
. (1.9)
To be able to rule out the existence of the first residue in a limit of of Willmore immersions, it suffices
to understand how bubbles form. Up to diffeomorphisms and rescaling, they are obtained by taking
conformal transformations of Rn. The first residue is invariant by translations, rotations, but not by
inversions (as for example, it vanishes for minimal surfaces). We are nevertheless able to define thanks
to Noether’s theorem three others residues, which are transformed one into each other under a simple
rule. The invariance by rotations, dilatations, and composition of translations with inversions give the
four residues
~γ0(~Φ, p) =
1
4π
Im
∫
γ
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
~γ1(~Φ, p) =
1
4π
Im
∫
γ
~Φ ∧
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
)
+ g−1 ⊗ ~h0 ∧ ∂~Φ
~γ2(~Φ, p) =
1
4π
Im
∫
γ
~Φ ·
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
)
~γ3(~Φ, p) =
1
4π
Im
∫
γ
I~Φ
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
)
− g−1 ⊗
(
∂|~Φ|2 ⊗ ~h0 − 2 〈~Φ,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ
)
(1.10)
where for all vector ~X ∈ Cn,
I~Φ(
~X) = |~Φ|2 ~X − 2〈~Φ, ~X〉~Φ.
Remark 3. If one prefers an expression without normal derivatives, something which will actually prove
crucial in the proof of the main Theorem 4.11, let us mention that by Codazzi identity, we have
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ = ∂ ~H + | ~H |2∂~Φ+ 2 g−1 ⊗ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ
Remark 4. In codimension 1, we have the alternative formulae corresponding to the four residues
~γ0(~Φ, p) = − 1
π
∫
γ
div
(
∇H ~n−H∇~n−H2∇~Φ
)
,
~γ1(~Φ, p) = − 1
π
∫
γ
div
(
∇H
(
~Φ ∧ ~n
)
−H ∇
(
~Φ ∧ ~n
)
−H2
(
~Φ ∧∇~Φ
)
+ 2H∇⊥~Φ
)
,
~γ2(~Φ, p) = − 1
π
∫
γ
div
(
∇H
(
~Φ · ~n
)
−H∇
(
~Φ · ~n
)
− 1
2
H2∇|~Φ|2
)
,
~γ3(~Φ, p) = − 1
π
∫
γ
div
(
2∇~Φ + 2~Φ
(
∇H
(
~Φ · ~n
)
−H∇
(
~Φ · ~n
))
− |~Φ|2 (∇H ~n−H∇~n)
+H2
(
|~Φ|2∇~Φ−∇|~Φ|2~Φ
))
.
(1.11)
In particular, comparing (1.4) and (1.10), we have
~˜γ0(~Φ, p) = −4~γ0(~Φ, p).
One can recognize in these formulae the infinitesimal generators of the afore cited symmetries. We
have the following correspondence.
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Theorem A. Let ~Φ : Σ2 → Rn be a branched Willmore surface and let ι : Rn \ {0} → Rn \ {0} be the
inversion centred at zero. If ~Ψ = ι ◦ ~Φ : Σ2 \ ~Φ−1({0}) → Rn is the inverted Willmore surface, for all
p ∈ Σ2, we have 
~γ0(~Φ, p) = ~γ3(~Ψ, p)
~γ1(~Φ, p) = ~γ1(~Ψ, p)
~γ2(~Φ, p) = −~γ2(~Ψ, p)
~γ3(~Φ, p) = ~γ0(~Ψ, p).
(1.12)
where the residues ~γ0, ~γ1, ~γ2, ~γ3 are given by (1.10). Furthermore, if p1, · · · , pm ∈ Σ2 are fixed points
and ~Ψ : Σ2 \ {p1, · · · , pm} → Rn is a complete minimal surface with finite total curvature, then for all
j = 1, · · · ,m
~γ0(~Ψ, pj) = ~γ1(~Ψ, pj) = ~γ2(~Ψ, pj) = 0,
and the fourth residue corresponds to the flux, that is
~γ3(~Ψ, pj) = − 14π Im
∫
γ
g−1
(
∂|~Ψ|2 ⊗ ~h0 − 2〈~Ψ,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Ψ
)
=
1
4π
Im
∫
γ
∂~Ψ, for j = 1, · · · ,m.
In particular, if ~Φ : Σ2 → Rn is the inversion of a complete minimal surface ~Ψ : Σ2 \ {p1, · · · , pm} → Rn
with finite total curvature, for all j = 1, · · · ,m, we have
~γ1(~Φ, pj) = ~γ2(~Φ, pj) = ~γ3(~Φ, pj) = 0
~γ0(~Φ, pj) =
1
4π
Im
∫
γ
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ =
1
4π
Im
∫
γ
∂~Ψ.
From this, the ε-regularity of the bubble tree convergence in (1.5) allows one to pass to the limit
in the first residue of inverted surfaces, thanks to the strong convergence in Clloc for all l ∈ N outside
of a number finite set of points. As we can further improve the quantization theorem thanks to the
classification of branched Willmore spheres, anticipating on the next subsections, we have the following.
Theorem B. Let {~Φk}k∈N be a sequence of Willmore immersions of a closed surface Σ2 to Rn. Assume
that
lim sup
k→∞
W (~Φk) <∞
and that the conformal class of {~Φ∗kgRn}k∈N remains within a compact sub-domain of the moduli space
of Σ2. Then, modulo extraction of a subsequence, the following energy identity holds
lim
k→∞
W (~Φk) =W (~Φ∞) +
p∑
i=1
W (~Ψi) +
q∑
j=1
(
W (~ξj)− 4πθj
)
(1.13)
where ~Φ∞ : Σ2 → Rn is a true Willmore immersion, and ~Ψi : S2 → Rn and ~ξj : S2 → Rn are compact
true Willmore spheres, and the integer θj = θ0(~ξj , pj) ≥ 1 is the multiplicity of the branched immersion
~ξj at some point pj ∈ ~ξj(S2) ⊂ Rn
Remark 5. More generally, the Willmore spheres arising in more general formulations of the quantiza-
tions, such as [19], are also true Willmore immersions.
In particular, we deduce the following theorem, interesting in itself.
Theorem B′. Let {~Φk}k∈N be a sequence of smooth Willmore immersions and ~Φ∞ : Σ2 → Rn (where
n = 3 or n = 4) be a branched Willmore surface such that {~Φk}k∈N converges weakly in W 2,2 to ~Φ∞ as
k →∞. Then there exists an integer m ∈ N such that
W (~Φ∞) = lim
k→∞
W (~Φk)− 4πm. (1.14)
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Furthermore, we have m = 0 in (1.14) if and only if
~Φk −→
k→∞
~Φ∞ in Cl(Σ2), for all l ∈ N.
Remark 6. We may have m = 1 in R3. For example, if the limiting branched immersion has a
unique branched point of order θ0 = 3 (and no other branched), one may glue the non-compact end of
multiplicity 3 of the López minimal surface and a sphere to its planar end (of multiplicity 1). Denote by
~ξ : S2 \ {0,∞} → R3 the López surface, ~Φ∞ the limiting immersion and ~Ψ : S2 → R3 an immersion of a
round sphere. Then we have by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem∫
Σ
Kg~Φ∞dvolg~Φ∞ = 2πχ(Σ) + 2π(3− 1) = 2πχ(Σ) + 4π∫
S2
Kg~χdvolg~χ = −8π∫
S2
Kg~Ψdvolg~Ψ = 4π,
so this possible bubbling is consistent with the quantization of the Gauss curvature, i.e.
2πχ(Σ) =
∫
Σ
Kg~Φ∞dvolg~Φ∞ +
∫
S2
Kg~χdvolg~χ +
∫
S2
Kg~Ψdvolg~Ψ .
Furthermore, we note here for the convenience of the reader one of the by-products of Theorem F
and [26], [27], which is interesting in itself as it gives an improved regularity for Willmore surfaces at
branch points (see [16] and [2] for the first results in this direction).
Theorem C. Let Σ2 be a closed Riemann surface, n ≥ 3, Gn−2(Rn) be the oriented Grassmannian of
(n− 2)-plans in Rn, and ~Φ : Σ2 → Rn be a variational branched Willmore surface. Then ~n ∈ C1,1(Σ2),
and ~Φ ∈ C5,α(Σ2) for all α < 1.
This theorem also permits to improve the main result of [34], anticipating on the next section, and
referring to [24] for definitions related to admissible families).
Theorem D. Let n ≥ 3 and A be an admissible family of W 2,4 immersions of the sphere S2 into Rn.
Assume that
β0 = inf
A∈A
supW (A) > 0.
Then there exists finitely many true branched compact Willmore spheres ~Φ1, · · · , ~Φp : S2 → Rn, and true
branched compact Willmore spheres ~Ψ1, · · · , ~Ψq : S2 → Rn such that
β0 =
p∑
i=1
W (~Φi) +
q∑
j=1
(
W (~Ψj)− 4πθj
)
∈ 4πN, (1.15)
where the integer θ1, · · · , θq correspond respectively to the highest multiplicities of ~Ψ1, · · · , ~Ψq, and the
integer θj = θ0(~Ψj, pj) ≥ 1 is the multiplicity of the branched immersion ~Ψj at some point pj ∈ ~Ψj(S2) ⊂
Rn
1.2 Bryant’s duality theory and the cost of the sphere eversion
We briefly describe Bryant’s theory of the geometrical aspects of Willmore surfaces in S3. Its most
basic ingredient is the introduction of a holomorphic quartic form associated to any Willmore sphere.
In particular, in the case of genus 0 surfaces, this quartic form must vanish thanks to Riemann-Roch
theorem, and this information furnishes rich consequences. Indeed, the idea of introducing holomorphic
quartic forms originated first in a paper of Calabi ([7]) in the context of minimal surfaces in spheres,
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then in the subsequent work of Chern ([8]) for the same objects, and of Bryant for conformal immersions
into S4 - and so before his paper on Willmore surfaces (see [5] for references on this subject) - and is the
basis for example of the fairly complete description of minimal two-sphere in Sn for n ≥ 3 by Calabi.
The other remarkable feature of the theory is the introduction of a pseudo Gauss map with values
into a Lorentzian manifold, associated to any surface immersion in S3, which is harmonic if and only
if the immersion is a Willmore immersion. A holomorphic quartic form corresponding to any Willmore
surface is then defined thanks to this pseudo Gauss map as follows.
Let h be the Lorentzian metric of signature (1, 4) on R5
h = −dx20 + dx21 + dx22 + dx23 + dx24
and S3,1 be the Lorentzian sphere in (R5, h), defined by
S3,1 = R5 ∩ {x : |x|2h = −x20 + x21 + x22 + x23 + x24 = 1} .
For all smooth immersion ~Φ : Σ2 → S3, if ~n : Σ2 → S3 is the Gauss map of ~Φ, we define a map
ψ~Φ : Σ
2 → S3,1 by
ψ~Φ = (H,
~ΦH + ~n)
which is called the pseudo Gauss map of ~Φ. The first step in Bryant’s theory is the following.
Theorem (Bryant, [6]). Let Σ2 be a closed Riemann surface and ~Φ : Σ2 → S3 be a smooth immersion.
Then the pseudo Gauss map ψ~Φ : Σ
2 → S3 is weakly conformal, is an immersion outside of the umbilic
locus of ~Φ, and if ~Φ is a Willmore immersion, then the quartic form
Q~Φ = 〈∂2ψ~Φ, ∂2ψ~Φ〉h
is holomorphic. Furthermore, ~Φ : Σ2 → S3 is a Willmore surface if and only if ψ~Φ : Σ2 → S3,1 is
harmonic with values into the Lorentzian manifold (S3,1, h).
To describe the second ingredient of the theory, we need to make some additional definitions on the
umbilic locus and on the Willmore adjoint.
Let ~Φ : Σ2 → S3 be a smooth immersion. The umbilic locus of ~Φ is equal to the subset of Σ2 where the
two principal curvatures coincide. If ~Φ is completely umbilic, then Σ2 = S2 and ~Φ is a diffeomorphism,
so we assume that ~Φ is not completely umbilic, and we note U~Φ the closed set
U~Φ = Σ
2 ∩
{
z : |~h0(z)|2WP dvolg(z) = 0
}
. (1.16)
Then it is possible to define a Willmore adjoint of any Willmore surface ~Φ : Σ2 → S3, that is a branched
immersion ~Ψ : Σ2 \U~Φ → S3 such that for all z0 ∈ Σ2, the point p = ~Ψ(z0) ∈ S3 is the unique element
in S3 such that after a stereographic projection based on p, the mean curvature vanishes at order two at
z0; i.e. if πp : S3 \ {p} → R3 is the stereographic projection, then
~H
πp(z0)◦
~Φ(z) = O(|z − z0|2). (1.17)
One of the main results of Bryant’s paper is the following.
Theorem (Bryant, [6]). Let ~Φ : Σ2 → S3 be a Willmore surface. Then the set of umbilic points U~Φ
is equal to Σ2 or is a closed set with empty interior. In the first alternative, Σ2 = S2 and ~Φ is a
diffeomorphism. In the second alternative, there exists an immersion ~Ψ : Σ2 \U~Φ → S3 satisfying (1.17),
and a holomorphic quartic differential
Q~Φ = 〈∂2ψ~Φ, ∂2ψ~Φ〉h ∈ H0(Σ2,K4Σ2)
with the following property : if Q~Φ = 0, then
~Ψ is constant. Whenever ~Ψ = p ∈ S3 is constant, the set
~Φ−1({p}) is a non-empty discrete set in Σ2, the stereographic projection
π : S3 \ {p} → R3
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makes the mean curvature of π ◦ ~Φ vanish identically, and the Willmore surface
π ◦ ~Φ : Σ2 \ ~Φ−1({p})→ R3
is a complete minimal surface with finite total curvature and embedded planar ends. In particular, if
Σ2 = S2, then K4S2 is a negative holomorphic line bundle, so Q~Φ = 0, and every non-completely umbilic
Willmore sphere in S3 is the inverse stereographic projection of a complete minimal surface in R3 with
embedded planar ends.
Definition 7. Whenever a compact Willmore surface in S3 is the inverse stereographic projection of a
complete minimal surface in R3 with finite total curvature, we call this underlying object the dual minimal
surface.
By a result of Kusner ([16]), the dual minimal surface is obtained by inverting the compact branched
immersion at a point of highest multiplicity (this is also a direct consequence of a finer version of Li-Yau
inequality [20]).
The first ingredient of the generalisation of Bryant’s theorem is the special algebraic structure of
Bryant’s quartic form, which did not appear in the previous literature on the subject.
Theorem E. Let Σ2 be a closed Riemann surface, and ~Φ : Σ2 → S3 be a smooth immersion. Then
Bryant’s quartic admits the following representation
Q~Φ = 〈∂2ψ~Φ, ∂2ψ~Φ〉h = g−1 ⊗
(
∂N∂
N~h0 ⊗˙~h0 − ∂N~h0 ⊗˙ ∂N~h0
)
+
1
4
(
1 + | ~H |2
)
~h0 ⊗˙~h0
= g−1 ⊗
(
∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0 − ∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0
)
+
(
1
4
(
1 + | ~H |2
)
+ |~h0|2WP
)
~h0 ⊗˙~h0. (1.18)
The second main result of this paper is a generalisation of Bryant’s theorem, based on the algebraic
structure of the quartic form and a refined analysis of its singularities at branch points, which prove to
be removable under natural assumptions. We first have the following.
Theorem F. Let Σ2 be a closed Riemann surface, and ~Φ : Σ2 → R3 be a non-completely umbilic
branched Willmore surface. Then ~Φ is conformally minimal in R3 if and only if Q~Φ = 0.
This theorem can be deduced quite easily from the Weiertrass parametrisation and the observation
that the quadratic form Q defined on quadratic differentials by
Q(α) = ∂∂α⊗ α− ∂α⊗ ∂α = α2 ⊗ ∂∂ log(α).
vanishes if α = f1(z)f2(z)dz2, and f1 and f2 are holomorphic. Here, the last equality is formal but shows
the special structure of ∂∂ of a logarithm.
The following theorem extends a preceding one of Lamm and Nguyen in the case of Willmore spheres
whose sum of multiplicities of branch points is less than three [18]. Motivated by the generalisation in
higher codimension, we remark that the quartic form Q~Φ is a well-defined tensor for any immersion,
but need not be meromorphic when ~Φ is Willmore in Rn and n ≥ 4. It is a particular case of the more
general Theorem 4.11.
Theorem G (Meromorphy implies holomorphy). Let Σ2 be a closed Riemann surface, n ≥ 3 and ~Φ :
Σ2 → Sn be a variational branched Willmore surface. Furthermore, suppose that the quartic differential
Q~Φ is meromorphic. Then
Q~Φ is holomorphic. (1.19)
In particular, variational branched Willmore spheres ~Φ : S2 → S3 are inverse stereographic projections
of complete branched minimal surfaces in R3 with finite total curvature and vanishing flux.
We remark that the assertion on the flux finally justifies the last sentence of [6].
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Remark 8. We stress out that the dual minimal surface might have interior branch points : the famous
example of the hérissons (hedgehogs in English) of Rosenberg and Toubiana ([35]) shows that there
even exist true Willmore spheres whose dual minimal surface have interior branch points (and can even
have total curvature equal to −4π). An explicit example is given by the two-sheeted covering of the
Henneberg’s surface, a non-orientable minmal surface with total curvature −2π which is conformally
equivalent to a once-punctured real projective plan RP2. Its inversion is a true Willmore sphere of
energy 24π.
We can summarize the analogies between the theories of minimal and Willmore surfaces in the
following table.
Minimal surfaces in R3 Willmore surfaces in S3
Conformal immersion ~Φ : Σ2 → R3 ~Φ : Σ2 → S3
Euler-Lagrange equation 2 ~H = ∆g~Φ = 0 ∆gH + 2H(H2 −K + 1) = 0
Harmonic Gauss map ~n : Σ2 → S2 ⊂ R3 ψ~Φ : Σ2 → S3,1 ⊂ R4,1
Holomorphic quadratic and
quartic differentials
Weingarten tensor
h0 = 〈2 ∂N∂~Φ, ~n〉
Q~Φ = g
−1 ⊗ (∂∂h0 ⊗˙h0 − ∂h0 ⊗˙ ∂h0)
+
1
4
(
1 +H2
)
h0 ⊗˙h0
Figure 1: Comparison between Willmore and minimal surfaces.
Combining Theorem G with the improvement of the main result of [34] of Theorem D, we obtain the
following information on the so-called min-max sphere eversion.
Theorem H. Let S2+ ⊂ R3 (resp S2− ⊂ R3) be the standard Euclidean sphere with positive (resp.
negative) orientation, Imm(S2,R3) be the space of smooth immersions from S2 to R3 and denote by Ω
the set of paths between the two spheres, defined by
Ω = C0
(
[0, 1], Imm(S2,R3)
) ∩ {{~Φt}t∈[0,1], ~Φ0(S2) = S2+, ~Φ1(S2) = S2−} .
If the cost of the sphere eversion is defined by
β0 = min
~Φ∈Ω
max
t∈[0,1]
W (~Φt),
then there exists finitely many true branched Willmore spheres ~Φ1, · · · , ~Φp, ~Ψ1, · · · , ~Ψq : S2 → R3 such
that
β0 =
p∑
i=1
W (~Φi) +
q∑
j=1
(
W (~Ψj)− 4πθj
)
∈ 4πN, (1.20)
where the integer θj = θ0(~Ψj , pj) ≥ 1 is the multiplicity of the branched immersion ~Ψj at some point
pj ∈ ~Ψj(S2) ⊂ Rn
We also know thanks to a topological result of Max and Banchoff that every sphere eversion has a
quadruple point ([22], actually, this reference is not easily accessible, and for an alternative proof, see
[14]), so by Li-Yau inequality, we deduce that β0 ≥ 16π. It would be interesting to determine if this
value is effectively attained, and by which surfaces.
The Willmore energy as a quasi-Morse function.
More generally, one can consider the following problem. Let k > 0 and Γ ∈ πk(Imm(S2,R3)) a
non-zero element (provided πk(Imm(S2,R3)) is not trivial). Thanks to Theorem D we have
βΓ = inf
~Φ(t,·)≃Γ
max
t∈Sk
W (~Φ(t, ·)) ∈ 4πN∗
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and this furnishes a map
Γ ∈ πk(Imm(S2,R3)) −→ βΓ4π ∈ N
∗. (1.21)
It would be interesting to study the map (1.21) giving the Willmore energy of the optimal representative
of a non-zero element of these groups.
1.3 Willmore immersions into S4
The generalisation of Bryant’s theorem relies on the specific algebraic structure of the quartic form and
on the four-term asymptotics at branch points of the immersion of the Weingarten tensor the quartic
form is a function of. The classification of Willmore spheres in S4 of Montiel (see [29]) also relies on the
holomorphy of certain 3, 4, and 8-differentials (here ∂ and ∂ are the normal operators ∂N and ∂
N
as in
(1.9)).
Theorem I. Let Σ2 a closed Riemann surface and ~Φ : Σ2 → S4 be a smooth immersion, and ∂ and ∂
the complex operators acting of the normal bundle induced by the immersion ~Φ. Then Montiel’s forms
of degree 3, 4 and 8 have the following expressions
T~Φ = g
−1 ⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗˙J~h0)
Q~Φ = g
−1 ⊗
(
∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0 − ∂~h0 ⊗ ∂~h0
)
+
1
4
(1 + | ~H |2)~h0 ⊗˙~h0
O~Φ = g
−2 ⊗
{
1
4
(∂∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂∂~h0)⊗ (~h0 ⊗˙~h0) + 14(∂
~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)
− 1
2
(∂∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0)− 12(∂∂
~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0) + 12(∂∂
~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)
}
+
1
4
(1 + | ~H |2) g−1 ⊗
{
1
2
(∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ (~h0 ⊗˙~h0)− (∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0) + 12(∂
~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)⊗ (~h0 ⊗˙~h0)
}
+
1
64
(1 + | ~H |2)2 (~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ (~h0 ⊗˙~h0),
where J is the natural almost complex structure on the holomorphic normal bundle. Furthermore, if ~Φ
is a Willmore surface then T~Φ is holomorphic, and if T~Φ = 0, then Q~Φ and O~Φ are holomorphic.
As the analysis of the singularities of the quartic form Q~Φ in Theorem F does not depend on codi-
mension, we can prove the following. See Theorem 5.5 for a more refined hypothesis.
Theorem J. Let Σ2 be a closed Riemann surface and ~Φ : Σ2 → S4 be a variational Willmore immer-
sion. Then T~Φ is holomorphic, and if T~Φ = 0, then the meromorphic 4 and 8-forms Q~Φ and O~Φ are
holomorphic. If T~Φ = Q~Φ = O~Φ = 0, the pseudo Gauss map G : Σ
2 → CP4,1 of ~Φ is either holomor-
phic or anti-holomorphic, or lies lying in a null totally geodesic hypersurface of the null quadric Q3,1
of the 5-dimensional indefinite complex projective plan CP4,1. In the first case, ~Φ is the image by the
Penrose twistor fibration of a (singular) algebraic curve C ⊂ CP3, and in the other case, ~Φ is the inverse
stereographic projection of a complete (branched) minimal surface with finite total curvature in R4 and
zero flux. Furthermore, the two possibilities coincide if and only if the algebraic curve C ⊂ CP3 lies in
some hypersurface H ≃ CP2 ⊂ CP3. In particular, the hypothesis are always satisfied for a variational
Willmore sphere.
We remark that we cannot rule out the existence of interior branch points of the dual minimal surface
in R4 when it exists.
In particular, the Willmore energy of true branched Willmore spheres in S4 is quantized by 4π, and
the integer multiple depends only on the degree of the dual algebraic curve or some topological invariants
of the dual minimal surface.
Finally, we note as the expansion of ~h0 at branch points of Theorem F is valid in any codimension,
and as we can express any holomorphic form constructed on a Willmore surface only with respect to ~h0
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for possibly singular terms which enjoy nice compensations as in (1.18), this strongly suggests that any
generalisation of Bryant and Montiel’s classification of Willmore surfaces in Sn for n ≥ 5 and smooth
unbranched immersions shall generalise immediately to branched immersions.
Remark 9. After the first version of this work, we saw that there was a version under press of a
generalisation to S5 of Bryant’s classification ([21]). As there are also papers under review in the cases
Sn (with n ≥ 6), and for obvious size limitation, we will not discuss these cases.
2 Outline of the proofs of the main results
A. The proof of Theorem A is given in Section 3, and is composed of the reunion of the corollary 3.29
of Noether’s Theorem 3.7 for the definition of the four residues, of Theorem 3.9 for the correspondence,
and finally of Proposition 3.8 and corollary 3.13 for the link with minimal surfaces.
B. By the main theorem of [3], there exists finitely many points {p1, · · · , pm} ⊂ Σ2, and a sequence
of diffeomorphisms {fk}k∈N ⊂ Diff+(Σ2), a sequence of conformal transformations {Fk}k∈N of Rn, such
that Fk ◦ ~Φk ◦ fk is conformal for all k ∈ N, and
Fk ◦ ~Φk ◦ fk −→
k→∞
~Φ∞, in Clloc(Σ
2 \ {p1, · · · , pm}) for all l ∈ N, (2.1)
and for all i = 1, · · · , p, and all j = 1, · · · , q, up to rescaling, the limiting Willmore spheres ~Ψi and ~ξj
are obtained by taking compositions of diffeomorphism in the domain and conformal transformations in
the target, the strong convergence in Clloc minus finitely many points allows one to pass to the limit in
the first and fourth residue in (1.10) of these compositions to deduce that ~Ψi and ~ξj have vanishing first
residue by Theorem A.
C. It follows from proposition 6.4 and [26], [27].
D. This theorem is an easy consequence of lemma VI.2 of [34] when we replace the first by the fourth
residue.
E. This is Theorem 4.4.
F. This is Theorem 4.6.
G. This is Theorem 4.11.
H. This is a trivial corollary of the main result of [34] combined with Theorem G.
I. This is Theorem 5.3
J. This is Theorem 5.8.
3 Noether’s theorem, residues and conformal invariance
In the sequel we always assume that the ambient dimension n satisfies the inequality n ≥ 3.
Let Σ2 be a compact Riemann surface, KΣ2 be its canonical line bundle, and ~Φ : Σ2 → Sn be a
C1,α (for some α < 1) conformal immersion (as this is the minimal regularity for Willmore surfaces, this
assumption is not restrictive), and g be the induced metric on Σ2 by ~Φ of the Euclidean metric on Sn.
Let us write ∇ the Levi-Civita connection on the pull-back bundle ~Φ∗TSn, and the splitting
∇ = ∇⊤ +∇N = ∇+∇N
where ∇ = ∇⊤ and ∇N are the tangent and normal parts respectively. In particular, for all tangent
vectors X,Y, Z, one has
〈∇ZX,Y 〉 = 〈∇ZX,Y 〉.
Consider on Sn the complexified tangent bundle
TCS
n = TSn ⊗R C
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and the following splitting of the complex pull-back bundle ~Φ∗TCSn
~Φ∗TCSn = TCΣ2 ⊕ TNC Σ2.
We still write ∇ = ∇+∇N the extension by linearity of the Levi-Civita connection ∇ on ~Φ∗TCSn. There
exists a unique complex structure on TN
C
Σ2, see [10]. Let us see how to define it in low dimensions.
If n = 3, then the unit normal ~n : S2 → S3 of ~Φ furnishes a global non-vanishing section of TN
C
Σ2.
Therefore, if s ∈ Γ(TN
C
Σ2) is a C1 section, there exists f ∈ C1(Σ2,C) such that s = f~n, and this never
vanishing section of TN
C
Σ2 furnishes a unique structure of holomorphic line bundle on TN
C
Σ2, which
makes it a trivial bundle. We can also give a more abstract proof : if J the almost complex structure
defined by
J~n = i~n.
Then ∇NJ = 0, as
∇N∂zJ(~n) = ∇N∂z (J~n)− J(∇N∂z~n) = i∇N∂z~n = 0
as ∇N∂z~n = 0. As ~n is real, we also readily have ∇N∂zJ = 0. Therefore, this almost complex structure is
integrable, and by the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem (which we can apply as the normal bundle is C1,α,
see [30], or chapter V of [13]) there exists a unique complex structure on the normal bundle TN
C
Σ2 such
that TN
C
Σ2 → Σ2 is a holomorphic line bundle, which is in particular the same as the one previously
defined.
If n = 2, and ~n1, ~n2 is a local orthonormal base of TNC Σ
2, we define an almost complex structure J
by J~n1 = −n2. Then we compute by definition of ∇
∇N∂zJ(~n1) = ∇N∂z (J~n1)− J(∇N∂z~n1)
= −∇N∂z~n2 − J
(〈∇N∂z~n1, ~n1〉~n1 + 〈∇N∂z~n1, ~n2〉~n2)
= −∇N∂z~n2 − 〈∇N∂z~n1, ~n2〉J(~n2)
= − (〈∇N∂z~n2, ~n1〉+ 〈∇N∂z~n1, ~n2〉)~n1
= −∂z(〈~n1, ~n2〉)~n1 = 0
so we also have ∇NJ = 0, and the previous argument applies. In dimension 4, we note that one could
directly define a complex structure on the real normal bundle (see [29]) ; however, this is not true in
general and in the codimension 1 case in particular.
Proposition 3.1. Let ~Φ : Σ2 → Sn be a weak Willmore immersion. Then the complexified pull-back
bundle ~Φ∗TCSn splits into tangent and normal parts as
~Φ∗TCSn = TCΣ2 ⊕ TNC Σ2,
and there exists a unique complex structure on TN
C
Σ2 which is compatible with the decomposition ∇ =
∇⊤ +∇N of the Levi-Civita connection induced by g = ~Φ∗gSn on ~Φ∗TSn and makes it a holomorphic
line bundle.
We finally introduce the operators
∂N = ∇N∂z ( · )⊗ dz ∂
N
= ∇N∂z ( · )⊗ dz (3.1)
acting on Γ(TN
C
Σ2), the space of sections of the complexified normal bundle. In particular, a section
s ∈ Γ(TN
C
Σ) is holomorphic is and only if ∂
N
s = 0. If we write L = TN
C
Σ2, then with the notations of
the appendix 6.1, we have ∂
N
= ∂L . Furthermore, we have a decomposition
∂ = ∂N + ∂⊤, ∂ = ∂
N
+ ∂
⊤
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acting on sections of the total bundle ~Φ∗TCSn. If p, q ≥ 1 are fixed integers, and g a smooth metric on
Σ2 let
g−1 : Γ(KpΣ2 ⊗K
q
Σ2)→ Γ(Kp−1Σ2 ⊗K
q−1
Σ2 )
defined in the space of continuous sections of KpΣ2 ⊗K
q−1
Σ2 as follows : in a local complex chart z, write
g = e2λdz ⊗ dz, for some smooth positive function e2λ. Then for all continuous section ξ, there exists
locally, there exists f such that
ξ = f(z)dzp ⊗ dz q
and
g−1 ⊗ ξ = e−2λ(z)f(z)dzp−1 ⊗ dz q−1.
This is easy to see that such definition defines a section of Kp−1Σ2 ⊗K
q−1
Σ2 .
We also remark that one could even remove the positively condition on p and q, as negative sections
also occur naturally; for example with the Beltrami differentials of in the definition of the Weil-Petersson
metric (see [36], [37]), as for any quadratic differential α ∈ Γ(K2Σ2) given locally by α = f(z)dz2, if
g = e2λdz ⊗ dz is any smooth metric, we have
|α|2WP = g−2 ⊗ α⊗ α = e−4λ|f(z)|2,
and in the following, the reference to the metric g in the Weil-Petersson norm will always be implicit.
Let us come back to a slightly more general context, where we consider immersions ~Φ : Σ2 → (Mn, h),
where (Mn, h) is a C3 Riemannian manifold of constant sectional curvature. In a local coordinates system
(x1, x2), we introduce the complex coordinate z = x1 + ix2 and notations
∂z =
1
2
(∂x1 − i∂x2), ∂z =
1
2
(∂x1 + i∂x2), ~ez = ∂z~Φ ~ez = ∂z~Φ
We note 〈 · , · 〉 the metric h, ∇ its Levi-Civita connexion, and we decompose ∇ as
∇ = ∇⊤ +∇N = ∇+∇N
where ∇ = ∇⊤ and ∇N are the tangent and normal parts respectively. In particular, for all tangent
vectors X,Y, Z, one has
〈∇ZX,Y 〉 = 〈∇ZX,Y 〉.
Then by conformality of ~Φ, one has
〈~ez, ~ez〉 = 〈~ez, ~ez〉 = 14
(
|∂x1~Φ|2 − |∂x2~Φ|2 − 2i〈∂x1~Φ, ∂x2~Φ〉
)
= 0
〈~ez, ~ez〉 = 14
(
|∂x1~Φ|2 + |∂x2~Φ|2
)
=
e2λ
2
. (3.2)
Therefore, we have
~H0 =
e−2λ
2
(
~I(~e1, ~e1)−~I(~e2, ~e2)− 2i~I(~e1, ~e2)
)
= 2 e−2λ~I(~ez, ~ez)
~H =
e−2λ
2
(
~I(~e1, ~e1) +~I(~e2, ~e2)
)
= 2 e−2λ~I(~ez, ~ez) (3.3)
Furthermore, as ∇∂z~ez = ∇∂z~ez = 4−1∆~Φ has no tangential component, by (3.2) we deduce the addi-
tional following properties
〈∇∂z~ez, ~ez〉 = 〈∇∂z~ez, ~ez〉 = 0
14
〈∇∂z~ez, ~ez〉 =
1
2
∂z(e2λ), 〈∇∂z~ez, ~ez〉 =
1
2
∂z(e2λ) (3.4)
If W is defined by
W (~Φ) =
∫
Σ2
(| ~Hg|2 −Kg +Kh) dvolg
we have if (~ε1, ~ε2) = (e−λ~e1, e−λ~e2) is an orthonormal frame, the mean and Gauss curvature are respec-
tively defined by
~Hg =
1
2
(
~I(~ε1, ~ε1) +~I(~ε2, ~ε2)
)
Kg = Kh + 〈~I(~ε1, ~ε1),~I(~ε2, ~ε2)〉 − |~I(~ε1, ~ε2)|2.
Therefore, we have
| ~Hg|2 −Kg = 14 |
~I(~ε1, ~ε1)−~I(~ε2, ~ε2)|2 + |~I(~ε1, ~ε2)|2.
Recall that the Weingarten operator is defined by
~H0 =
1
2
(
~I(~ε1, ~ε1)−~I(~ε2, ~ε2)− 2i~I(~ε1, ~ε2)
)
.
This implies that
| ~H0|2g =
1
4
〈~I(~ε1, ~ε1)−~I(~ε2, ~ε2)− 2i~I(~ε1, ~ε2),~I(~ε1, ~ε1)−~I(~ε2, ~ε2) + 2i~I(~ε1, ~ε2)〉
=
1
4
∣∣∣~I(~ε1, ~ε1)−~I(~ε2, ~ε2)∣∣∣+ |~I(~ε1, ~ε2)|2 = | ~Hg|2 −Kg +Kh.
As in a conformal chart, we have the following expression of the Weingarten tensor
~h0 = (e2λ ~H0)dz2
and the Weil-Petersson norm of ~h0 reads
|~h0|2WP = e−4λ|e2λ ~H0|2 = |H0|2 = | ~Hg|2 −Kg +Kh,
we obtain
W (~Φ) =
∫
Σ2
|~h0|2WP dvolg.
Lemma 3.2. Let Σ2 be a closed Riemann surface and (Mn, h) be a smooth Riemannian manifold with
constant sectional curvature. Then for all smooth immersion ~Φ : Σ2 → (Mn, h), we have
∗gd ~H − 3 ∗g (d ~H)N + ⋆( ~H ∧ d~n) = −4 Im
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP∂~Φ
)
(3.5)
where ~H is the mean curvature and ~h0 = 2 ∂
N
∂~Φ = 2~I(~ez, ~ez)dz2 is the Weingarten tensor.
Remark 3.3. We could make a statement for arbitrary target; however, curvature terms will prevent to
write the equation in divergence form, and the notion of residue does not make sense as the integration
of an exact form. We would obtain
Im d
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |h0|2WP ∂~Ψ+ (R(~ez, ~ez)~ez)N
)
= R( ~H)
for some curvature tensor (of class Cν−2 is (Mn, h) is Cν) depending only on ~H and d~Ψ, see [32] for more
details. It makes little doubt that the results of [2] could be generalised to this setting, however, for our
immediate goal, this seems of little interest. For the first complex formulation of Willmore equation, see
the paper of Mondino in collaboration with the second author ([28]).
Proof. We recall (see [32]) that the Willmore equation in a space of constant sectional curvature is
equivalent to
d
(
∗gd ~H − 3 ∗g (d ~H)N − ⋆
(
d~n ∧ ~H
))
= 0
We first compute
∗g(d ~H)N = ∇N~e1 ~H dx2 −∇N~e2 ~Hdx1 = ∇N~ez+~ez ~H
dz − dz
2i
−∇Ni(~ez−~ez) ~H
dz + dz
2
=
1
i
(
∇N~ez ~H −∇N~ez ~H
)
= 2 Im (∇N~ez ~Hdz) = 2 Im (∂N ~H).
We compute by definition of ∇N as ∇∂z~ez = 0
∇N∂z ~H = ∇N∂z
(
2e−2λ~I(~ez, ~ez)
)
= 2 ∂z(e−2λ)~I(~ez, ~ez) + 2e−2λ
(
∇N∂z~I(~ez , ~ez) +~I(∇∂z~ez, ~ez) +~I(~ez,∇∂z~ez)
)
= −2 e−4λ∂z(e2λ)~I(~ez, ~ez) + 2 e−2λ
(
∇N∂z~I(~ez, ~ez) +~I(∇∂z~ez, ~ez)
)
= −e−2λ∂z(e2λ) ~H + 2 e−2λ
(
∇N∂z~I(~ez, ~ez) +~I(∇∂z~ez, ~ez)
)
Then by Codazzi-Mainardi formula and as ∇∂z~ez = 0, we have
∇N∂z~I(~ez, ~ez) = ∇N∂z~I(~ez, ~ez) = ∇N∂z
(
~I(~ez, ~ez)
)
− 2~I(∇∂z~ez, ~ez) = ∇N∂z
(
~I(~ez, ~ez)
)
and
~I(∇∂z~ez, ~ez) = 2e−2λ〈∇∂z~ez, ~ez〉~I(~ez, ~ez) + 2e−2λ〈∇∂z~ez, ~ez〉~I(~ez, ~ez) = e−2λ∂z(e2λ~I(~ez, ~ez) =
1
2
∂z(e2λ) ~H.
Therefore
∇N∂z ~H = −e−2λ∂z(e2λ) ~H + 2e−2λ
(
∇N∂z~I(~ez, ~ez) +
1
2
∂z(e2λ) ~H
)
= 2e−2λ∇N∂z
(
~I(~ez, ~ez)
)
= e−2λ∇N∂z (e2λ ~H0).
and we deduce that
∂N ~H = g−1 ⊗ ∂N~h0 (3.6)
Then we have
∗gd ~H − 3 ∗g (d ~H)N = ∗g(d ~H)⊤ − 4Im
(
g−1 ⊗ ∂N~h0
)
while
∇⊤~ez ~H = −| ~H|2~ez − 〈 ~H, ~H0〉~ez
and
∗g(d ~H)− 3 ∗g (d ~H)N = −4 Im (g−1 ⊗ ∂N~h0)− 2 Im
(
| ~H|2~ez + 〈 ~H, ~H0〉~ez
)
. (3.7)
Now recall that the unit normal ~n is defined by ~n = e−2λ ⋆ (~e1 ∧ ~e2), so that
⋆(~n ∧ ~e1) = ~e2, ⋆(~n ∧ ~e2) = −~e1.
Furthermore, an immediate computation shows that
∇~ez~n = −H~ez − ~H0~ez
and
⋆(~n ∧∇~ez~n) = −iH~ez + i ~H0~ez. (3.8)
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As d~n = 2Re (∂~n), we deduce from (3.8) that
⋆( ~H ∧ d~n) = 2Re
(
−i|H |2~ez dz + i〈 ~H, ~H0〉~ezdz
)
= 2 Im
(
| ~H|2~ezdz − 〈 ~H, ~H0〉~ezdz
)
. (3.9)
Finally by (3.7) and (3.9)
∗g (d ~H)− 3 ∗g (d ~H)N + ∗( ~H ∧ d~n) = −4 Im
(
g−1 ⊗ ∂N~h0 + 〈 ~H, ~H0〉~ezdz
)
= −4 Im
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N~h0 + 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ
))
= −4 Im
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
)
.
As
∇~ez~h0 = −|~h0|2WP~ez − 〈 ~H, ~H0〉~ez,
this concludes the proof.
Proceeding directly in the general case gives the following.
Proposition 3.4. Let (Mn, h) be a smooth Riemannian manifold, and ~Φ : Σ2 → (Mn, h) be a smooth
immersion, then we have
∆N ~H − 2| ~H |2 ~H +A ( ~H) = 4Re
{
g−1 ⊗ ∂N
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N~h0 + 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ+ 2(R(~ez, ~ez)~ez)Ndz2 ⊗ dz
))}
= −4 g−1 ⊗ d Im
{
g−1 ⊗
((
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 + 2
(
R(∂~Φ, ∂~Φ)∂~Φ
)N)
− |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
}
.
which reduces if Mn has constant sectional curvature to
∆N ~H − 2| ~H |2 ~H +A ( ~H) = −4 g−1 ⊗ Im d
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 + |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
)
.
Proof. We recall that in a conformal chart, we have if ~ei = ∂xi~Φ (1 ≤ i ≤ 2)
∆N = e−2λ
2∑
i=1
(
∇N~ei∇N~ei −∇N∇~ei~ei
)
and A is the Simon’s operator, given by
A ( · ) = e−4λ
2∑
i,j=1
〈~I(~ei, ~ej), · 〉~I(~ei, ~ej).
We have in a local complex coordinate z the identity
2∑
i=1
∇N~ei∇N~ei = ∇N~ez+~ez∇N~ez+~ez +∇Ni(~ez−~ez)∇
N
i(~ez−~ez)
= 2∇N~ez∇N~ez + 2∇N~ez∇N~ez
and
2∑
i=1
∇~ei~ei = ∇~ez+~ez (~ez + ~ez) +∇i(~ez−~ez)i(~ez − ~ez) = 2∇~ez~ez + 2∇~ez~ez = 0.
As
∇~ez~ez = ∇~ez~ez =
e2λ
4
∆g~Φ =
~H
2
has only normal components, i.e. ∇~ez~ez = ∇~ez~ez = 0, we deduce that
1
2
∇N~ez ~H = ∇N~ez
(
e−2λ~I(~ez, ~ez)
)
= ∂z(e−2λ)~I(~ez, ~ez) + e−2λ
(
∇N~ez~I(~ez, ~ez) +~I(∇~ez~ez, ~ez) +~I(~ez,∇~ez~ez)
)
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= ∂z(e−2λ)~I(~ez, ~ez) + e−2λ
(
∇N~ez~I(~ez, ~ez) +~I(∇~ez~ez, ~ez)
)
.
Noting that
∇~ez~ez = a~ez + b~ez
we obtain
e2λ
2
a = 〈∇~ez~ez, ~ez〉 = ∂z〈~ez, ~ez〉 =
1
2
∂z(e2λ)
e2λ
2
b = 〈∇~ez~ez, ~ez〉 =
1
2
∂z〈~ez, ~ez〉 = 0,
while the Codazzi-Mainardi implies that
∇N~ez~I(~ez, ~ez) = ∇N~ez~I(~ez, ~ez) + (R(~ez, ~ez)~ez) = ∇N~ez
(
~I(~ez, ~ez)
)
− 2~I(∇~ez~ez, ~ez) + (R(~ez, ~ez)~ez)N
= ∇N~ez
(
~I(~ez, ~ez)
)
+ (R(~ez, ~ez)~ez)
N
.
In particular, if (Mm, h) has constant sectional curvature κ ∈ R, we have for all vector-fields X,Y, Z,
R(X,Y )Z = κ (〈Y, Z〉X − 〈X,Z〉Y )
so (R(~ez, ~ez)~ez)N = 0. Then, we obtain
1
2
∇N∂z ~H =
(
∂z(e−2λ) + e−4λ∂z(e2λ)
)
~I(~ez, ~ez) +∇N~ez
(
~I(~ez, ~ez)
)
+ (R(~ez, ~ez)~ez)N
= e−2λ∇N~ez
(
~I(~ez, ~ez)
)
+ e−2λ(R(~ez, ~ez)~ez)N
=
1
2
e−2λ∇N~ez~h0 + e−2λ(R(~ez, ~ez)~ez)N
and as ~H is real, we have
∇N~ez ~H = ∇N~ez ~H = e−2λ∇N~ez~h0 + 2e
−2λ(R(~ez, ~ez)~ez)N
and we deduce that
∆N ~H = 2e−2λ
{
∇N~ez
(
e−2λ∇N~ez~h0
)
+∇N~ez
(
e−2λ∇N~ez~h0
)}
+ 8e−2λRe
{
e−2λ∇N~ez (R(~ez, ~ez)~ez)N
}
= 4Re
{
e−2λ∇N∂z
(
e−2λ
(
∇N∂z~h0 + 2(R(~ez, ~ez)~ez)N
))}
We now want to express the Simon’s operator only with respect of ~H0 and ~H, but this is easy as
~I(~e1, ~e1) = e−2λ~I(~ez + ez, ~ez + ~ez) =
1
2
(
2e−2λ~I(~ez, ~ez) + 2e−2λ~I(~ez, ~ez)
)
+ 2e−2λ~I(~ez , ez)
= Re ~H0 + ~H
~I(~e2, ~e2) = −e−2λ~I(~ez − ~ez, ~ez − ~ez) = −Re ~H0 + ~H
~I(~e1, ~e2) =
1
i
e−2λI(~ez + ~ez, ~ez − ~ez) = Im ~H0
therefore
A ( ~H) =
2∑
i,j=1
〈~I(~ei, ~ej), ~H〉~I(~ei, ~ej)
= 〈Re ~H0 + ~H, ~H〉(Re ~H0 + ~H) + 2〈Im ~H0, ~H〉Im ~H0 + 〈−Re ~H0 + ~H, ~H〉(−Re ~H0 + ~H)
= 2〈Re ~H0, ~H〉Re ~H0 + 2〈Im ~H0, ~H〉Im ~H0 + 2| ~H |2 ~H
= 2Re
(
〈 ~H0, ~H〉 ~H0
)
+ 2| ~H |2 ~H
and finally, we obtain
∆N ~H − 2| ~H|2 ~H +A ( ~H) = 4Re
{
e−2λ∇N∂z
(
e−2λ
(
∇N∂z~h0 + 〈~h0, ~H〉~ez + 2(R(~ez, ~ez)~ez)N
))}
and the last equality goes like Lemma 3.2.
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3.1 Noether’s theorem for second order functionals
Noether’s theorem is the mathematical formulation of the physical phenomenon that infinitesimal sym-
metries correspond to conserved quantities, i.e. closed differential forms (see [31]).
Definitions. (1) Let Σk be a C2 manifold and (Mn, h) be a C2 Riemannian manifold. For all p ∈ N,
we define the p-differentiation bundle Bp(Σk,Mn) of the couple (Σk,Mn) as the product
Bp(Σk,Mn) =
k∏
j=1
(T ∗Σk)⊗j ⊗ TMn.
(2) If U ⊂ B2(Σk,Mn) and L ∈ C1(Mn×U ), we say that a vector field ~X ∈ Γ(TM) is an infinitesimal
symmetry of L if for all ~Φ ∈ C2(Σk,Mn) such that Im (d~Φ,∇d~Φ, · · · ∇k−1d~Φ) ⊂ U ,
L(exp~Φ(t
~X), d(exp~Φ(t
~X)), · · · ,∇k−1d(exp~Φ(t ~X))) = L(~Φ, d~Φ, · · · ∇k−1d~Φ).
for all t ∈ R in some small interval around 0.
Theorem 3.5. Let m ≥ 2, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, Σk be a C2 manifold and (Mn, h) be a C2 Riemannian manifold,
U be an open subset of Σk, U be an open subset of B2(Σk,Mn), L = L(y, p, q) ∈ C1(Mn×U ,R), V be
an open subset of W k,p(Σk,Mn), and L ∈ C1(V ,R), such that for all ~Φ ∈ V , we have
L (~Φ) =
∫
U
L(~Φ, d~Φ,∇d~Φ)dH 2.
For all infinitesimal symmetry ~X ∈ Γ(TM), and for all critical point ~Φ ∈ V , we have
2∑
i,j=1
∂xi
(
∂piL(~Φ, d~Φ,∇d~Φ) · ~X(~Φ)− 2∂xj(∂qijL(~Φ, d~Φ,∇d~Φ)) · ~X(~Φ) + 2∂qijL(~Φ, d~Φ,∇d~Φ) · ∂xj ~X(~Φ)
)
= 0.
(3.10)
Remark 3.6. In particular, Noether’s theorem does not depend on the derivatives in the space variable
y. This should be useful in the correspondence of Section 3.3.
Proof. Following [12], we can suppose that Mn is a submanifold of an Euclidean space. We fix a critical
point ~Φ of L , and if exp is the exponential application on (Mn, h), for all test function ϕ ∈ C∞c (U), we
have
L (exp~Φ(tϕ
~X)) = L (~Φ + tϕ ~X + o(t)) = L (~Φ) + o(t). (3.11)
Therefore, we obtain, abbreviating ~X = ~X(~Φ)
L (~Φ + tϕ ~X + o(t)) =
∫
U
L(~Φ+ tϕ ~X, d~Φ + tϕd ~X + tdϕ · ~X,∇d~Φ + tϕ∇d ~X + 2dϕ · d ~X + t∇dϕ · ~X)dH 2
+ o(t)
=
∫
U
L(~Φ+ tϕd ~X, d~Φ+ tϕd ~X,∇d~Φ + tϕ∇d ~X)dH 2
+ t
∫
U
∂piL(~Φ, d~Φ,∇d~Φ) ·X∂xiϕdH 2 + 2t
∫
U
∂qijL(~Φ, d~Φ,∇d~Φ) · ∂xj ~X∂xiϕdH 2
+ t
∫
U
∂qijL(~Φ, d~Φ,∇d~Φ) · ~X∂2xixjϕdH 2 + o(t)
= L (~Φ) + o(t)
therfore, comparing this equation to (3.11) we deduce that∫
U
∂piL(~Φ, d~Φ,∇d~Φ) ·X∂xiϕ+ 2∂qijL(~Φ, d~Φ,∇d~Φ) · ∂xj ~X∂xiϕ+ ∂qijL(~Φ, d~Φ,∇d~Φ) · ~X∂2xixjϕdH 2 = 0
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so integrating by parts, this gives
∂xi
(
∂piL · ~X + 2∂qijL · ∂xj ~X − ∂xj
(
∂qijL · ~X
))
= 0
which is equivalent to
∂xi
(
∂piL · ~X + ∂qijL · ∂xj ~X − ∂xj (∂qijL) · ~X
)
= 0.
which is the expected result, as the sums in j are performed inside the parenthesis, contrary to the
formula announced in the theorem. This concludes the proof.
As the equation does not involve derivatives in y of L, we write L = L(p1, p2, q11, q12, q21, q22), where
the index stands for the corresponding partial derivative with respect to any local frame, and we let
z1 =
1
2
(p1 − ip2)
z2 =
1
2
(p1 + ip2)
w1 =
1
4
(q11 − q22 − i(q12 + q21))
w2 =
1
4
(q11 − q22 + i(q12 + q21))
w3 =
1
4
(q11 + q22 + i(q12 − q21))
w4 =
1
4
(q11 + q22 − i(q12 − q21))
such that L0(z1, z2, w1, w2, w3, w4) = L(p1, p2, q11, q12, q21, q22). We deduce that
∂L
∂p1
=
1
2
(
∂L0
∂z1
+
∂L0
∂z2
)
∂L
∂p2
=
1
2i
(
∂L0
∂z1
− ∂L0
∂z2
)
∂L
∂q11
=
1
4
(
∂L0
∂w1
+
∂L0
∂w2
+
∂L0
∂w3
+
∂L0
∂w4
)
∂L
∂q12
=
1
4i
(
∂L0
∂w1
− ∂L0
∂w2
− ∂L0
∂w3
+
∂L0
∂w4
)
∂L
∂q21
=
1
4i
(
∂L0
∂w1
− ∂L0
∂w2
+
∂L0
∂w3
− ∂L0
∂w4
)
∂L
∂q22
=
1
4
(
−∂L0
∂w1
− ∂L0
∂w2
+
∂L0
∂w3
+
∂L0
∂w4
)
Now as we are mostly interested in deriving conservations laws for the Willmore energy in spaces with
known conformal transformations, i.e. space forms, as in this case no curvature terms can arise we can
suppose that q12 = q21 (implying that w3 = w4). As L0 is real, we deduce that
∂L0
∂z2
=
∂L0
∂z1
,
∂L0
∂w2
=
∂L0
∂w1
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so the system reduces to 
∂L
∂p1
= Re
(
∂L0
∂z1
)
∂L
∂p2
= Im
(
∂L0
∂z1
)
∂L
∂q11
=
1
2
Re
(
∂L0
∂w1
)
+
1
4
∂L0
∂w3
∂L
∂q12
=
1
2
Im
(
∂L0
∂w1
)
∂L
∂q22
= −1
2
Re
(
∂L0
∂w1
)
+
1
4
∂L0
∂w3
(3.12)
If L0 = L(ζ, ω, χ) = L(ζ, ζ, ω, ω, χ) = L0(z1, z2, w1, w2, w3), we obtain the following.
Corollary 3.7. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3.5, we have
Re
(
∂z
(
∂L0
∂ζ
· ~X − ∂z
(
∂L0
∂ω
)
· ~X + ∂L0
∂ω
· ∂z ~X − 12∂z
(
∂L0
∂χ
)
· ~X + 1
2
∂L0
∂χ
· ∂z ~X
))
= 0. (3.13)
Proof. Using ∂z =
1
2
(∂x1 − i∂x2) , ∂z =
1
2
(∂x1 + i∂x2), we obtain by (3.10) and (3.12)
(∂z + ∂z)
{
Re
(
∂L0
∂ζ
)
· ~X − (∂z + ∂z)
(
1
2
Re
(
∂L0
∂ω
)
+
1
4
∂L0
∂χ
)
· ~X +
(
1
2
Re
(
∂L0
∂ω
)
· ~X + 1
4
∂L0
∂χ
)
· (∂z + ∂z) ~X
− i(∂z − ∂z)
(
1
2
Im
(
∂L0
∂ω
))
· ~X + 1
2
Im
(
∂L0
∂ω
)
· i(∂z − ∂z) ~X
}
+ i(∂z − ∂z)
{
Im
(
∂L0
∂ζ
)
· ~X − (∂z + ∂z)
(
1
2
Im
(
∂L0
∂ω
))
· ~X + 1
2
Im
(
∂L0
∂ω
)
· (∂z + ∂z) ~X
− i(∂z − ∂z)
(
−1
2
Re
(
∂L0
∂ω
)
+
1
4
∂L0
∂χ
)
· ~X +
(
−1
2
Re
(
∂L0
∂ω
)
+
1
4
∂L0
∂χ
)
· i(∂z − ∂z) ~X
}
= 0
and after rearranging, we have
Re
(
∂z
(
∂L0
∂ζ
· ~X − ∂z
(
∂L0
∂ω
)
· ~X + ∂L0
∂ω
· ∂z ~X − 12∂z
(
∂L0
∂χ
)
· ~X + 1
2
∂L0
∂χ
· ∂z ~X
))
= 0
which concludes the proof.
3.2 Residues of Willmore and minimal surfaces
In this section, we want to derive the four conservation laws for the Willmore energy with respect to
tensors only depending on the immersion (for such formulation, see [32], and for a derivation of the first
three conservation with Noether’s theorem, [1]).
We recall that the mean curvature ~H of an immersion ~Φ : Σ2 → Rn is the tensor
~H =
1
2
Trg(~Ig) =
1
2
2∑
i,j=1
gi,j~Ii,j , (3.14)
where ~Ii,j =~I(~ei, ~ej), and ~I is the second fundamental form of ~Φ. If ~ek = ∂xk~Φ for k = 1, 2. In particular,
using Z2 notations for indices we have as gi,j = (−1)i,jgi+1,j+1(det g)−1 the identities
g11 = 2
(|~ez|2 +Re 〈~ez, ~ez〉) , g12 = −2 Im 〈~ez, ~ez〉, g22 = 2 (|~ez|2 − Re 〈~ez, ~ez〉)
det g = g11g22 − g212 = 4
(|~ez|4 − (Re 〈~ez, ~ez〉2)− 4(Im 〈~ez, ~ez〉)2 = 4 (|~ez|4 − |〈~ez , ~ez〉|2) .
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As ~e1 = ~ez + ~ez and ~e2 = i(~ez − ~ez), a trivial computation gives
g1,1 =
1
2
|~ez|2 − Re 〈~ez, ~ez〉
|~ez|4 − |〈~ez, ~ez〉|2 ,
~I(~e1, ~e1) = 2Re~I(~ez, ~ez) + 2~I(~ez, ~ez)
g1,2 =
1
2
Im 〈~ez , ~ez〉
|~ez|4 − |〈~ez, ~ez〉|2 ,
~I(~e1, ~e2) = −2 Im~I(~ez, ~ez)
g2,2 =
1
2
|~ez|2 +Re 〈~ez, ~ez〉
|~ez|4 − |〈~ez, ~ez〉|2 ,
~I(~e2, ~e2) = −2Re~I(~ez , ~ez) + 2~I(~ez, ~ez).
So we have by (3.14)
~H =
1
4
(|~ez|4 − |〈~ez, ~ez〉|2)−1((|~ez|2 − Re 〈~ez , ~ez〉) (2Re~I(~ez, ~ez) + 2~I(~ez , ~ez))
− 4Im 〈~ez, ~ez〉Im~I(~ez, ~ez) +
(|~ez|2 +Re 〈~ez, ~ez〉) (−2Re~I(~ez, ~ez) + 2~I(~ez, ~ez)))
=
(|~ez|4 − |〈~ez, ~ez〉|2)−1 (|~ez|2~I(~ez, ~ez)− Re 〈~ez , ~ez〉~I(~ez, ~ez)) (3.15)
To apply our version of Noether’s theorem, we want to write the equation as a function depending only
on the derivatives of ~Φ without taking normal components. For all vector field ~w on Rn, writing
~w⊤ = a~ez + b~ez
we have (
a
b
)
=
(|〈~ez, ~ez〉|2 − 〈~ez, ~ez〉2)−1( 〈~ez, ~ez〉 −〈~ez, ~ez〉−〈~ez, ~ez〉 〈~ez, ~ez〉
)(〈∇XY,~ez〉
〈∇XY,~ez〉
)
so
~w⊤ = −f(~ez)−1
{(〈~ez, ~ez〉〈~ez, ~w〉 − |~ez|2〈~ez, ~w〉)~ez + (−|~ez|2〈~ez, ~w〉+ 〈~ez, ~ez〉〈~ez, ~w〉)~ez}
where f(ζ) = |ζ|4 − |〈ζ, ζ〉|2. We now set the notations
ζ = ~ez, ω = ∇∂z~ez, χ = ∇∂z~ez
and
h(ζ, κ) =
(〈ζ, ζ〉〈ζ, κ〉 − |ζ|2〈ζ, κ〉) ζ + (−|ζ|2〈ζ, κ〉+ 〈ζ, ζ〉〈ζ, κ〉) ζ.
We remark that
h(ζ, κ) = h(ζ, κ)
so by (3.15)
~H = f(ζ)−1
(|ζ|2χ+ |ζ|2f(ζ)−1h(ζ, χ)− Re (〈ζ, ζ〉ω)− f(ζ)−1Re (〈ζ, ζ〉h(ζ, ω))) . (3.16)
To simplify the expressions, we will take the derivative at conformal coordinates, as there will be signif-
icant amount of simplifications. We compute
f(~ez) = |~ez|4 = e
4λ
4
Dζf(ζ) = 2(ζ|ζ|2 − ζ〈ζ, ζ〉)
Dζf(~ez) = 2〈~ez, ~ez〉~ez = e2λ~ez
h(~ez,∇~ez~ez) = −|~ez|2〈~ez,∇∂z~ez〉~ez − |~ez|2〈~ez,∇∂z~ez〉~ez = −
e2λ
2
∂z
(
e2λ
2
)
~ez = −e
4λ
2
(∂zλ)~ez
h(~ez,∇∂z~ez) = 0, as ∇∂z~ez = 0
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Dζh(ζ, κ) =
(〈ζ, ζ〉〈κ, · 〉 − 〈ζ, · 〉〈ζ, κ〉) ζ + (〈ζ, ζ〉〈ζ, κ〉 − |ζ|2〈ζ, κ〉) ·
+
(−〈ζ, · 〉〈ζ, κ〉 − |ζ|2〈 · , κ〉+ 2〈ζ, · 〉〈ζ, κ〉) ζ
Dζh(~ez,∇∂z~ez) = −|~ez|2〈∇∂z~ez, · 〉~ez = −
e2λ
2
〈∇∂z~ez, · 〉~ez = −
e4λ
4
〈 ~H, · 〉~ez
Dζh(~ez,∇∂z~ez) = −〈~ez, · 〉〈~ez ,∇∂z~ez〉~ez − |~ez|2〈~ez ,∇∂z~ez〉 · +
(−|~ez|2〈∇∂z~ez, · 〉+ 2〈~ez,∇∂z~ez〉〈~ez, · 〉)~ez
= −∂z
(
e2λ
2
)
〈~ez, · 〉~ez − e
2λ
2
∂z
(
e2λ
2
)
·+
(
−e
2λ
2
〈∇∂z~ez, · 〉+ 2∂z
(
e2λ
2
)
〈~ez, · 〉
)
~ez
Dζh(~ez,∇∂z~ez) =
(
−〈~ez,∇∂z~ez〉〈~ez, · 〉 −
e2λ
2
〈∇∂z~ez, · 〉
)
~ez
= −
(
∂z
(
e2λ
2
)
〈~ez, · 〉+ e
2λ
2
〈∇∂z~ez, · 〉
)
~ez
Dκh(ζ, κ) =
(〈ζ, ζ〉〈ζ, · 〉 − |ζ|2〈ζ, · 〉) ζ + (−|ζ|2〈ζ, · 〉+ 〈ζ, ζ〉〈ζ, · 〉) ζ
Dκh(~ez, ~w) = −e
2λ
2
(〈~ez, · 〉~ez + 〈~ez, · 〉~ez) = −e2λRe (〈~ez, · 〉~ez) (if the infinitesimal symmetries are real).
Furthermore, as 〈~ez, ~ez〉 = 〈~ez, ~ez〉 = 0, we have
Dω ~H = 0. (3.17)
Therefore, we obtain
Dζ ~H = −Dζf(~ez)f(~ez)−2
(
|~ez|2~I(~ez, ~ez)
)
+ f(~ez)−1
(
〈~ez, · 〉~I(~ez, ~ez) + |~ez|2f(~ez)−1Dζh(~ez,∇~ez~ez)
− 〈~ez, · 〉~I(~ez, ~ez)
)
= −e2λ〈~ez, · 〉
(
e4λ
4
)−2
e4λ
4
(2e−2λ~I(~ez, ~ez)) + 4e−4λ
{
e2λ
2
〈~ez, · 〉
(
2e−2λ~I(~ez, ~ez)
)
+
e2λ
2
(
e4λ
4
)−1(
−e
4λ
4
〈 ~H, · 〉~ez
)
− e
2λ
2
〈~ez, · 〉
(
2e−2λ~I(~ez, ~ez)
)}
= −4e−2λ〈~ez, · 〉 ~H + 2e−2λ
(
〈~ez, · 〉 ~H − 〈 ~H, · 〉~ez − 〈~ez , · 〉 ~H0
)
= −2e−2λ
(
〈~ez, · 〉 ~H + 〈 ~H, · 〉~ez + 〈~ez, · 〉 ~H0
)
. (3.18)
The last identity is
Dχ ~H = 4e−4λ
(
|~ez|2 · +|~ez|2
(
e4λ
4
)−1
Dκh(~ez,∇~ez~ez)
)
= 4e−4λ
(
e2λ
2
· −e
2λ
2
(
e4λ
4
)−1
e2λRe (〈~ez, · 〉~ez)
)
= 2e−2λ
( · − 4e−2λRe (〈~ez, · 〉~ez)) . (3.19)
Thanks to (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19), we obtain
Dζ ~H = −2e−2λ
(
〈~ez, · 〉 ~H + 〈 ~H, · 〉~ez + 〈~ez, · 〉 ~H0
)
Dχ ~H = 2e−2λ
( · − 4e−2λRe (〈~ez, · 〉~ez))
Dω ~H = 0
. (3.20)
Now we see that
Kgdvolg = (det g)−1
(
〈~I(~e1, ~e1),~I(~e2, ~e2)〉 − |~I(~e1, ~e2)|2
)√
det g dx1 ∧ dx2
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=
1
2
(|~ez|4 − |〈~ez, ~ez〉|2)− 12 (〈2Re~I(~ez, ~ez) + 2~I(~ez, ~ez),−2Re~I(~ez , ~ez) + 2~I(~ez, ~ez)〉
− |2 Im~I(~ez, ~ez)|2
)
dx1 ∧ dx2
= 2
(|~ez|4 − |〈~ez, ~ez〉|2)− 12 (|~I(~ez , ~ez)|2 − |~I(~ez, ~ez)|2) dx1 ∧ dx2.
As
~I(~ez , ~ez) = ∇∂z~ez + f(~ez)−1 + f(~ez)−1h(~ez,∇∂z~ez) = χ+ f(ζ)−1 + f(ζ)−1h(ζ, χ)
~I(~ez , ~ez) = ω + f(ζ)−1h(ζ, ω),
we deduce that
Dζ~I(~ez, ~ez) = −Dζf(~ez)f(~ez)−2h(~ez,∇∂z~ez) + f(~ez)−1Dζh(~ez,∇∂z~ez)
=
(
e4λ
4
)−1(
−e
4λ
4
〈 ~H, · 〉~ez
)
= −〈 ~H, · 〉~ez
Dζ |~I(~ez , ~ez)|2 = 2〈Dζ~I(~ez, ~ez),~I(~ez, ~ez〉 = −2〈 ~H, · 〉〈~ez, e
2λ
2
~H〉 = 0.
Therefore, we have
Dζ (⋆Kgdvolg) = −2〈~ez, · 〉Kg + 4(∂zλ)〈 · , ~H0〉 = −2Kg~ez + 4(∂zλ) ~H0
Dχ (⋆Kgdvolg) = 4 ~H
Dω (⋆Kgdvolg) = −2 ~H0
. (3.21)
Now define
L0(~Φ, d~Φ,∇~Φ) = | ~H|2(det g) 12 = 2| ~H|2f(~ez) 12
We have by (3.20)
DζL0 = 2e2λ〈Dζ ~H, ~H〉+ 2Dζf(~ez)f(~ez)− 12 | ~H|2
= −4〈〈~ez, · 〉 ~H + 〈 ~H, · 〉~ez + 〈~ez, · 〉 ~H0, ~H〉+ 2| ~H|2〈~ez, · 〉
= −2| ~H|2〈~ez, · 〉 − 4〈 ~H, ~H0〉〈~ez , · 〉
= −2| ~H|2~ez − 4〈 ~H, ~H0〉~ez (3.22)
and
DχL0 = 2e2λ〈Dχ ~H, ~H〉 = 4〈 · − 4e−2λRe (〈~ez , · 〉~ez) , ~H〉 = 4〈 ~H, · 〉 = 4 ~H, (3.23)
while
DωL0 = 0. (3.24)
Therefore by (3.22), (3.23) and (3.24), we have
DζL0 = −2| ~H|2~ez − 4〈 ~H, ~H0〉~ez
DχL0 = 4 ~H
DωL0 = 0.
. (3.25)
If L = ⋆(|H |2 −Kg)dvolg = ⋆
(
| ~H0|2dvolg
)
= L0 − ⋆ (Kgdvolg), by (3.21) and (3.25), we have
DζL = −2| ~H|2~ez − 4〈 ~H, ~H0〉~ez + 2Kg~ez − 4(∂zλ) ~H0 = −2| ~H0|2~ez − 4〈 ~H, ~H0〉~ez − 4(∂zλ) ~H0
DωL = 2 ~H0
DχL = 4 ~H − 4 ~H = 0.
(3.26)
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Therefore, for any infinitesimal (real) symmetry ~X, Noether’s theorem shows that (as DχL = 0)
Re
(
∇∂z
(
DζL · ~X −∇∂z (∇ωL) · ~X +DωL · ∇∂z ~X
))
= 0
which gives
Re
(
∇∂z
((
−2| ~H0|2~ez − 4〈 ~H, ~H0〉~ez − 4(∂zλ) ~H0 − 2∇∂z ~H0
)
· ~X + 2 ~H0 · ∇∂z ~X
))
= 0. (3.27)
As
∇∂z ~H0 = ∇∂z (e−2λe2λ ~H0) = −2(∂zλ) ~H0 + e−2λ∇∂z (e2λ ~H0)
= −2(∂zλ) ~H0 + g−1 ⊗ ∂N~h0 +∇⊤∂z ~H0.
and
∇⊤∂z ~H0 = −| ~H0|2~ez − 〈 ~H, ~H0〉~ez
we have
| ~H0|2~ez + 2〈 ~H, ~H0〉~ez + 2(∂zλ) ~H0 +∇∂z ~H0 = 〈 ~H, ~H0〉~ez + g−1 ⊗ ∂
N~h0
= g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ.
which finally gives
d Im
((
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
)
· ~X − g−1 ⊗ ~h0 · ∂ ~X
)
= 0 (3.28)
The invariance by translation gives (taking ~X = ~C ∈ Rn)
d Im
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
)
,
while the invariance dilatation invariance corresponds to ~X = ~Φ, so (as 〈~h0, ∂z~Φ〉 = 0)
d Im
((
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
)
· ~Φ
)
= 0.
The invariance by rotation corresponds to ~X = ~C ∧ ~Φ (where ~C ∈ Rn constant), and implies that
d Im
(
~Φ ∧
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 + |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
)
+ g−1 ⊗ ~h0 ∧ ∂~Φ
)
= 0
and finally, the invariance by the composition of translations and inversions, corresponds to ~X = |~Φ|2 ~C−
2〈~Φ, ~C〉~Φ, and we obtain (as 〈~h0, ∂z~Φ〉 = 0)
d Im
(
|~Φ|2g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ− 2〈~Φ, g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP∂~Φ〉
− g−1 ⊗ ~h0 ⊗ ∂|~Φ|2 + 2 g−1 ⊗ 〈~h0, ~Φ〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ
)
= 0.
In particular, the four residues are
~γ0(~Φ, p) =
1
4π
Im
∫
γ
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
~γ1(~Φ, p) =
1
4π
Im
∫
γ
~Φ ∧
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
)
+ g−1 ⊗ ~h0 ∧ ∂~Φ
~γ2(~Φ, p) =
1
4π
Im
∫
γ
~Φ ·
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
)
~γ3(~Φ, p) =
1
4π
Im
∫
γ
|~Φ|2
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
)
− 2〈~Φ, g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ〉~Φ− g−1 ⊗ ~h0 ⊗ ∂|~Φ|2 + 2 g−1 ⊗ 〈~h0, ~Φ〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ
(3.29)
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where p ∈ Σ2 and γ is an arbitrary smooth closed curve enclosing the point p.
To get some intuition on these residues, it is useful to look at the simplest possible case of Willmore
surfaces : the minimal surfaces in Rn with embedded ends.
Proposition 3.8. Let ~Φ : Σ2 \ {p1, · · · , pm} → Rn be a complete minimal surface with embedded ends
and finite total curvature. Then its first three residues are always zero, and its fourth one corresponds
to its flux, that is for all j = 1, · · · ,m
~γ3(~Φ, pj) =
1
4π
Im
∫
γ
I~Φ
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
)
− g−1 ⊗ ~h0 ⊗ ∂|~Φ|2 + 2 g−1 ⊗ 〈~h0, ~Φ〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ
=
1
4π
Im
∫
γ
∂~Φ.
where for all tangent ~w ∈ Cn,
I~Φ(~w) = |~Φ|2 ~w − 2〈~Φ, ~w〉~Φ.
Proof. As ~H = 0, and
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ = ∂N ~H + g−1 ⊗ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ = 0
the first three residues vanish, and by (3.29) the fourth residue ~γ3 reduces to
~γ3(~Φ, pj) = − 14π Im
∫
γ
g−1 ⊗ ~h0 ⊗ ∂|~Φ|2 − 2 g−1 ⊗ 〈~h0, ~Φ〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ. (3.30)
From now on, we assume n = 3 for simplicity. Let us fix some 1 ≤ j ≤ m and let pj be an end of ~Φ.
Taking some complex chart sending pj to 0, we can suppose that ~Φ is parametrised by the punctured
unit disk D2 \ {0}. Then can suppose up to rotation that the normal ~n at p is ~n(pi) = (0, 0, 1), and by
the Weierstrass parametrisation, this is easy to see that the embeddedness of pi implies that there exists
α > 0, β ∈ R such that
~Φ(z) = Re
(∫ z
∗
α
w2
dw,
∫ z
∗
iα
w2
dw,
∫ z
∗
β
w
dw
)
+O(1)
for some α > 0, β ∈ R. In particular, we have
|~Φ(z)|2 = α
2
|z|2 +O(1), ∂z |
~Φ(z)|2 = −α
2z
|z|4
(
1 +O(|z|2))
e2λ = 2|∂z~Φ(z)|2 = α
2
|z|4
(
1 +O(|z|)2)
~h0(z) =
(
0, 0, β
dz2
z2
)
+O(1)
(3.31)
Indeed, we have
∂z~Φ =
1
2
(
α
z2
,
iα
z2
,
β
z
)
+O(1), ∂2z~Φ = −
1
2
(
2α
z3
,
2iα
z3
,
β
z2
)
+O
(
1
|z|
)
2(∂zλ) = e−2λ∂z(e2λ) =
|z|4
α2
(
−2 α
2
z3z2
)
+O(1) =
−2
z
+O(1)
~h0 = 2
(
∂2z
~Φ− 2(∂zλ)∂z~Φ
)
=
(
0, 0, β
dz2
z2
)
+O
(
1
|z|
)
Therefore, by (3.31), we have
g−1 ⊗ ∂|~Φ|2 ⊗ ~h0 =
(
0, 0,
|z|4
α2
(
−α
2z
|z|4
)
β
z2
dz
)
+O(1) =
(
0, 0,−βdz
z
)
+O(1) (3.32)
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and as 〈~h0, ~Φ〉 = O(log |z||z|−2), we have
g−1 ⊗ 〈~h0, ~Φ〉 ⊗ ∂|~Φ| = O(log |z|) (3.33)
Therefore, putting together (3.30), (3.32) and (3.33) the fourth residue is equal to
~γ3(~Φ, pj) =
(
0, 0,
1
4π
Im
∫
γ
β
dz
z
)
=
1
2
(0, 0, β).
which coincides exactly with the flux, and this shows the identity (for minimal surfaces with embedded
planar ends)
Im
∫
γ
g−1 ⊗ ~h0 ⊗ ∂|~Φ|2 − 2 g−1 ⊗ 〈~h0, ~Φ〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ = Im
∫
γ
∂~Φ,
concluding the proof of the proposition.
This proposition suggests that the first and fourth residues are exchanged when we apply a conformal
transformation, as in the case of the inverted catenoid, we find the same residue (this is immediate from
its Weierstrass parametrisation, but for a proof, see for example [2]).
3.3 Correspondence between residues and conformal invariance
Obviously, the four residues are invariant by rotations, translations and dilatations. However, for in-
versions with centre inside ~Φ(Σ2), this is not the case as the previous example showed for inversions of
minimal surfaces. There is nevertheless a simple rule under which these quantities transform, which is
detailed below.
Theorem 3.9 (Residue correspondence). Let ~Φ : Σ2 → Rn be a Willmore surface and let ι : Rn \ {0} →
Rn \ {0} be the inversion centred at zero. If ~Ψ = ι ◦ ~Φ : Σ2 \ ~Φ−1({0})→ Rn, for all p ∈ Σ2, we have
~γ0(~Φ, p) = ~γ3(~Ψ, p)
~γ1(~Φ, p) = ~γ1(~Ψ, p)
~γ2(~Φ, p) = −~γ2(~Ψ, p)
~γ3(~Φ, p) = ~γ0(~Ψ, p).
(3.34)
where the residues ~γ0, ~γ1, ~γ2, ~γ3 are given by (3.29).
Proof. If ~fz = ∂z~Ψ, and ~ez = ∂z~Φ, we have
~fz = ∂z~Ψ = |~Ψ|2~ez − 2〈~Ψ, ~ez〉~Ψ
∇∂zfz = |~Ψ|2
(
∇∂z~ez − 4〈~ez, ~Ψ〉~ez − 2〈~ez, ~ez〉~Ψ
)
− 2〈~Ψ,∇∂z~ez〉~Ψ + 8〈~Ψ, ~ez〉2~Ψ
∇∂zfz = |~Ψ|2
(
∇∂z~ez − 4Re
(
〈~Ψ, ~ez〉~ez
)
− 2|~ez|2~Ψ
)
− 2〈~Ψ,∇∂z~ez〉~Ψ+ 8|〈~Ψ, ~ez〉|2~Ψ.
(3.35)
We also write
e2µ = 2〈∂z~Ψ, ∂z~Ψ〉 = 2〈~fz, ~fz〉 (3.36)
for the conformal parameter of the immersion ~Ψ : Σ2 \ ~Φ−1({0})→ Rn. Then, the pointwise invariance
of Willmore energy implies if L = ⋆
(
(| ~H |2 −Kg)dvolg
)
that
L(~Φ, ~Φz,∇∂z ~Φz ,∇∂z~Φz) = L(~Ψ, ~Ψz,∇∂z ~Ψz,∇∂z ~Ψz)
= L(~Ψ, F1(~ez), F2(~ez,∇∂z~ez), F3(~ez ,∇∂z~ez))
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where thanks to (3.35)
F1(ζ) = |~Ψ|2ζ − 2〈~Ψ, ζ〉~Ψ
F2(ζ, ω) = |~Ψ|2
(
ω − 4〈ζ, ~Ψ〉ζ − 2〈ζ, ζ〉~Ψ
)
− 2〈~Ψ, ω〉~Ψ+ 8〈~Ψ, ζ〉2~Ψ
F3(ζ, χ) = |~Ψ|2
(
χ− 2
(
〈~Ψ, ζ〉ζ + 〈~Ψ, ζ〉ζ
)
− 2|ζ|2~Ψ
)
− 2〈~Ψ, χ〉~Ψ+ 8|〈~Ψ, ζ〉|2~Ψ.
(3.37)
Therefore, writing L(~Φ) = L(~Φ, ~Φ, ~Φz,∇∂z ~Φz,∇∂z ~Φz) and L(~Ψ) = L(~Ψ, ~Ψz,∇∂z ~Ψz,∇∂z ~Ψz), we have
DζL(~Φ) = DζL(~Ψ) ◦DζF1(~ez) +DωL(~Ψ) ◦DζF2(~ez,∇∂z~ez) +DχL(~Ψ) ◦DζF3(~ez,∇∂z~ez)
DωL(~Φ) = DωL(~Ψ) ◦DωF (~ez,∇∂z~ez)
DχL(~Φ) = DχL(~Ψ) ◦DχF3(~ez ,∇∂z~ez).
So we have 
DζF1(ζ) = |~Ψ|2 · −2〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ
DζF2(ζ, ω) = −4|~Ψ|2
(
〈 · , ~Ψ〉ζ + 〈ζ, ~Ψ〉 · +〈ζ, · 〉~Ψ
)
+ 16〈~Ψ, ζ〉〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ
DωF2(ζ, ω) = |~Ψ|2 · −2〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ
DζF3(ζ, χ) = −2|~Ψ|2
(
〈~Ψ, · 〉ζ + 〈~Ψ, ζ〉 · +〈ζ, · 〉~Ψ
)
+ 8〈~Ψ, ζ〉〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ
DχF3(ζ, χ) = |~Ψ|2 · −2〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ.
(3.38)
We recall that if ζ = ~ez, ω = ∇∂z~ez, χ = ∇∂z~ez, by (3.16)
~H~Φ = f(ζ)
−1
(|ζ|2χ+ |ζ|2f(ζ)−1h(ζ, χ)− Re (〈ζ, ζ〉ω)− f(ζ)−1Re (〈ζ, ζ〉h(ζ, ω)))
while
~H~Ψ = f(F1(ζ))
−1
{
|F1(ζ)|2F3(ζ, χ) + |F1(ζ)|2f(F1(ζ))−1h(F1(ζ), F3(ζ, χ))
− Re
(
〈F1(ζ), F1(ζ)〉h(F1(ζ), F2(ζ, ω))
)
− f(F1(ζ))−1Re
(
〈F1(ζ), F1(ζ)〉h(F1(ζ), F2(ζ, ω))
)}
.
In the forthcoming computations, we will always make the following osculating hypothesis that after
taking differentiation, on evaluates at points ζ such that 〈ζ, ζ〉 = 〈F (ζ), F (ζ)〉 = 0, which is legitimate
as we apply conformal transformations. We have
Dζ (f(F1(ζ))) = Dζf(F1(ζ)) ◦DζF1(ζ) = 2
(
|F1(ζ)|2〈F1(ζ), |~Ψ|2 · −2〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ〉
)
Dζ (f(F1(~ez))) = e2µ
(
|~Ψ|2fz − 2〈~Ψ, fz〉~Ψ
)
so
Dζ |F1(~ez)|2 = 〈F1(~ez), DζF1(~ez)〉 = 〈fz, |~Ψ|2 · −2〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ〉
= |~Ψ|2fz − 2〈~Ψ, ~fz〉~Ψ.
Therefore we define
I~Ψ(
~X) = |~Ψ|2 ~X − 2〈~Ψ, ~X〉~Ψ
to obtain {
Dζ(f(F1(~ez))−1) = −Dζ(f(F1(~ez)))f(F (~ez))−2 = −16e−6µI~Ψ(~fz)
Dζ |F1(~ez)|2 = I~Ψ(~fz).
(3.39)
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Also, we remark that we only need to count the normal parts of the derivatives of ~H , as they will be
multiplied by ~H (coming from | ~H|2). Therefore, as we also have h(F1(~ez), F3(~ez)) = 0, we obtain
Dζ ~H~Ψ = −16e−6µ〈I~Ψ(~fz), · 〉
(
e4µ
4
~H~Ψ
)
+ 4e−4µ
(
Dζ(|F1(~ez)|2)F3(~ez,∇∂z~ez) + |F1(~ez)|2DζF3(~ez ,∇∂z~ez)
(3.40)
+ |F1(~ez)|2f(F1(~ez))−1Dζ(h(F1(~ez), F3(~ez,∇∂z~ez))) ◦DζF1(~ez) (3.41)
+Dκh(F1(~ez), F3(~ez,∇∂z~ez)) ◦DχF3(~ez,∇∂z~ez)− 〈DζF1(~ez), ~fz〉~I(~fz, ~fz)
)
(3.42)
= −4e−2µ〈I~Ψ(~fz), · 〉 ~H~Ψ + 4e−4µ
{
(I) + (II) + (III) + (IV) + (V)
}
(3.43)
As 
Dζ |F1(~ez)|2 = I~Ψ(~fz)
F3(~ez,∇∂z~ez) =~I(~fz , ~fz) =
e2µ
2
~H~Ψ,
we obtain
(I) = Dζ(|F1(~ez)|2)F3(~ez,∇∂z~ez) =
e2µ
2
〈I~Ψ(~fz), · 〉 ~H~Ψ. (3.44)
Then we have by (3.38)
DζF3(ζ, χ) = −2|~Ψ|2
(
〈~Ψ, · 〉~ez + 〈~Ψ, ~ez〉 · +〈~ez, · 〉~Ψ
)
+ 8〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ
and as
|F1(~ez)|2 = |~fz|2 = e
2µ
2
,
we obtain
(II) = |F1(~ez)|2DζF3(~ez,∇∂z~ez) =
e2µ
2
{
− 2|~Ψ|2
(
〈~Ψ, · 〉~ez + 〈~Ψ, ~ez〉 · +〈~ez, · 〉~Ψ
)
+ 8〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ
}
= e2µ
{
− |~Ψ|2
(
〈~Ψ, · 〉~ez + 〈~Ψ, ~ez〉 · +〈~ez, · 〉~Ψ
)
+ 4〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ
}
(3.45)
We see that
(Dζh(~ez,∇∂z~ez))N = −|~fz|2〈~fz ,∇∂z ~fz〉( · )N = 0,
so
(III)N = 0. (3.46)
As (Dκh)N = 0,
(IV)N = 0, (3.47)
and
(V) = −〈I~Ψ(~fz), · 〉~I(~fz, ~fz) = −
e2µ
2
〈I~Ψ(~fz), · 〉 ~H0~Ψ. (3.48)
Therefore, by (3.40), (3.38), (3.44), (3.45), (3.46), (3.47)
(Dζ ~H~Ψ)
N = −4e−2µ〈I~Ψ, · 〉 ~H~Ψ + 4e−4µ
{
e2µ
2
〈I~Ψ, · 〉 ~H~Ψ + e2µ
(
− |~Ψ|2
(
〈~Ψ, · 〉~ez + 〈~Ψ, ~ez〉 · +〈~ez, · 〉~Ψ
)
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+ 4〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ
)
− e
2µ
2
〈I~Ψ(~fz), · 〉 ~H0~Ψ
}N
= −2e−2µ
(
〈I~Ψ(~fz), · 〉 ~H~Ψ + 〈I~Ψ(~fz), · 〉 ~H0~Ψ
)
+ 4e−2µ
{
− |~Ψ|2
(
〈~Ψ, · 〉~ez + 〈~Ψ, ~ez〉 ( · ) + 〈~ez, · 〉~Ψ
)
+ 4〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ
}N
As
| ~H~Ψ|2
(
det g~Ψ
) 1
2 = 2f(F1(~ez))
1
2 | ~H~Ψ|2,
we obtain the identity
Dζ
(
| ~H~Ψ|2
(
det g~Ψ
) 1
2
)
= 2
1
2
e2µ〈I~Ψ(~fz), · 〉
(
e4µ
4
)− 12
| ~H~Ψ|2 + 4
(
e4µ
4
) 1
2
〈(Dζ ~H~Ψ)N , ~H~Ψ〉
= 2| ~H~Ψ|2I~Ψ(~fz)− 4
〈(
〈I~Ψ(~fz), · 〉 ~H~Ψ + 〈I~Ψ(~fz), · 〉 ~H0~Ψ
)
, ~H~Ψ
〉
+ 8
〈{
− |~Ψ|2
(
〈~Ψ, · 〉~ez + 〈~Ψ, ~ez〉 ( · ) + 〈~ez, · 〉~Ψ
)
+ 4〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ
}N
, ~H~Ψ
〉
= −2| ~H~Ψ|2I~Ψ(~fz)− 4〈 ~H~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉I~Ψ(~fz)− 8|~Ψ|
2〈~ez , ~H~Ψ〉~Ψ− 8|~Ψ|2〈~Ψ, ~ez〉 ~H~Ψ − 8|~Ψ|2〈~Ψ, ~H~Ψ〉~ez
+ 32〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, ~H~Ψ〉~Ψ (3.49)
As 〈~fz, ~fz〉 = 0, we trivially obtain
Dω
(
| ~H~Ψ|2
(
det g~Ψ
) 1
2
)
= 0 (3.50)
Finally, as (Dκh)N = 0,
(Dχ ~H~Ψ)
N = f(F1(~ez))−1|F1(~ez)|2DχF3(~ez ,∇∂z~ez) = 2e−2λI~Ψ( · ).
Therefore, we deduce that
Dχ
(
| ~H~Ψ|2
(
det g~Ψ
) 1
2
)
= 2e2µ〈Dχ ~H~Ψ, ~H~Ψ〉 = 4I~Ψ( ~H~Ψ). (3.51)
and putting together (3.49), (3.50) and (3.51), we have
Dζ
(
| ~H~Ψ|2
(
det g~Ψ
) 1
2
)
= −2| ~H~Ψ|2I~Ψ(~fz)− 4〈 ~H~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉I~Ψ(~fz)− 8|~Ψ|
2〈~ez, ~H~Ψ〉~Ψ
− 8|~Ψ|2〈~Ψ, ~ez〉 ~H~Ψ − 8|~Ψ|2〈~Ψ, ~H~Ψ〉~ez + 32〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, ~H~Ψ〉~Ψ
Dχ
(
| ~H~Ψ|2
(
det g~Ψ
) 1
2
)
= 4I~Ψ(
~H~Ψ)
Dω
(
| ~H~Ψ|2
(
det g~Ψ
) 1
2
)
= 0
(3.52)
Now recall the identity
⋆
(
Kg~Ψdvolg~Ψ
)
= 2f(F1(~ez))−
1
2
(
|F3(~ez,∇∂z~ez) + f(F1(~ez))−1h(F1(~ez), F3(~ez,∇∂z~ez))|2 (3.53)
−|F2(~ez,∇∂z~ez) + f(F1(~ez))−1h(F1(~ez), F2(~ez,∇∂z~ez))|2
)
. (3.54)
We first compute thanks to (3.38)
DζF3(~ez,∇∂z~ez) = −2|~Ψ|2
(
〈~Ψ, · 〉~ez + 〈~Ψ, ~ez〉 · +〈~ez, · 〉~Ψ
)
+ 8〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ,
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which directly implies that
(DζF3(~ez,∇∂z~ez))N =
{
−2|~Ψ|2
(
〈~Ψ, · 〉~ez + 〈~Ψ, ~ez〉 · +〈~ez, · 〉~Ψ
)
+ 8〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ
}N
.
As (Dkh)N = 0, we have(
Dζ~I(~fz, ~fz)
)N
=
(
DζF3(~ez,∇∂z~ez) + f(F1(~ez))−1Dζh(~ez,∇∂z~ez) ◦DF1(~ez)
)N
=
{
−2|~Ψ|2
(
〈~Ψ, · 〉~ez + 〈~Ψ, ~ez〉 · +〈~ez, · 〉~Ψ
)
+ 8〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ
}N
. (3.55)
Then we have
DζF2(~ez,∇∂z~ez) = −4|~Ψ|2
(
〈 · , ~Ψ〉~ez + 〈~ez, ~Ψ〉 · +〈~ez, · 〉~Ψ
)
+ 16〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ. (3.56)
As Dκ(h(~fz ,∇∂z ~fz))N = 0, we obtain
{Dζ (h(F1(~ez), F2(~ez,∇∂z~ez)))}N =
(
Dζh(~fz,∇∂z ~fz) ◦DζF1(~ez)
)N
= −|~fz|2〈~fz,∇∂z ~fz〉I~Ψ( · )N
= −e
2µ
2
∂z
(
e2µ
2
)
I~Ψ( · )N
=
1
2
e4µ (∂zµ)I~Ψ( · )N . (3.57)
Therefore, by (3.56) and (3.57), it follows that
(
Dζ~I(~fz, ~fz)
)N
=
{
− 4|~Ψ|2
(
〈 · , ~Ψ〉~ez + 〈~ez, ~Ψ〉 · +〈~ez, · 〉~Ψ
)
+ 16〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ
}N
+ 4e−4µ
(
1
2
e4µ (∂zµ)I~Ψ( · )N
)
=
{
− 4|~Ψ|2
(
〈 · , ~Ψ〉~ez + 〈~ez, ~Ψ〉 · +〈~ez, · 〉~Ψ
)
+ 16〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, · 〉~Ψ
}N
− 2(∂zµ)I~Ψ( · )(
Dζ~I(~fz, ~fz)
)N
= 0. (3.58)
Finally, we have by
Dζ ⋆
(
Kg~Ψdvolg~Ψ
)
= −Dζ(f(F1(~ez)))f(F1(~ez))− 32
(
e4µ
4
(
| ~H~Ψ|2 − | ~H0~Ψ|2
))
+ 4e−2µ
(
2
〈(
Dζ~I(~fz, ~fz)
)N
,~I(~fz, ~fz)
〉
−
〈(
Dζ~I(~fz, ~fz)
)N
,~I(~fz, ~fz)
〉)
= −2Kg~ΨI~Ψ(~fz) + 4
〈
(Dζ~I(~fz, ~fz)), ~H~Ψ
〉
− 2〈
(
∇ζ~I(~fz, ~fz)
)N
,~I(~fz , ~fz)〉
= −2Kg~ΨI~Ψ(~fz)− 8|~Ψ|2〈~ez, ~H~Ψ〉~Ψ− 8|~Ψ|2〈~Ψ, ~ez〉 ~H~Ψ − 8|~Ψ|2〈~Ψ, ~H~Ψ〉~ez + 32〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, ~H~Ψ〉~Ψ
+ 4(∂zµ)I~Ψ
(
~H0~Ψ
)
+ 8|~Ψ|2〈~ez, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ+ 8|~Ψ|
2〈~ez, ~Ψ〉 ~H0~Ψ + 8|~Ψ|
2〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~ez − 32〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ (3.59)
Then we have (
Dχ~I(~fz, ~fz)
)N
= I~Ψ( · ),
which implies that
Dχ ⋆
(
Kg~Ψdvolg~Ψ
)
= 4e−2µ
(
2〈I~Ψ( · ),
e2µ
2
~H~Ψ〉
)
= 4I~Ψ(
~H~Ψ). (3.60)
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As (Dκh)N = 0, we obtain (
Dω~I(~fz, ~fz)
)N
= I~Ψ( · )
and
Dω ⋆
(
Kg~Ψdvolg~Ψ
)
= −4e−2µ
〈
I~Ψ( · ),
e2µ
2
~H0~Ψ
〉
= −2I~Ψ
(
~H0~Ψ
)
. (3.61)
Finally, by (3.59), (3.61) and (3.61), we have
Dζ
(
⋆Kg~Ψdvolg~Ψ
)
= −2Kg~ΨI~Ψ(~fz)− 8|~Ψ|2〈~ez, ~H~Ψ〉~Ψ− 8|~Ψ|2〈~Ψ, ~ez〉 ~H~Ψ − 8|~Ψ|2〈~Ψ, ~H~Ψ〉~ez
+ 32〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, ~H~Ψ〉~Ψ+ 4(∂zµ)I~Ψ
(
~H0~Ψ
)
+ 8|~Ψ|2〈~ez, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ+ 8|~Ψ|
2〈~ez, ~Ψ〉 ~H0~Ψ
+ 8|~Ψ|2〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~ez − 32〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ
Dχ
(
⋆Kg~Ψdvolg~Ψ
)
= 4I~Ψ
(
~H~Ψ
)
Dω
(
⋆Kg~Ψdvolg~Ψ
)
= −2I~Ψ
(
~H0~Ψ
)
.
(3.62)
By (3.52) and (3.62), we obtain
Dζ(⋆| ~H0~Ψ|2dvolg~Ψ) = −2| ~H0~Ψ|2I~Ψ(~fz)− 4〈 ~H~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉I~Ψ(~fz)− 4(∂zµ)I~Ψ
(
~H0~Ψ
)
− 8|~Ψ|2〈~ez , ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ− 8|~Ψ|
2〈~ez , ~Ψ〉 ~H0~Ψ − 8|~Ψ|
2〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~ez + 32〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ
Dω(⋆| ~H0~Ψ|2dvolg~Ψ) = 2I~Ψ
(
~H0~Ψ
)
Dχ
(
⋆| ~H0~Ψ|
2dvolg~Ψ
)
= 0
(3.63)
This expression can be further simplified. We first observe that (recalling the definition ~fz = ∂z~Ψ)
〈~Ψ, ~ez〉 =
〈
~Ψ,
~fz
|~Ψ|2
− 2〈~Ψ, ~fz〉
~Ψ
|~Ψ|4
〉
= −〈
~Ψ, ~fz〉
|~Ψ|2
= −1
2
∂z|~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|2
(3.64)
therefore
−8|~Ψ|2〈~Ψ, ~ez〉 ~H0~Ψ = 4 ∂z|~Ψ|
2 ~H0~Ψ
. (3.65)
Then we compute as ~fz = ∂z~Ψ is normal to ~H0~Ψ that
〈~ez, ~H0~Ψ〉 =
〈
~fz
|~Ψ|2
− 2〈~Ψ, ~fz〉
~Ψ
|~Ψ|4
, ~H0~Ψ
〉
= − 2
|~Ψ|4
〈∂z~Ψ, ~Ψ〉〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉 = −
∂z|~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|4
〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉
so
−8|~Ψ|2〈~ez, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ = 8
∂z|~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|2
〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ. (3.66)
The next contribution is
−8|~Ψ|2〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~ez = −8|~Ψ|
2〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉
(
∂z~Ψ
|~Ψ|2
− 2 〈∂z
~Ψ, ~Ψ〉
|~Ψ|4
~Ψ
)
= −8〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉∂z~Ψ+ 8
∂z|~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|2
〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ.
(3.67)
Now, by (3.64), we have
32〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ = 32
(
−1
2
∂z |~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|2
)
〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ = −16
∂z|~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|2
〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ (3.68)
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Finally, thanks to (3.65), (3.66), (3.68), (3.67), we get
− 8|~Ψ|2〈~ez, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ − 8|~Ψ|
2〈~ez, ~Ψ〉 ~H0~Ψ − 8|~Ψ|
2〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~ez + 32〈~Ψ, ~ez〉〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ
=
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
8
∂z|~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|2
〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ+ 4∂z|~Ψ|
2 ~H0~Ψ − 8〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉∂z~Ψ+
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
8
∂z|~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|2
〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ−
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘✘
16
∂z|~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|2
〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ
= 4
(
∂z|~Ψ|2 ~H0~Ψ − 2〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉∂z~Ψ
)
(3.69)
and thanks to (3.63) and (3.69), we obtain
Dζ(⋆| ~H0~Ψ|2dvolg~Ψ) = −2| ~H0~Ψ|2I~Ψ(~fz)− 4〈 ~H~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉I~Ψ(~fz)− 4(∂zµ)I~Ψ
(
~H0~Ψ
)
+ 4
(
∂z |~Ψ|2 ~H0~Ψ − 2〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉∂z~Ψ
)
Dω(⋆| ~H0~Ψ|2dvolg~Ψ) = 2I~Ψ
(
~H0~Ψ
)
Dχ
(
⋆| ~H0~Ψ|2dvolg~Ψ
)
= 0
(3.70)
Finally, we obtain the pointwise identities (valid for arbitrary immersions, not necessarily Willmore)
− 2| ~H0~Φ|2∂z~Φ− 4〈 ~H~Φ, ~H0~Φ〉∂z~Φ− 4(∂zλ) ~H0~Φ = −2| ~H
0
~Ψ
|2I~Ψ(∂z~Ψ)− 4〈 ~H~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉I~Ψ(∂z~Ψ)
− 4(∂zµ)I~Ψ
(
~H0~Ψ
)
+ 4
(
∂z |~Ψ|2 ~H0~Ψ − 2〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉∂z~Ψ
)
~H0~Φ = I~Ψ
(
~H0~Ψ
) (3.71)
In particular, the second identity of (3.71) shows the point-wise conformal invariance of the Willmore
energy. Now, recall that Noether’s theorem (Theorem 3.13) states that for all infinitesimal symmetry ~X
of a Lagrangian L, we have
Re
(
∇∂z
(
∂L0
∂ζ
· ~X −∇∂z
(
∂L0
∂ω
)
· ~X + ∂L0
∂ω
· ∇∂z ~X −
1
2
∇∂z
(
∂L0
∂χ
)
· ~X + 1
2
∂L0
∂χ
· ∇∂z ~X
))
= 0
which gives by taking the complex conjugate if ∂χL = 0 the identity
Re
(
∇∂z
(
∂L0
∂ζ
· ~X −∇∂z
(
∂L0
∂ω
)
· ~X + ∂L0
∂ω
· ∇∂z ~X
))
= 0. (3.72)
In our case, we have
L0 = ⋆| ~H0~Ψ|2dvolg~Ψ
and we compute by (3.63)
∇∂z
(
∂L0
∂ω
)
= 2∇∂z
(
I~Ψ
(
~H0~Ψ
))
= 2∇∂z
(
|~Ψ|2 ~H0~Ψ − 2〈 ~H
0
~Ψ
, ~Ψ〉~Ψ
)
= 2
(
|~Ψ|2∇∂z ( ~H0~Ψ)− 2〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ+ ∂z |~Ψ|2 ~H0~Ψ − 2〈∂z~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~Ψ− 2〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉∂z~Ψ
)
= 2I~Ψ
(
∇∂z
(
~H0~Ψ
))
+ 2 ∂z|~Ψ|2 ~H0~Ψ − 4〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉∂z~Ψ. (3.73)
as ∂z~Ψ is a tangent vector and ~H0~Ψ is a normal vector, so 〈 ~H0~Ψ, ∂z~Ψ〉 = 0. Then, we compute
∇∂z ~H0~Ψ = ∇∂z
(
e−2µ~h0~Ψ
)
= −2 (∂zµ) ~H0~Ψ + e
−2µ∇∂z (~h0~Ψ) = −2 (∂zµ) ~H
0
~Ψ
+ g−1~Ψ ⊗ ∂
N~h0~Ψ +∇
⊤
∂z
~H0~Ψ
and by now familiar computations, we also readily obtain
∇⊤∂z ~H0~Ψ = −| ~H0~Ψ|2 ~fz − 〈 ~H~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~fz. (3.74)
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By (3.73) and (3.74), we have
∇∂z
(
∂L0
∂ω
)
= −4 (∂zµ)I~Ψ( ~H0~Ψ) + 2 g
−1
~Ψ
⊗ I~Ψ(∂
N~h0~Ψ)− 2| ~H0~Ψ|2I~Ψ(~fz)− 2〈 ~H~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉I~Ψ(~fz)
+ 2 ∂z|~Ψ|2 ~H0~Ψ − 4〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~fz. (3.75)
We now trivially have
∂L0
∂ω
· ∇∂z ~X = 2I~Ψ( ~H0~Ψ) · ∇∂z ~X (3.76)
Finally, we have by (3.63)
∂L0
∂ζ
= −2| ~H0~Ψ|2I~Ψ(~fz)− 4〈 ~H~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉I~Ψ(~fz)− 4(∂zµ)I~Ψ
(
~H0~Ψ
)
+ 4 ∂z|~Ψ|2 ~H0~Ψ − 8〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~fz. (3.77)
In particular, by (3.73), we have
∂L0
∂ζ
−∇∂z
(
∂L0
∂ω
)
= −
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘✘
2| ~H0~Ψ|
2
I~Ψ(
~fz)− 4〈 ~H~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉I~Ψ(~fz)−
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘✘
4(∂zµ)I~Ψ
(
~H0~Ψ
)
+ 4 ∂z|~Ψ|2 ~H0~Ψ − 8〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~fz
−
(
−
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
4 (∂zµ)I~Ψ(
~H0~Ψ) + 2 g
−1
~Ψ
⊗ I~Ψ(∂
N~h0~Ψ)−✘✘✘✘
✘
✘✘
2| ~H0~Ψ|2I~Ψ(~fz)− 2〈 ~H~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉I~Ψ(~fz)
+ 2 ∂z|~Ψ|2 ~H0~Ψ − 4〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~fz.
)
(3.78)
= −2 g−1~Ψ ⊗I~Ψ(∂
N~h0~Ψ)− 2〈 ~H~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉I~Ψ(fz) + 2∂z|~Ψ|2 ~H0~Ψ − 4〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉~fz. (3.79)
By (3.76) and (3.78), we conclude that
∂L0
∂ζ
−∇∂z
(
∂L0
∂ω
)
+
∂L0
∂ω
=
{
− 2 g−1~Ψ ⊗I~Ψ(∂
N~h0~Ψ)− 2〈 ~H~Ψ, ~H
0
~Ψ
〉I~Ψ(fz) + 2∂z|~Ψ|2 ~H0~Ψ − 4〈~Ψ, ~H
0
~Ψ
〉~fz
}
· ~X
+ 2I~Ψ(
~H0~Ψ) · ∇∂z ~X
= −2
{(
I~Ψ
(
g−1~Ψ
⊗ ∂N~h0~Ψ + 〈 ~H~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉∂z~Ψ
)
− ∂z|~Ψ|2 ~H0~Ψ + 2〈~Ψ, ~H0~Ψ〉∂z~Ψ
)
· ~X −I~Ψ( ~H0~Ψ) · ∇∂z ~X
}
.
Finally, thanks to (3.74), we obtain the pointwise identity (valid for any Willmore immersion)
(
g−1~Φ ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0~Φ − |~h0~Φ|2WP ∂~Φ
)
· ~X − g−1~Φ ⊗ ~h
0
~Φ
· ∂ ~X
= I~Ψ
(
g−1~Ψ
⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0~Ψ − |~h0~Ψ|2WP ∂~Ψ
)
· ~X − g−1~Ψ ⊗
(
∂|~Ψ|2 ⊗ ~h0~Ψ − 2〈~Ψ,~h0~Ψ〉 ⊗ ∂~Ψ
)
· ~X
− g−1~Ψ ⊗I~Ψ(~h
0
~Ψ
) · ∂ ~X.
(3.80)
Applying Noether’s theorem with ~X = ~C ∈ Rn constant, we obtain for all p ∈ Σ2 by (3.29)
~γ0(~Φ, p) = ~γ3(~Ψ, p) (3.81)
i.e. the fourth residue of an inversion if equal to the first residue. As the proof is symmetric in ~Φ and
~Ψ, we also get
~γ3(~Φ, p) = ~γ0(~Ψ, p). (3.82)
We now turn to th e invariance by dilatations (i.e. zith ~X = ~Φ). To simplify notations, let
~α = g−1~Ψ ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0~Ψ − |~h
0
~Ψ
|2WP ∂~Ψ.
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We have
I~Ψ(~α) · ~Φ = |~Ψ|2~α · ~Φ− 2〈~Ψ, ~α〉~Ψ · ~Φ = ~Ψ · ~α− 2~Ψ · α = −~Ψ · ~α. (3.83)
On the other hand, as as
2〈~Ψ,~h0~Ψ〉 ⊗
〈∂~Ψ, ~Ψ〉
|~Ψ|2
= 〈~h0~Ψ, ~Ψ〉 ⊗
∂|~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|2
,
we have (
∂|~Ψ|2 ⊗ ~h0~Ψ − 2〈~Ψ,~h0~Ψ〉∂ ⊗ ~Ψ
)
· ~Φ =
(
∂|~Ψ|2 ⊗ ~h0~Ψ − 2〈~Ψ,~h0~Ψ〉 ⊗ ∂~Ψ
)
·
~Ψ
|~Ψ|2
=
∂|~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|2
⊗ 〈~h0~Ψ, ~Ψ〉 − 2〈~Ψ,~h
0
~Ψ
〉 〈∂
~Ψ, ~Ψ〉
|~Ψ|2
= 0. (3.84)
Now, we compute
I~Ψ(
~h0~Ψ) ⊗˙ ∂~Φ =
(
|~Ψ|2~h0~Ψ − 2〈~Ψ,~h0~Ψ〉~Ψ
)
⊗˙
(
∂~Ψ
|~Ψ|2
− ∂|
~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|4
~Ψ
)
= −∂|
~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|2
⊗ 〈~h0~Ψ, ~Ψ〉 − 2〈~Ψ,~h~Ψ〉 ⊗
〈∂~Ψ, ~Ψ〉
|~Ψ|2
+ 2〈~Ψ,~h0~Ψ〉 ⊗
∂|~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|4
〈~Ψ, ~Ψ〉 = 0 (3.85)
Thanks to (3.83), (3.84) and (3.85), we obtain
~γ2(~Φ, p) = −~γ2(~Ψ, p). (3.86)
Finally, as ~Ψ ∧ ~Ψ = 0
I~Ψ( · ) ∧ ~Φ = |~Ψ|2 · ∧ ~Φ = · ∧ ~Ψ
Therefore, we have
I~Ψ(~α) ∧ ~Φ = ~α ∧ ~Ψ = −~Ψ ∧
(
g−1~Ψ ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0~Ψ − |~h0~Ψ|2WP ∂~Ψ
)
(3.87)
Furthermore, we have(
∂|~Ψ|2 ⊗ ~h0~Ψ − 2〈~Ψ,~h0~Ψ〉 ⊗ ∂~Ψ
)
∧ ~Φ = ∂|
~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|2
⊗ ~h0~Ψ ∧ ~Ψ−
2
|~Ψ|2
〈~Ψ,~h0~Ψ〉 ⊗ ∂~Ψ ∧ ~Ψ (3.88)
and as ~Ψ ∧ ~Ψ = 0, we have
I~Ψ(
~h0~Ψ) ∧ ∂~Φ =
(
|~Ψ|2~h0~Ψ − 2〈~Ψ,~h0~Ψ〉~Ψ
)
∧
(
∂~Ψ
|~Ψ|2
− ∂|
~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|4
~Ψ
)
= ~h0~Ψ ∧ ∂~Ψ−
∂|~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|2
⊗ ~h0~Ψ ∧ ~Ψ−
2
|~Ψ|2
〈~Ψ,~h0~Ψ〉 ⊗ ~Ψ ∧ ∂~Ψ = ~h0~Ψ ∧ ∂~Ψ−
∂|~Ψ|2
|~Ψ|2
⊗ ~h0~Ψ ∧ ~Ψ+
2
|~Ψ|2
〈~Ψ,~h0~Ψ〉 ⊗ ∂~Ψ ∧ ~Ψ.
(3.89)
Therefore, thanks to (3.88) and (3.89), we get(
∂|~Ψ|2 ⊗ ~h0~Ψ − 2〈~Ψ,~h0~Ψ〉 ⊗ ∂~Ψ
)
∧ ~Φ+I~Ψ(~h0~Ψ) ∧ ∂~Φ = ~h0~Ψ ∧ ∂~Ψ. (3.90)
Finally, thanks to (3.80), (3.87), (3.90), we obtain(
g−1~Φ
⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0~Φ − |~h0~Φ|2WP ∂~Φ
)
∧ ~Φ− g−1~Φ ⊗ ~h
0
~Φ
∧ ∂~Φ
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= −
(
~Φ ∧
(
g−1~Φ
⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0~Φ − |~h0~Φ|2WP ∂~Φ
)
+ g−1~Φ ⊗ ~h
0
~Φ
∧ ∂~Φ
)
= I~Ψ
(
g−1~Ψ ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0~Ψ − |~h0~Ψ|2WP ∂~Ψ
)
· ~X − g−1~Ψ ⊗
(
∂|~Ψ|2 ⊗ ~h0~Ψ − 2〈~Ψ,~h0~Ψ〉 ⊗ ∂~Ψ
)
· ~X
− g−1~Ψ ⊗I~Ψ(~h
0
~Ψ
) ∧ ∂~Φ = −
(
~Ψ ∧
(
g−1~Ψ
⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0~Ψ − |~h0~Ψ|2WP ∂~Ψ
)
+ g−1~Ψ ⊗ ~h
0
~Ψ
∧ ∂~Ψ
)
so
~γ1(~Φ, p) = ~γ1(~Ψ, p) (3.91)
and by (3.81), (3.82), (3.86),(3.91), and (3.34), this concludes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 3.10. We showed in fact a much stronger property that the correspondence of residues under
conformal transformations, as we actually proved the pointwise invariance of the four integrated tensors
modulo permutations and change of sign.
Remark 3.11. For inversions of minimal surfaces, the third residue vanish, as the integrand is
g−1 ⊗ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂|~Φ|2 = 0.
Furthermore, of ~Φ is minimal, by the Weierstrass parametrisation, we have for some k ∈ N
~Φ(z) = Re
(α1
zk
, · · · , αn
zk
)
+O
(
1
zk−1
)
for some α1, · · · , αn ∈ C \ {0}. Therefore
e2λ =
k2
2
∑n
j=1 |αj |2
|z|2(k+1)
(
1 +O
(|z|2)) , ∂z~Φ(z) = −k2( α1zk+1 , · · · , αnzk+1 )
and for some α 6= 0, β1 · · ·βn, γ1, · · · γn ∈ C, we obtain (as the first order expansion of ∂2z ~Φ is a tangent
vector ~h0 = O(|z|−(k+1)))
g−1 ⊗ ~h0 ∧ ∂~Φ = α|z|2(k+1)
(
β1
zk+1
, · · · βn
zk+1
)
∧
( α1
zk+1
, · · · , αn
zk+1
)
dz +O(1) = O(1).
Remark 3.12. This correspondence can be easily anticipated as follows. First, as the square of the
inversion is the identity map, we now that the inversion can only exchange residues up to a factor of ±1.
Furthermore, the second residue is the only real one (the other are vectorial) so the inversion can only
let it invariant or change its sign. Then, wedge products do not appear by magic, so the third residue
can only change by ±1. As the first residue cannot stay invariant for the inversion of a minimal surface
with non-zero flux, as the first residue of any minimal surface vanishes identically, we deduce that the
first and fourth residues must be exchanged, up to a multiplication by −1.
As we have already seen, the three first residues of a minimal surface vanish, and for minimal surfaces
with embedded ends, the fourth residue is nothing else that the flux. This last fact is general.
Corollary 3.13. Let ~Φ : Σ2 \ {p1, · · · , pm} → Rn be a complete minimal surface with finite total
curvature. Then its flux of ~Φ is equal to its fourth residue as a Willmore surface, that is for all p ∈ Σ2
for all smooth curve enclosing pj (1 ≤ j ≤ m) and lying inside Σ2 \ {p1, · · · , pm}, we have
Im
∫
γ
∂~Φ = Im
∫
γ
I~Φ
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N − ∂⊤
)
~h0 − |~h0|2WP ∂~Φ
)
− g−1 ⊗ ~h0 ⊗ ∂|~Φ|2 (3.92)
where I~Φ(~w) = |~Φ|2 ~w − 2〈~Φ, ~w〉~Φ, for any vector ~w ∈ Rn.
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Proof. By the Weierstrass parametrisation, we have near a branch point
~Φ(z) = Re
 θ0∑
j=1
α1j
zj
+ β1 log(z) +O(1), · · · ,
θ0−1∑
j=1
αnj
zj
+ βn log(z) +O(1)

so the flux is ~γ0 = Im (β1, · · · , βn). As for the inverted minimal surface ~Ψ = ι ◦ ~Φ, we have (see [2] or
Section 4.2) close to a branch point
~Ψ(z) = Re
(
( ~A+ ~Bz + ~Cz2)zθ0
)
+ µ~γ0|z|2θ0 log |z|+O(|z|θ0+3) (3.93)
for some µ > 0. As thanks to [2], ~γ0 is the first residue of ~Ψ, the correspondence shows that the fourth
residue of an arbitrary minimal surface is nothing else than the flux up to a constant, which is equal to
+1 thanks to the Proposition 3.8.
Remark 3.14. We now see that Theorem A in the introduction is the combination of Theorem 3.3 and
of corollary 3.13.
4 Meromorphic quartic form and Willmore surfaces in Sn
4.1 Algebraic structure of the quartic form
On Rn+2 introduce the Lorentzian metric of signature (1, n+ 1)
h = −dx20 +
n+1∑
j=1
dx2j
and denote by Sn,1 the unit Lorentzian sphere, defined by
Sn,1 = Rn+2 ∩
x = (x0, x1, · · · , xn+1) : |x|2h = −x20 +
n+1∑
j=1
x2j = 1
 .
Let ψ~Φ : Σ
2 → Sn,1 ⊂ Rn+2 be the section defined on the normal bundle TN
C
Σ2, for all normal section ~ξ
by
ψ~Φ(
~ξ) = 〈 ~H,~ξ〉(~a+ ~Φ) +~ξ
where ~a = (1, 0, · · · , 0) ∈ Rn+2, and ~Φ ∈ Rn+1 (resp. ~ξ) is identified with (0, ~Φ) ∈ Rn+2 (resp. (0,~ξ)).
Then for all normal section ~ξ such that |~ξ| = 1, we have
〈ψ~Φ, ψ~Φ〉h = −〈 ~H,~ξ〉2 + 〈 ~H,~ξ〉2|~Φ|2 + |~ξ|2 = 1,
and ψ~Φ : Σ
2 → Sn,1 is called the pseudo Gauss map of ~Φ. If n = 3, and ~n is the unit normal we can
choose ~ξ = ~n (the unit normal) which gives
ψ~Φ = (H,
~ΦH + ~n).
Then we have the following result of Bryant.
Theorem 4.1. Let ~Φ : Σ2 → S3 be a smooth immersion of an oriented surface and endow Σ2 with the
induced conformal structure. Then ψ~Φ : Σ
2 → S3,1 is weakly conformal, it is an immersion away from
the umbilic locus of ~Φ, and if ~Φ is a Willmore immersion, the 4-form Q~Φ defined by
Q~Φ = 〈∂2ψ~Φ, ∂2ψ~Φ〉h
is a holomorphic quartic form. Furthermore, ~Φ : Σ2 → S3 is a Willmore surface if and only if ψ~Φ :
Σ2 → S3,1 is harmonic.
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Proof. We first check that ψ~Φ is (weakly) conformal. Writing ψ for ψ~Φ, we have
∂zψ = (∂zH,H∂z~Φ+ ∂zH~Φ + ∂z~n)
so
〈∂zψ, ∂zψ〉h = −(∂zH)2 +H2〈∂z~Φ, ∂z~Φ〉+ (∂zH)2|~Φ|2 + 〈∂z~n, ∂z~n〉+ 2H∂zH〈∂z~Φ, ~Φ〉
+ 2H〈∂z~Φ, ∂z~n〉+ 2∂zH〈~Φ, ∂z~n〉 = 〈∂z~n, ∂z~n〉+ 2H〈∂z~Φ, ∂z~n〉 − 2∂zH〈∂z~Φ, ~n〉 = 〈∂z~n, ∂z~n〉+ 2H〈∂z~Φ, ∂z~n〉.
We have
∂z~n = −e
2λ
2
H∂z~Φ− e
2λ
2
H0∂z~Φ
so
〈∂z~n, ∂z~n〉 = 2HH0〈∂z~Φ, ∂z~Φ〉 = e2λHH0, 〈∂z~Φ, ∂z~n〉 = −H0〈∂z~Φ, ∂z~Φ〉 = −e
2λ
2
H0
and this gives
〈∂zψ, ∂zψ〉h = 0,
showing the weak conformality of ψ. Furthermore, the pull-back of the Lorentzian metric h on Σ2 exactly
gives the Willmore energy, which explains the name pseudo Gauss map, by analogy with minimal surfaces
and total Gauss curvature. Indeed, one has
〈∂zψ, ∂zψ〉h = e
2λ
4
|H0|2 = 14
(
| ~H |2 −Kg + 1
)
dvolg.
Therefore
W (~Φ) =
∫
Σ2
(
| ~H |2 −Kg + 1
)
dvolg = 4
∫
Σ2
ψ∗~Φ(dvolh).
As the metric is non-positive definite, this does not imply anything on the quantization of the Willmore
energy. The holomorphy of Q~Φ can be found in [6], theorem B, and shall be treated in general in the
next theorem, once we find a pleasant expression to work with of Q~Φ. Finally the last assertion can be
found in a general context in [10].
We have the following expression of the quartic form Q~Φ.
Lemma 4.2. Let ~Φ : Σ2 → S3 be a smooth immersion of an oriented surface Σ2. Then we have in any
conformal chart
Q~Φ = 〈∇2∂zψ~Φ,∇2∂zψ~Φ〉dz4
= e2λ
(
〈∇N∂z∇N∂z ~H, ~H0〉 − 〈∇N∂z ~H,∇N∂z ~H0〉
)
dz4 +
e4λ
4
(
1 + | ~H |2
)
〈 ~H0, ~H0〉dz4 (4.1)
Proof. If ~Φ : Σ2 → Sn, dropping the index ~Φ for simplicity, we obtain
(∇∂zψ)(~ξ) = ∇∂z (ψ (ξ))− ψ
(
∇N∂z~ξ
)
=
(
〈∇N∂z ~H,~ξ〉+ 〈 ~H,∇N∂z~ξ〉
)
(~a+ ~Φ) + 〈 ~H,~ξ〉~ez +∇∂z~ξ −
(
〈 ~H,∇∂z~ξ〉(~a+ ~Φ) +∇N∂z~ξ
)
= 〈∇N∂z ~H,~ξ〉(~a+ ~Φ) + 〈 ~H,~ξ〉~ez +∇⊤∂z~ξ.
As
∇⊤∂z~ξ = −〈 ~H,~ξ〉~ez − 〈 ~H0,~ξ〉~ez,
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one obtains
(∇∂zψ) (~ξ) = 〈∇N∂z ~H,~ξ〉(~a+ ~Φ)− 〈 ~H0,~ξ〉~ez.
Then we have
(∇∂z∇∂zψ)
(
~ξ
)
= ∇∂z
(
∇∂zψ(~ξ)
)
− (∇∂zψ) (∇N∂z~ξ)
=
(
〈∇N∂z∇N∂z ~H,~ξ〉+ 〈∇∂z ~H,∇∂z~ξ〉
)
(~a+ ~Φ) + 〈∇N∂z ~H,~ξ〉~ez −
(
〈∇N∂z ~H0,~ξ〉+ 〈 ~H0,∇N∂z~ξ〉
)
~ez
− 〈 ~H0,~ξ〉∇∂z~ez −
(
〈∇N∂z ~H,∇N∂z~ξ〉(~a+ ~Φ)− 〈 ~H0,∇∂z~ξ〉~ez
)
= 〈∇N∂z∇N∂z ~H,~ξ〉(~a+ ~Φ) + 〈∇N∂z ~H,~ξ〉~ez − 〈∇N∂z ~H0,~ξ〉~ez − 〈 ~H0,~ξ〉∇∂z~ez.
As 〈~Φ,∇∂z~ez〉 = −
e2λ
2
, one immediately obtains
〈∇∂z∇∂zψ,∇∂z∇∂zψ〉h(~ξ,~η) =
e2λ
2
(
〈∇N∂z∇N∂z ~H,~ξ〉〈 ~H0,~η〉 − 〈∇N∂z ~H,~ξ〉〈∇N∂z ~H0,~η〉
)
+
e2λ
2
(
〈∇N∂z∇N∂z ~H,~η〉〈 ~H0,~ξ〉 − 〈∇N∂z ~H,~η〉〈∇N∂z ~H0,~ξ〉
)
+
e4λ
4
〈 ~H0,~ξ〉〈 ~H0,~η〉(1 + | ~H |2)
so for n = 3, we have a global non-zero section ~n : Σ2 → S3 of N , so taking ~ξ = ~η = ~n, we obtain the
expression of the lemma.
The next step is to show that Q~Φ admits an intrinsic expression whose principal term only depends
on the Weingarten tensor ~h0.
Definition 4.3. If Σ2 is a closed Riemann surface, n ≥ 1 is a fixed integer, (Mn, h) is a smooth
Riemannian manifold, 〈 · , · 〉 its scalar product, p1, p2, q1, q2 ≥ 0, and
( ~α1, ~α2) ∈ Γ(Kp1Σ2 ⊗K
q1
Σ2 , TCM
n)× Γ(Kp1Σ2 ⊗K
q2
Σ2 , TCM
n)
are continuous sections with values in TCMn, we define
~α1 ⊗˙ ~α2 ∈ Γ(Kp1+p2Σ2 ⊗K
q1+q2
Σ2 ,C)
by
~α1 ⊗˙ ~α2 = 〈~f1(z), ~f2(z)〉dzp1+p2 ⊗ dz q1+q2
if in a local complex chart z we have the expressions{
~α1 = ~f1(z)dzp1 ⊗ dzq1
~α2 = ~f2(z)dzp2 ⊗ dzq2 .
Theorem 4.4. Let ~Φ : Σ2 → S3 be a smooth immersion. Then we have
Q~Φ = g
−1 ⊗˙
(
∂N∂
N~h0 ⊗˙~h0 − ∂N~h0 ⊗˙ ∂N~h0
)
+
1
4
(1 + | ~H |2)~h0 ⊗˙~h0
= g−1 ⊗
(
∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0 − ∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0
)
+
(
1
4
(1 + | ~H |2) + |~h0|2WP
)
~h0 ⊗˙~h0 + 〈 ~H,~h0〉2 (4.2)
is a quartic differential, that is a section of K4Σ2 . Furthermore, if
~Φ is a smooth Willmore surface, Q~Φ
is holomorphic.
Proof. By (3.6), we have
∇N∂z ~H = e−2λ∇N∂z~h0
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Then we have, identifying by an abuse of notation ~h0 and e2λ ~H0
∇N∂z ~H0 = ∇N∂z
(
e−2λe2λ ~H0
)
= ∂z(e−2λ)e2λ ~H0 + e−2λ∇N∂z (e2λ ~H0) = ∂z(e−2λ)~h0 + e−2λ∇N∂z~h0.
Therefore
〈∇N∂z∇N∂z ~H, ~H0〉 − 〈∇N∂z ~H,∇N∂z ~H0〉 = 〈∇N∂z
(
e−2λ∇N∂z~h0
)
, ~H0〉 − e−2λ〈∇N∂z~h0, ∂z(e−2λ)~h0 + e−2λ∇N∂z~h0〉
= e−2λ∂z(e−2λ)〈∇N∂z~h0,~h0〉+ e−4λ〈∇N∂z∇N∂z~h0,~h0〉 − e−2λ∂z(e−2λ)〈∇N∂z~h0,~h0〉 − e−4λ〈∇N∂z~h0,∇N∂z ~h0〉
= e−4λ
(
〈∇N∂z∇N∂z~h0,~h0〉 − 〈∇N∂z~h0,∇N∂z~h0〉
)
(4.3)
We deduce from (4.1) and (4.3) that
Q = e2λ
(
〈∇N∂z∇N∂z ~H, ~H0〉 − 〈∇N∂z ~H,∇N∂z ~H0〉
)
dz4 +
1
4
(1 + | ~H |2)~h0 ⊗˙~h0
= e−2λ
(
〈∇N∂z∇N∂z~h0,~h0〉 − 〈∇N∂z~h0,∇N∂z~h0〉
)
dz2 +
1
4
(1 + | ~H |2)~h0 ⊗ ~h0
= g−1 ⊗
(
∂N∂
N~h0 ⊗˙~h0 − ∂N~h0 ⊗˙ ∂N~h0
)
+
1
4
(1 + | ~H|2)~h0 ⊗˙~h0.
We see that this formula describes a well-defined tensor for any immersion. Now we note that actually
we can obtain the second expression without the normal derivatives. Indeed, we have
∂⊤~h0 = −〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ− g−1 ⊗ (~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ ∂~Φ
∂
⊤~h0 = −|~h0|2WP g ⊗ ∂~Φ− 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ
so as g = 2∂~Φ ⊗˙ ∂~Φ, we have
∂N∂
⊤~h0 = −12g ⊗
(
|~h0|2WP ~h0 + 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ~H
)
and
∂N∂
N~h0 ⊗˙~h0 = ∂N∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0 − ∂N∂⊤~h0 = ∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0 + 12g ⊗
(
|~h0|2WP ~h0 ⊗˙~h0 + 〈 ~H,~h0〉2
)
while
∂N~h0 ⊗˙ ∂N~h0 = ∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0 − ∂⊤~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0 − ∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂⊤~h0 + ∂⊤~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0 = ∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0 − ∂⊤~h0 ⊗˙ ∂⊤~h0.
As ∂~Φ ⊗˙ ∂~Φ = 0 by conformality, one has
∂⊤~h0 ⊗˙ ∂⊤~h0 = 12g ⊗
(
|~h0|2WP ~h0 ⊗˙~h0 + 〈 ~H,~h0〉2
)
,
so we deduce that
Q = g−1 ⊗
(
∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0 − ∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0
)
+
(
1
4
(1 + | ~H |2) + |~h0|2WP
)
~h0 ⊗˙~h0 + 〈 ~H,~h0〉2.
Now suppose that ~Φ : Σ2 → S3 is a smooth Willmore immersion. To see that Q~Φ is holomorphic, the
expression of the previous lemma is more useful, as the Willmore equation is more easily stated with
respect to ~H . We remark that for a stereographic projection π : S3 → R3, the quartic form becomes
(without changing the notations for the involved quantities)
Q~Φ = g
−1 ⊗˙
(
∂N∂
N~h0 ⊗˙~h0 − ∂N~h0 ⊗˙ ∂N~h0
)
+
1
4
| ~H |2~h0 ⊗˙~h0
so in a conformal chart z : D2 → Σ2, we have by (4.1)
Q~Φ = e
2λ
(
〈∂2 ~H, ~H0〉 − 〈∂ ~H, ∂ ~H0〉
)
dz4 +
e4λ
4
| ~H |2〈 ~H0, ~H0〉dz4
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=
{
e2λ(∂2H H0 − ∂H ∂H0) + e
4λ
4
H2H20
}
dz4 (4.4)
Recall that the Willmore equation is equivalent in R3 to
∂∂H +
e2λ
2
|H0|2H = 0
First, we have
∂∂2H = ∂(∂∂H) = −e2λ(∂zλ)|H0|2H − e
2λ
2
(
∂H0H0H + ∂H0H0H + |H0|2∂H
)
. (4.5)
Then we have
∂H = e−2λ∂(e2λH0) = 2(∂zλ)H0 + ∂H0
Finally, we obtain
∂
(
∂2HH0
)
= − e2λ(∂zλ)|H0|2HH0 − e
2λ
2
(
∂H0 |H0|2H + ∂H0HH20 + ∂H |H0|2H0
)
+ ∂2H (∂H − 2(∂zλ)H0)
= ∂2H(∂H − 2(∂zλ)H0)− e
2λ
2
|H0|2(∂(HH0) + 2(∂zλ)HH0)− e
2λ
2
∂H0HH
2
0 . (4.6)
Then we have
∂(∂H ∂H0) = ∂∂H ∂H0 + ∂H∂∂H0 = −e
2λ
2
|H0|2H∂H0 + ∂H∂(∂H − 2(∂zλ)H0)
= ∂2H ∂H − 2(∂2zzλ)∂H H0 − 2(∂zλ)∂H∂H0 −
e2λ
2
|H0|2H ∂H0
By the Liouville equation, we have
4 ∂2zzλ = ∆λ = −e2λKg,
so we obtain as Kg = H2 − |H0|2
∂(∂H ∂H0) = ∂2H ∂H +
e2λ
2
(H2 − |H0|2)∂H H0 − 2(∂zλ)∂H ∂H0 − e
2λ
2
|H0|2∂H0H
= ∂2H ∂H +
e2λ
2
H2 ∂H H0 − e
2λ
2
|H0|2 (∂(HH0))− 2(∂zλ)∂H ∂H0 (4.7)
Therefore, by (4.6) and (4.7), we have
∂
(
∂2HH0 − ∂H∂H0
)
= −2(∂zλ)(∂2HH0 − ∂H ∂H0)− e
4λ
2
HH0(2(∂zλ)|H0|2 + ∂H H + ∂H0H0)
so
e2λ∂(∂2H H0 − ∂H∂H0) = −∂z(e2λ)(∂2H H0 − ∂H ∂H0)− e
4λ
4
HH0
(
2(∂zλ)|H0|2 + ∂H H + ∂H0H0
)
,
which reduces to
∂
(
e2λ
(
∂2HH0 − ∂H ∂H0
))
= −e
4λ
2
HH0(2(∂zλ)|H0|2 + ∂HH + ∂H0H0) (4.8)
= −e
4λ
2
HH0(∂HH0 + ∂HH). (4.9)
The end is easy, as
∂
(
e4λ
4
H2H20
)
= e4λ(∂zλ)H2H20 +
e4λ
2
(
∂H HH20 + ∂H0H0H
2
)
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= e4λ(∂zλ)H2H20 +
e4λ
2
H0H
(
∂HH0 + (∂H − 2(∂zλ)H0)H
)
=
e4λ
2
HH0(∂HH0 + ∂HH). (4.10)
Therefore, by (4.4), (4.8) and (4.10), we deduce that
∂Q~Φ = ∂
(
e2λ (∂H H0 − ∂H ∂H0)
)
dz4 ⊗ dz + ∂
(
e4λ
4
H2H20
)
dz4 ⊗ dz = 0.
Therefore Q~Φ is a holomorphic section of K
4
Σ2 if ~Φ : Σ
2 → S3 is a smooth Willmore surface.
Important remark 4.5. We see that the tensor Q~Φ as defined in (4.2) is well-defined for any immersion
~Φ : Σ2 → Sn for any n ≥ 3 as the equation defining Q~Φ makes sense in any codimension, but we shall
see that it is not holomorphic in general in dimension n ≥ 4 (see Section 5).
Furthermore, one might think that the Definition 4.3 is a bit artificial, as in codimension 1, we have
~h0 = h0~n for a scalar quadratic differential h0, and as ∂N~n = 0, we have
Q~Φ = g
−1 ⊗ (∂∂h0 ⊗ h0 − ∂h0 ⊗ ∂h0)+ 14 (1 + | ~H|2)h0 ⊗ h0.
However, not only for the generalisation in S4, but already in the proof in the case of S3 of the general-
isation of Bryant’s classification, it will be absolutely crucial to see Q~Φ as a function of the vectorial
~h0
(see the proof of Theorem 4.11 for more details).
4.2 Asymptotic behaviour of the quartic form at branch points
Bryant’s theorem asserts that for any branched immersion ~Φ : Σ2 → R3, if the quartic form Q~Φ = 0,
then ~Φ is the inversion of a complete minimal surface with finite total curvature. The partial converse is
furnished by the following result.
Theorem 4.6. Let Σ2 be a Riemann surface of genus γ, and ~Φ : Σ2 → R3 be a non-completely umbilic
branched Willmore surface. If ~Φ is the inversion of a minimal surface if and only if Q~Φ = 0 is holo-
morphic. Furthermore, provided Q~Φ, the dual minimal surface has zero flux if and only if
~Φ is a true
Willmore surface.
Proof. Let ~Ψ : Σ2 \ {p1, · · · , pm} → R3 be a complete minimal surface with finite total curvature. Then
h~Φ is holomorphic, and H~Ψ = 0. As
Q~Ψ = g
−1
~Ψ
⊗
(
∂∂h0~Ψ ⊗ h0~Ψ − ∂h0~Ψ ⊗ ∂h0~Ψ
)
+
1
4
H2~Ψh
2
~Ψ
,
we trivially obtain Q~Ψ = 0, and as Q~Ψ is conformally invariant, we deduce if
~Φ is a compact inversion
of ~Ψ that Q~Φ = 0.
Conversely, assume that Q~Φ = 0. Then Bryant’s theorem ([6]) implies that the dual Willmore
~Ψ : Σ2 \U~Φ → R3 surface is constant ~Ψ ≡ p ∈ S3, where
U~Φ = Σ
2 ∩
{
z : |~h0(z)|2WPdvolg = 0
}
is the umbilic locus. As the complement of U~Φ is an open dense set, and for some stereographic projection
π : S3 \ {p} → R3, the composition π ◦ ~Φ : Σ2 \ U~Φ → R3 has zero mean-curvature, we deduce that
actually π ◦ ~Φ : Σ2 \ ~Φ−1({p})→ R3 has vanishing mean-curvature.
As there exists no compact minimal surface in R3, the set ~Φ−1({p}) ⊂ Σ2 is non-empty, and the
minimal surface π ◦ ~Φ : Σ2 \ ~Φ−1({p}) → R3 is a complete minimal surface with finite total curvature
(by the conformal invariance of the Willmore energy). As ~Φ−1({p}) can contain branch points, the ends
of the dual minimal surface need not be embedded (as the inversions of any minimal surfaces with non-
embedded ends show). Finally, the assertion on the residues is a direct consequence of the correspondence
3.9.
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We first recall a preliminary lemma from [18].
Lemma 4.7. Let ~Φ : Σ2 → R3 be a branched Willmore surface, with branching divisor D =∑mi=1 θ0(pi)pi,
where p1, · · · , pm ∈ Σ2 are distinct point and θ0 ≥ 1 are the multiplicities at the branch points, and
D0 = p1 + · · ·+ pm ∈ Div(Σ2). Then the meromorphic quartic form Q~Φ has poles of order at most two
at each pi, for i = 1, · · · ,m, so it is a holomorphic section of the line bundle L = K4Σ2 ⊗O(2D0), where
KΣ2 is the canonical bundle of Σ2.
Proof. In the case of zero residue, by [2] for in some conformal chart D2 → Σ2, we have
~Φ(z) = Re
(
~Azθ0 + ~Bzθ0+1 + ~Czθ0−αzθ0
)
+O(|z|θ0+2−ε) (4.11)
for some α ≤ θ0 − 1. In the worst case α = θ0 − 1, an analogous computation as in Theorem 4.6 gives
for some constants ~A0, ~A1 ∈ Cn
~h0(z) =
(
~A0z
θ0−1 + ~A1
zθ0
z
)
dz2 +O(|z|θ0−ε).
Therefore as ~H = O(|z|1−θ0), ~h0 = O(|z|θ0−1), we have
| ~H |2~h0 ⊗˙~h0 = O(1),
and
Q = g−1 ⊗ (∂∂~h0 ⊗ ~h0 − ∂~h0 ⊗ ∂~h0) + 14 |
~H |2~h0 ⊗˙~h0 = −|z|2−2θ0〈 ~A0, A1〉θ0(θ0 − 1)zθ0−2 z
θ0−1
z
dz4
+ |z|2−2θ0| ~A0|2
{(
−θ0 z
θ0−1
z2
)(
zθ0
z
)
−
(
−z
θ0
z2
)(
θ0
zθ0
z
)}
dz4 +O
(
1
|z|
)
= −〈 ~A0, ~A1〉θ0(θ0 − 1)dz
4
z2
+O
(
1
|z|
)
so the poles of ~h0 are of order at most 2. For θ0 = 1, as we cannot neglect the residue, we also get in
general a pole of order at most 2, as the higher order of singularity of ~h0 is
~γ0
z
z
dz2
so the same computation applies.
Lemma 4.8. Let ~Φ : D2 → Rn be a branched Willmore disk, of branch point of order θ0 ≥ 1 and second
residue such that r(~Φ, 0) ≤ max {0, θ0 − 3}. Then
|z|εQ~Φ ∈ L∞(D2) for all ε > 0.
Proof. First assume that θ0 ≥ 3. Then we have (up to renormalisation)
~Φ(z) =
2
θ0
Re
(
~A0z
θ0
)
+O(|z|θ0+1−ε), e2λ = |z|2θ0−2 (1 +O(|z|))
~H = Re
(
~C2
zθ0−3
)
+O(|z|4−θ0−ε).
Therefore, we have as 2 ~H = ∆g~Φ
∂z
(
∂z~Φ
)
=
1
2
|z|2θ0−2Re
(
~C2
zθ0−3
)
+O(|z|θ0+2−ε) = 1
2
Re
(
~C2z
2zθ0−1
)
+O(|z|θ0+2−ε) = O(|z|θ0+1−ε)
Integrating yields by Proposition 6.7 (for some ~A1, ~A2 ∈ Cn)
∂z~Φ = ~A0zθ0−1 + ~A1zθ0 + ~A2zθ0+1 +O(|z|θ0+2−ε).
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As ~Φ is conformal, we have
0 = 〈∂z~Φ, ∂z~Φ〉 = 〈 ~A0, ~A0〉z2θ0−2 + 2〈 ~A0, ~A1〉z2θ0−1 +
(
〈 ~A1, ~A1〉+ 2〈 ~A0, ~A2〉
)
z2θ0 +O(|z|2θ0+1−ε).
Therefore, we have
〈 ~A0, ~A0〉 = 〈 ~A0, ~A1〉 = 0.
This implies that
e2λ = 2|∂z~Φ|2 = 2| ~A0|2|z|2θ0−2 + 4Re
(
〈 ~A0, ~A1〉zθ0zθ0−1
)
+O(|z|2θ0) = |z|2θ0−2 (1 + 2Re (α0z) +O(|z|2)) ,
and
2(∂zλ) =
(θ0 − 1)
z
+ α0 +O(|z|).
Therefore, we get
1
2
~h0 = ∂2z~Φ− 2(∂zλ)∂z~Φ =
(
~A1 − α0 ~A0
)
zθ0−1 +
(
~A2 − α0 ~A1
)
zθ0 +O(|z|θ0+1−ε).
Therefore, we compute
∂~h0 = 2(θ0 − 1)
(
~A1 − α0 ~A0
)
zθ0−2 +O(|z|θ0−1) = O(|z|θ0−2)
∂~h0 = O(|z|θ0−ε)
∂∂~h0 = O(|z|θ0−1−ε).
Therefore, we have
Q(~h0) = ∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0 − ∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0 = O(|z|θ0−2−ε)×O(|z|θ0−ε)−O(|z|θ0−1−ε)×O(|z|θ0−1−ε) = O(|z|2θ0−2−2ε)
and as
(
| ~H |2 + |~h0|2WP
)
~h0 ⊗˙~h0 = O(|z|2) and 〈 ~H,~h0〉2 = O(|z|2), we have
Q~Φ = g
−1 ⊗Q(~h0) +
(
1
4
| ~H |2 + |~h0|2WP
)
~h0 ⊗˙~h0 + 〈 ~H,~h0〉2 = O(|z|−ε),
and this concludes the proof of the Lemma (the cases θ0 = 2 is similar, and the case θ0 = 1 is trivial as
Q(~h0) ∈ L∞ whenever ~Φ is smooth).
Remark 4.9. It is proved in [26] (see [27] for the min-max case) that the second residue of variational
Willmore (branched) immersions satisfies r(p) ≤ max {θ0(p)− 2, 0}, and this is why some non-trivial
work has to be done in the main Theorem of this article.
Let us now recall the proof of the main Theorem of [18].
Theorem 4.10. Let ~Φ : S2 → R3 be a non-completely umbilic Willmore sphere with at most three branch
points. Then ~Φ is the inversion of a minimal surface, and furthermore, ~Φ is a true Willmore sphere if
and only if its dual minimal surface has zero-flux.
Proof. If ~Φ : S2 → R3 has m distinct branch points p1, · · · , pm, D0 = p1 + · · · + pm, and m ≤ 3, the
degree of the line bundle degree of L = K4S2 ⊗ O(2D0) is equal to
deg(L ) = 4 deg(KS2) + 2m = 2m− 8 < 0
and as Q~Φ ∈ H0(S2,L ), we deduce as negative line bundle do have non-zero holomorphic sections
that Q~Φ = 0, so Bryant’s theorem gives the first conclusion. As true Willmore spheres have vanishing
residues, the correspondence 3.9 shows the last equivalence. In general, by the Riemann-Roch theorem,
if m ≥ 4, as deg(L ∗ ⊗KS2) = 6− 2m < 0, we have
dimH0(S2,L ) = 1− 0 + deg(L ) = 2m− 7 ≥ 1,
and we cannot conclude so easily.
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As there exist minimal spheres with two ends and arbitrary large (in absolute value) total curvature,
there exists thereby Willmore spheres with less that two branch points of arbitrary large multiplicities
at branch points. This fact suggests that the theorem shall always hold true, as the holomorphy of the
quartic form only depends on the local expansion 4.11.
4.3 Refined estimates for the Weingarten tensor
We now state our main theorem in full generality.
Theorem 4.11. Let Σ2 be a closed Riemann surface, n ≥ 3 and ~Φ : Σ2 → Sn be a branched Willmore
surface, with branching divisor
θ0(p1)p1 + · · ·+ θ0(pm)pm ∈ Div(Σ2).
Suppose that for all j ∈ {1, · · · ,m} whenever 1 ≤ θ0(pj) ≤ 3, the first residue ~γ0(pj) of ~Φ vanishes
and whenever θ0(pj) ≥ 2, the second residue rj(pj) ∈ {0, · · · , θ0(pj)− 1} satisfies r(pj) ≤ θ0(pj) − 2.
Then the quartic differential Q~Φ has poles of order at most 1 at branch point of order θ0 ≥ 4 and is in
bounded in a neighbourhood of branch points of order 1 ≤ θ0 ≤ 3. Furthermore, suppose further Q~Φ is
meromorphic. Then
Q~Φ is holomorphic. (4.12)
In particular, if Σ2 has genus zero, then Q~Φ = 0,
~Φ : Σ2 → S3 is the inverse stereographic projection
of a complete branched minimal surface in R3 with finite total curvature. The dual minimal surface has
vanishing flux if and only if ~Φ is a true Willmore sphere.
Proof. Part 1. Introduction. First, we recall that
− 4 Im
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N~h0 + 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ
))
=
(
∗gd ~H − 3 ∗g (d ~H)N + ⋆
(
~H ∧ d~n
))
(4.13)
and
Im
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N~h0 + 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ
))
= Im
(
∂ ~H + | ~H |2∂~Φ+ 2g−1 ⊗ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ
)
. (4.14)
Taking some stereographic projection whose base point is not included in ~Φ(Σ2), we can suppose by the
conformal invariance of the Willmore energy that ~Φ : Σ2 → Rn.
We fix some j ∈ {1, · · · ,m} and we choose some open U ⊂ Σ2 such that pj ∈ U , and a conformal
chart z : U → D2 ⊂ C such that z(pi) = 0. Therefore, we can suppose that ~Φ : D2 \ {0} → Rn
is a Willmore disk, with a branch point at 0 of order θ0 = θ0(pj) ≥ 1. We note that in particular
~Φ ∈ C∞(D2 \ {0}), so there will be no regularity issues in the application of Poincaré lemma.
As the first residue ~γ0 = ~γ0(pj) is defined as in [2], we have
d
(
∗gd ~H − 3 ∗g (d ~H)N + ⋆( ~H ∧ d~n)
)
= 4π~γ0 δ0
where δ0 is the Dirac mass at 0 ∈ D2, we have by (4.13) and (4.14)
d Im
(
g−1 ⊗
(
∂
N~h0 + 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ
))
= −π~γ0δ0
Remark 4.12. If we take instead ~γ0 as in our definition in (3.29), it is changed by a −4 factor.
In particular, the 1-form
Im
(
∂ ~H + | ~H |2∂~Φ+ 2g−1 ⊗ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ+ ~γ0 ∂ log |z|
)
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is closed on D2 \ {0} and has zero winding number (around 0), so it is exact and by Poincaré lemma,
and there exists a smooth function ~L : D2 \ {0} → Rn such that we have
d~L = Im
(
∂ ~H + | ~H |2∂~Φ+ 2g−1 ⊗ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ + ~γ0 ∂ log |z|
)
.
The canonical complex structure induced from C on D2∗ = D
2 \ {0} yields a direct sum decomposition
of the C-vector space Ω1(D2 \ {0} ,Cn) of 1-differential forms with values in Cn as
Ω1(D2∗,C
n) = Ω(1,0)(D2∗,C
n)⊕ Ω(0,1)(D2∗,Cn). (4.15)
In other word, if z is the global complex coordinate, then
Ω(1,0)(D2∗,C
n) = Ω1(D2∗,C
n) ∩
{
ω : ω = ~F dz, for some ~F ∈ C∞(D2∗,Cn)
}
,
Ω(0,1)(D2∗,C
n) = Ω1(D2∗,C
n) ∩
{
ω : ω = ~F dz, for some ~F ∈ C∞(D2∗,Cn)
}
.
As
~α = ∂ ~H + | ~H |2∂~Φ + 2g−1 ⊗ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ+ ~γ0 ∂ log |z| ∈ Ω(1,0)(D2 \ {0}),
and
~α ∈ Ω(0,1)(D2 \ {0}),
thanks to the decomposition
d~L = ∂~L+ ∂~L ∈ Ω(1,0)(D2∗,Cn)⊕ Ω(0,1)(D2∗,Cn)
we must have by the direct sum decomposition of Ω1(D2∗,C
n) in (4.15)
2i∂~L = ∂ ~H + | ~H |2∂~Φ+ 2g−1 ⊗ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ+ ~γ0 ∂ log |z|
and rearranging this expression, we obtain
∂
(
~H − 2i~L+ ~γ0 log |z|
)
= −| ~H|2∂~Φ− 2g−1 ⊗ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ. (4.16)
We now describe the strategy of the proof. In the following proof, we will first see that as variational
Willmore surfaces have second residue r(0) ≤ max {θ0 − 2, 0} that the quartic form admits poles of order
at most 1. Then, by using the meromorphy of Q~Φ and the extensive computer-assisted computations of
[25], we will derive some special cancellations which will make the poles of order 1 vanish.
Part 2. Cancellation and conservation laws.
Step 1. First order expansion when θ0 ≥ 3.
As r(0) ≤ θ0 − 2, there exists ~C1 ∈ Cn such that (by [2])
~H = Re
(
~C1
zθ0−2
)
+O(|z|3−θ0−ε). (4.17)
By Theorem ??, there exists ~A0 ∈ Cn, which we normalise to verify
| ~A0|2 = 12 ,
such that 
∂z~Φ = ~A0 zθ0−1 +O(|z|θ0),
g = |z|2(θ0−1) (1 +O(|z|)) |dz|2,
~H = Re
(
~C1
zθ0−2
)
+O(|z|2−θ0−ε)
~h0 = O(|z|θ0−1).
(4.18)
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The last estimate on ~h0 comes from the fact that e−λ~h0 ∈ L∞(D2) by [2]. Therefore, one has by (4.18)
| ~H |2∂z~Φ + 2 g−1 ⊗ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ = O(|z|2−θ0−ε). (4.19)
As a result, we obtain by (4.18) and (4.16)
∂
(
~H − 2i~L+ ~γ0 log |z|
)
= −| ~H |2∂~Φ− 2 g−1 ⊗ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ = O(|z|2−θ0−ε).
Here we see that we must suppose θ0 ≥ 3 to carry on the general computation. Then by Proposition 6.7
there exists ~Q ∈ C∞(D2 \ {0} ,Cn) ∩ L2(D2, |z|θ0−1|dz|2) such that
∂ ~Q = −| ~H |2∂~Φ− 2 g−1 ⊗ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ
and
~Q = O(|z|3−θ0−ε).
Therefore, we obtain
∂
(
~H − 2i∂~L+ ~γ0 log |z| − ~Q
)
= 0, on D2 \ {0} (4.20)
and there exists ~C1 ∈ Cn such that (as r(0) ≤ θ0 − 2)
~H − 2i~L+ ~γ0 log |z| =
~C1
zθ0−2
+ ~Q+O(|z|3−θ0) =
~D1
zθ0−2
+O(|z|3−θ0−ε)
As ~~H and ~L are real, one has
~H + ~γ0 log |z| = Re
(
~D1
zθ0−2
)
+O(|z|3−θ0−ε). (4.21)
and the equation (4.21) reduces to
~H + ~γ0 log |z| = Re
( ~C1
zθ0−2
)
+O(|z|3−θ0−ε). (4.22)
We shall keep in mind that the only important constants are ~Aj , ~Bj , ~Cj for 0 ≤ j ≤ 2, and that the other
are simply artefacts of the integrations, but do not play any role. This will become transparent when we
will obtain the expansion of ~h0 with respect to { ~Aj , ~Cj}0≤j≤2 (we will actually show that ~B0 vanish).
We recall that by definition of the mean curvature,
∆~Φ = 4∂z∂z~Φ = 2e2λ ~H.
and an easy computation shows that for some α0 ∈ C, we have
e2λ = |z|2θ0−2 (1 + 2Re (α0z) +O(|z|2−ε)) . (4.23)
Let us check this fact. The Liouville equation shows that
−∆λ = e2λKg + 2π(θ0 − 1)δ0, (4.24)
where δ0 is the Dirac mass at 0 ∈ D2. Therefore, the function u : D2 → R defined by
e2u = |z|2−2θ0e2λ
satisfies the following Liouville equation
−∆u = e2λKg, (4.25)
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and as ~Φ ∈ W 2,p(D2) for all p <∞, we have
|e2λKg| ≤ 12 |
~I|2g ∈
⋂
p<∞
Lp(D2)
so by a classical Calderón-Zygmund estimate, we have
u ∈
⋂
p<∞
W 2,p(D2) ⊂
⋂
α<1
C1,α(D2).
In particular, we have
e2u ∈
⋂
α<1
C1,α(D2).
and the expansion (4.23) simply corresponds to the first order Taylor expansion of e2u, as we know that
e2u(0) = 1 by the normalisation we made. Furthermore, as θ0 ≥ 3, the logarithm term is an error in
(4.22), so we have
∂z
(
∂z~Φ
)
=
1
4
(
~C1zz
θ0−1 + ~C1zθ0−1z
)
+O(|z|θ0+1−ε).
Therefore, for some ~A1, ~A2 ∈ Cn (as ~A0 has already been defined in (4.18)), one obtains
∂z~Φ = ~A0zθ0−1 + ~A1zθ0 + ~A2zθ0+1 +
1
4θ0
~C1zz
θ0 +
1
8
~C1z
2zθ0−1 +O(|z|θ0+2−ε). (4.26)
Here is the first crucial step of the proof. As ~Φ is conformal, we have
〈∂z~Φ, ∂z~Φ〉 = 0,
and in the product, we see that we must neglect all term of order more than |z|2θ0+1. This yields
〈∂z~Φ, ∂z~Φ〉 = 〈 ~A0, ~A0〉z2θ0−2 + 2〈 ~A0, ~A1〉z2θ0−1 +
(
〈 ~A1, ~A1〉+ 2〈 ~A0, ~A2〉
)
z2θ0
+
1
2θ0
〈 ~A0, ~C1〉|z|2θ0 + 14 〈
~A0, ~C1〉z2θ0−2z2 +O(|z|2θ0+1−ε). (4.27)
Therefore, we have { 〈 ~A0, ~A0〉 = 0, 〈 ~A0, ~A1〉 = 0, 〈 ~A1, ~A1〉+ 2〈 ~A0, ~A2〉 = 0
〈 ~A0, ~C1〉 = 〈 ~A0, ~C1〉 = 0.
(4.28)
Summing up, we have the following expansions
∂z~Φ = ~A0zθ0−1 + ~A1zθ0 + ~A2zθ0+1 +
1
4θ0
~C1z z
θ0 +
1
8
~C1z
θ0−1z2 +O(|z|θ0+2−ε)
~H = Re
(
~C1
zθ0−2
)
+O(|z|3−θ0−ε).
(4.29)
We check that these expansions are consistent, as
~H =
1
2
∆g~Φ = 2e−2λ∂2zz~Φ = 2z
1−θ0z1−θ0
(
1
4
~C1zz
θ0−1 +
1
4
~C1z
θ0−1z
)
+O(|z|3−θ0−ε)
=
1
2
(
~C1z
2−θ0 + ~C1z2−θ0
)
+O(|z|3−θ0−ε) = Re
(
~C1
zθ0−2
)
+O(|z|3−θ0−ε).
In particular, by Proposition 6.4, we have ~n ∈ W 2,∞(D2). We will see how this improvement of
regularity shows that the poles of the quartic form are of order at most 1.
Step 3. Removability of poles of order 2 of the quartic form Q~Φ.
We have e2λ = 2〈∂z~Φ, ∂z~Φ〉 so by (4.28)
e2λ = |z|2θ0−2 + 4Re
(
〈 ~A0, ~A1〉zθ0zθ0−1
)
+ 4Re
(
〈 ~A0, ~A2〉zθ0+1zθ0−1
)
+ 2| ~A1|2|z|2θ0 + P (|z|2θ0)
= |z|2θ0−2
(
1 + 2Re
(
α0z + α1z2
)
+ 2| ~A1|2|z|2 +O(|z|3−ε)
)
, (4.30)
where we defined α0 = 〈 ~A0, ~A1〉α1 = 〈 ~A0, ~A2〉 (4.31)
Therefore, we obtain
∂z(e2λ) = (θ0 − 1)zθ0−2zθ0−1 + θ0 α0|z|2θ0−2 + (θ0 − 1)α0zθ0−2zθ0 + (θ0 + 1)α1zθ0zθ0−1
+ (θ0 − 1)α1zθ0−2zθ0+1 + 2θ0| ~A1|2zθ0−1zθ0 +O(|z|2θ0−ε)
= |z|2θ0−2
(
(θ0 − 1)
z
+ θ0α0 + (θ0 − 1)α0 z
z
+ (θ0 + 1)α1z + (θ0 − 1)α1 z
2
z
+ 2θ0| ~A1|2z +O(|z|2−ε)
)
and
e−2λ = |z|2−2θ0
(
1− α0z − α0z +
(
α20 − α1
)
z2 +
(
α0
2 − α1
)
z2 − 2
(
| ~A1|2 − |α0|2
)
|z|2 +O(|z|3−ε)
)
(4.32)
as
4Re (α0z)
2 = (α0z + α0z)2 = α20z
2 + α02z2 + 2|α0|2|z|2 = 2Re
(
α21z
2
)
+ 2|α0|2|z|2
Therefore, we obtain
2(∂zλ) = e−2λ∂z(e2λ) =
(
1− α0z − α0z +
(
α20 − α1
)
z2 +
(
α0
2 − α1
)
z2 − 2
(
| ~A1|2 − |α0|2
)
|z|2 +O(|z|3−ε)
)
×(
(θ0 − 1)
z
+ θ0α0 + (θ0 − 1)α0 z
z
+ (θ0 + 1)α1z + (θ0 − 1)α1z + 2θ0| ~A1|2z +O(|z|2−ε)
)
=
(θ0 − 1)
z
+ α0 +
(
2α1 − α20
)
z +
(
2| ~A1|2 − |α0|2
)
z +O(|z|2−ε).
so
2(∂zλ) =
(θ0 − 1)
z
+ α0 +
(
2α1 − α20
)
z +
(
2| ~A1|2 − |α0|2
)
z +O(|z|2−ε). (4.33)
We finally come to the expansion of the Weingarten tensor First, we have
∂z~Φ = ~A0zθ0−1 + ~A1zθ0 + ~A2zθ0+1 +
1
4θ0
~C1zz
θ0 +
1
8
~C1z
θ0−1z2 +O(|z|θ0+2−ε) (4.34)
so
∂2z
~Φ = (θ0 − 1) ~A0zθ0−2 + θ0 ~A1zθ0−1 + (θ0 + 1) ~A2zθ0 + 14θ0
~C1z
θ0 +
(θ0 − 1)
8
~C1z
θ0−2z2 +O(|z|θ0+1−ε).
Then we have
2 (∂zλ) ∂z~Φ =
(
(θ0 − 1)
z
+ α0 +
(
2α1 − α20
)
z +
(
2| ~A1|2 − |α0|2
)
z +O(|z|2−ε)
)
×(
~A0z
θ0−1 + ~A1zθ0 + ~A2zθ0+1 +
1
4θ0
~C1zz
θ0 +
1
8
~C1z
θ0−1z2 +O(|z|θ0+2−ε)
)
= (θ0 − 1) ~A0zθ0−2 + (θ0 − 1) ~A1zθ0−1 + (θ0 − 1) ~A2zθ0 + (θ0 − 1)4θ0
~C1z
θ0 +
(θ0 − 1)
8
~C1z
θ0−2z2
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+ α0 ~A0zθ0−1 + α0 ~A1zθ0 + (2α1 − α20) ~A0zθ0 +
(
2| ~A1|2 − |α0|2
)
~A0z
θ0−1z +O(|z|θ0+1−ε).
Therefore, we deduce that
∂2z
~Φ− 2(∂zλ)∂z~Φ =✭✭✭✭✭✭
✭
(θ0 − 1) ~A0zθ0−2 + θ0 ~A1zθ0−1 + (θ0 + 1) ~A2zθ0 + 14θ0
~C1z
θ0 +
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘✘(θ0 − 1)
8
~C1z
θ0−2z2
−
{
✭
✭
✭
✭
✭
✭
✭
(θ0 − 1) ~A0zθ0−2 + (θ0 − 1) ~A1zθ0−1 + (θ0 − 1) ~A2zθ0 + (θ0 − 1)4θ0
~C1z
θ0 +
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘✘(θ0 − 1)
8
~C1z
θ0−2z2
+ α0 ~A0zθ0−1 + α0 ~A1zθ0 + (2α1 − α20) ~A0zθ0 +
(
2| ~A1|2 − |α0|2
)
~A0z
θ0−1z
}
+ O(|z|θ0+1−ε)
=
(
~A1 −
(
2| ~A1|2 − |α0|2
)
~A0z
)
zθ0−1 +
(
2 ~A2 − α0 ~A1 − (2α1 − α20) ~A0
)
zθ0 − (θ0 − 2)
4θ0
~C1z
θ0 +O(|z|θ0+1−ε)
Finally, we have
~h0(z) = 2e2λ∂z(e−2λ∂z~Φ)dz2 =
(
∂2z
~Φ− 2(∂zλ)∂z~Φ
)
dz2
= 2
(
~A1 − α0 ~A0 −
(
2| ~A1|2 − |α0|2
)
~A0z
)
zθ0−1 + 2
(
2 ~A2 − α0 ~A1 − (2α1 − α20) ~A0
)
zθ0 − (θ0 − 2)
2θ0
~C1z
θ0
+O(|z|θ0+1−ε) (4.35)
We recall that the only (possibly) singular part of Bryant’s quartic form Q~Φ when θ0 ≥ 2, is
Q(~h0) = g−1 ⊗
(
∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0 − ∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0
)
.
Using
〈 ~A0, ~A0〉 = 〈 ~A0, ~A1〉 = 〈 ~A0, ~C1〉 = 0,
and the fact (already used in several places) that for any quadratic differential
~α ∈ Γ(K2D2
∗
,Cn)
such ~α = ~Λf1(z)f2(z)dz2, where ~Λ ∈ Cn is fixed and f1, f2 : D2∗ → C are holomorphic, we have
Q(~α) = 〈~Λ, ~Λ〉 g−1 ⊗
(
f ′1f
′
2 · f1f2 − f ′1f2 · f1f ′2
)
= 0,
we obtain
Q(~h0) = (θ0 − 1)(θ0 − 2)〈 ~A1, ~C1〉1
z
+O(|z|−ε). (4.36)
so the poles of Q~Φ are of order at most 1, and this extends Bryant’s theorem for variational branched
Willmore spheres with less than 7 branch points by Riemann-Roch theorem.
Remark 4.13. Notice that the quartic form would also be holomorphic with if ~A1 = ~A2 = 0 in the
expansion (4.34) of ~Φ. In this case, no assumption is needed on the first or second residue (take any
inversion of a minimal surface as in the proof of Theorem 4.6). However, there are no analytic way to
have access to this harmonic part coming from integration of .
The end of the proof will be devoted to the derivation of the cancellation of 〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 = 0. We will
see that this fact is a direct consequence of the conservation laws.
Remark 4.14. One can wonder why we only obtain power functions, as ~Φ is not smooth through the
branch point. However, the bootstrap procedure we have implemented in the first steps of shows we will
have only power functions in the expansion of ~H until we get to
∂
(
~H − 2i~L+ ~γ0 log |z|
)
= · · ·+
~E
z
+O(|z|−ε).
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for some ~E ∈ Cn, which will make a logarithm term appear, and gives
~H = · · ·+
(
2Re ( ~E)− ~γ0
)
log |z|+O(|z|1−ε).
In the next expansions, as we only make products, integration of derivation of tensors, we see that the
only possible components in the Taylor expansion of ~Φ are
zazb logp |z| a, b ∈ Z, p ∈ N.
In particular, no fractional powers of the type |z|α for some α ∈ (0,∞) \ N may occur in the Taylor
expansion of ~Φ, although the branched immersion ~Φ is in general not smooth. As ~Φ is continuous on
D2, terms of the type
Re (zαzβ)
were excluded from the beginning, if α, β ∈ R, α+ β ∈ (0,∞) and α /∈ Z or β /∈ Z, as the angle function
is not a well-defined continuous function on D2.
In particular, all errors of the type
O(|z|a−ε)
for some a ∈ Z could be replaced by
O(|z|a logp |z|)
for some p ∈ N sufficiently large enough, and more importantly, errors can be differentiated (and in-
tegrated by Proposition 6.7) as polynomials, in the following sense : for all ~F ∈
{
~Φ, ∂z~Φ, ∂z~Φ, ~H,~h0
}
,
if
~F = ~F0 +O(|z|a−ε)
for some a ∈ Z and some function ~F0, rational in z, z, and polynomial in log |z|, we have for all α, β ∈ N
∂αz ∂
β
z
~F = ∂αz ∂
β
z
~F0 +O(|z|a−α−β−ε).
Step 4. Conservation and cancellation laws for θ0 ≥ 4 : invariance by inversions.
We stress out the following remark.
From this point, we will need to use the computer-assisted proof from [25].
Let ~F ∈ C∞(D2 \ {0} ,Cn) such that
~β = I~Φ
(
∂ ~H + | ~H |2∂~Φ+ 2 g−1 ⊗ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗˙ ∂~Φ
)
− g−1 ⊗
(
∂|~Φ|2 ⊗ ~h0 − 2〈~Φ,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ
)
= ~F (z)dz
where for all vector ~X ∈ Cn, we have
I~Φ(
~X) = |~Φ|2 ~X − 2〈~Φ, ~X〉~Φ.
The conservation law associated to the invariance by inversions of the Willmore energy shows that
Im (~β) is closed. Furthermore, as ~β is a Cn-valued 1-form of type (1, 0), there exists a smooth function
~F ∈ C∞(D2 \ {0} ,Rn) such that
~β = ~F (z)dz. (4.37)
In particular, we have
d ~β = ∂~β + ∂~β = ∂z ~F (z)dz ∧ dz + ∂z ~F (z)dz ∧ dz = ∂z ~F (z) dz ∧ dz. (4.38)
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Therefore, we have by (4.38)
0 = d Im (~β) = Im (d~β) = Im (∂z ~F (z) dz ∧ dz) = −2Re
(
∂z ~F (z)
)
dx1 ∧ dx2 (4.39)
as
dz ∧ dz = (dx1 − idx2) ∧ (dx1 + idx2) = 2i dx1 ∧ dx2.
Finally, we deduce from (4.37) and (4.39) that the 1-form Im (~β) is closed if and only if
Re
(
∂z ~F (z)
)
= 0, (4.40)
Thanks to [25], the coefficient ~Ω ∈ Cn in
zθ0+2
z
(4.41)
in the Taylor expansion of
Re (∂z ~F (z)) = 0,
is given by
~Ω =
4
(
θ20α0
3 + 2 θ0α03 − 3α03
)
~A0 · ~A0
θ0
~A0 −
4
(
θ20α0
3 + 2 θ0α03 − 3α03
)
~A0 · ~A0
θ0
~A0 (4.42)
As 〈 ~A0, ~A0〉 = 0 while | ~A0|2 = 12, we obtain by (4.42)
~Ω = −4
(
θ20α0
3 + 2 θ0α03 − 3α03
)
~A0 · ~A0
θ0
~A0 = − 2
θ0
(θ20 + 2θ0 − 3)α03 ~A0 (4.43)
= − 2
θ0
(θ0 + 3)(θ0 − 1)α03 ~A0 = 0. (4.44)
Now, as ~A0 6= 0 by the very definition of a branch point of order θ0 ≥ 1, and θ0 ≥ 2 (as θ0 ≥ 4 in this
step), we thereby deduce that
α0 = 2〈 ~A0, ~A1〉 = 0
so we recover the previous result.
Step 5. Cancellation laws for θ0 ≥ 5.
We find in [25] that the fourth order expansion of the quartic form is for θ0 ≥ 5
Q~Φ = (θ0 − 1)(θ0 − 2)〈 ~A1, ~C1〉
dz4
z
+
{
(θ0 − 2)(θ0 − 3)〈 ~A1, ~C2〉+ 2θ0(θ0 − 2)〈 ~A2, ~C1〉
}
dz4
+
{
(θ0 − 3)(θ0 − 4)〈 ~A1, ~C3〉+ 3(θ0 + 1)(θ0 − 2)〈 ~A3, ~C1〉+ 6〈 ~A0, ~A2〉〈 ~A1, ~C1〉+ 2(θ0 − 1)(θ0 − 3)〈 ~A2, ~C2〉
}
z dz4
− 6(θ0 − 2)
(
| ~A1|2〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 − 〈 ~A1, ~C1〉〈 ~A1, ~A1〉
)
z dz4
− 3(θ0 − 2)
2θ0
(
|~C1|2〈 ~A1, ~A1〉 − 〈 ~A1, ~C1〉〈 ~A1, ~C1〉
)
zθ0z2−θ0dz4 +O(|z|3) (4.45)
If we suppose that Q~Φ is meromorphic, then we obtain | ~A1|
2〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 = 〈 ~A1, ~C1〉〈 ~A1, ~A1〉
|~C1|2〈 ~A1, ~A1〉 = 〈 ~A1, ~C1〉〈 ~A1, ~C1〉,
(4.46)
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Remarking that is a linear system in (〈 ~A1, ~C1〉, 〈 ~A1, ~A1〉), we can recast (4.46) as | ~A1|2 −〈 ~A1, ~C1〉
−〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 |~C1|2

〈 ~A1, ~C1〉
〈 ~A1, ~A1〉
 = 0. (4.47)
Thanks to Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain
det
 | ~A1|2 −〈 ~A1, ~C1〉
−〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 |~C1|2
 = | ~A1|2|~C1|2 − |〈 ~A1, ~C1〉|2 ≥ 0. (4.48)
Therefore, if the determinant is positive, we obtain
〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 = 0,
and the holomorphy of the quartic form, and if the determinant vanishes,we obtain
~A1 and ~C1 are proportional.
But in general this is not enough to conclude.
Step 6. Conclusion for θ0 ≥ 5.
From now on, we suppose thanks to (4.46) that
| ~A1|2〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 = 〈 ~A1, ~C1〉〈 ~A1, ~A1〉. (4.49)
By adopting the notations of step 3, we compute in [25] that the coefficient in
zθ0+3
in
Re
(
∂z ~F (z)
)
= 0
defined in (4.37) is equal, for some λ1, λ2, λ3 ∈ C to
− 2(θ0 − 4)
θ20(θ0 − 3)
| ~A1|2〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 ~A0 + λ1 ~A0 + λ2 ~A1 + λ3 ~A1 = 0 (4.50)
As
〈 ~A0, ~A0〉 = 〈 ~A0, ~A1〉 = 〈 ~A0, ~A1〉 = 0,
the vector ~A0 ∈ Cn \ {0} (as ~Φ has a branch point of multiplicity θ0 ≥ 0, the vector ~A0 is non-zero by
definition) is linearly independent with ~A0, ~A1 and ~A1, so (4.50) implies that
− 2(θ0 − 4)
θ20(θ0 − 3)
| ~A1|2〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 = 0. (4.51)
As θ0 ≥ 5, we deduce that
| ~A1|2〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 = 0. (4.52)
Therefore, either ~A1 = 0, or 〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 = 0. As both alternatives show that
〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 = 0, (4.53)
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we are done as the quartic form admits the following Taylor expansion
Q~Φ = (θ0 − 1)(θ0 − 2)〈 ~A1, ~C1〉
dz4
z
+O(1).
This concludes the proof of the case θ0 ≥ 5.
Step 7. Case θ0 = 4.
In this case, we can show that the fifth order expansion of the quartic form is the following
Q~Φ = 6〈 ~A1, ~C1〉
dz4
z
− 12
(
| ~A1|2〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 − 〈 ~A1, ~C1〉〈 ~A1, ~A1〉
)
z dz4
− 3
4
(
|~C1|2〈 ~A1, ~A1〉 − 〈 ~A1, ~C1〉〈 ~A1, ~C1〉
)
zθ0 z2−θ0 dz4 − 3
8
〈 ~A1, ~C1〉〈~C1, ~C1〉z
4
z
log |z|+O(|z|4).
Therefore, we obtain the additional relation
〈 ~A1, ~C1〉〈~C1, ~C1〉 = 0 (4.54)
and thanks to (4.48) and the following discussion, we have either
| ~A1|2|~C1|2 − |〈 ~A1, ~C1〉|2 > 0
and
〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 = 〈 ~A1, ~A1〉 = 0
or
| ~A1|2|~C1|2 − |〈 ~A1, ~C1〉|2 = 0.
Then if ~A1 = 0 or ~C1 = 0, we are done as 〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 = 0, and otherwise, there exists λ ∈ C \ {0} such that
~C1 = λ ~A1.
But this implies by (4.54) that
0 = 〈 ~A1, ~C1〉〈~C1, ~C1〉 = λ|〈 ~A1, ~C1〉|2
and as λ 6= 0, we obtain
〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 = 0
and this concluded the proof of the case θ0 = 4.
Step 8. Case θ0 = 3. In this case, we will check directly the holomorphy of the quartic form for
true Willmore disks.
Recall that the expansion (4.34) is valid for all θ0 ≥ 3 and yields
∂z~Φ = ~A0zθ0−1 + ~A1zθ0 + ~A2zθ0+1 +
1
4θ0
~C1zz
θ0 +
1
8
~C1z
θ0−1z2 +O(|z|θ0+2−ε)
so taking θ0 = 3 in this equation, we find
∂z~Φ = ~A0z2 + ~A1z3 + ~A2z4 +
1
12
~C1zz
3 +
1
8
~C1|z|4 +O(|z|5−ε) (4.55)
First, as for all θ0 ≥ 3, we have ~H = O(|z|2−θ0), and ∂z~Φ = O(|z|θ0−1), we deduce that
| ~H |2∂z~Φ = O(|z|3−θ0). (4.56)
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Furthermore, we have
~h0 = 2
(
~A1 − α0 ~A0
)
zθ0−1dz2 +O(|z|θ0), ~H = 1
2
~C1
zθ0−2
+
1
2
~C1
zθ0−2
+O(|z|3−θ0−ε)
so (as 〈 ~A0, ~C1〉 = 〈 ~A0, ~C1〉 = 0)
〈 ~H,~h0〉 = 〈 ~A1, ~C1〉z dz + 〈 ~A1, ~C1〉zθ0−1z2−θ0 dz +O(|z|2) (4.57)
Now, as
∂z~Φ = ~A0zθ0−1 +O(|z|θ0), e2λ = |z|2θ0−2 +O(|z|2θ0−1)
we trivially have
e−2λ∂z~Φ = ~A0z1−θ0 +O(|z|2−θ0−ε). (4.58)
Finally, by (4.57) and (4.58), we have
g−1 ⊗ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ = 〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 ~A0z2−θ0 dz + 〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 ~A0z2−θ0 dz +O(|z|3−θ0)
so we obtain by (4.56) the equation
∂
(
~H − 2i~L+ ~γ0 log |z|
)
= −| ~H|2∂~Φ− 2 g−1 ⊗ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ (4.59)
= −2〈 ~A1, ~C1〉z2−θ0 − 2〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 ~A0z2−θ0 +O(|z|3−θ0−ε). (4.60)
Taking θ0 = 3 in (4.59) yields
∂
(
~H − 2i~L+ ~γ0 log |z|
)
= −2〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 ~A0 dz
z
− 2〈 ~A1, ~C1〉dz
z
+O(|z|−ε).
so for some ~D2 ∈ Cn, we have
~H − 2i~L+ ~γ0 log |z| = ~D2 − 4〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 ~A0 log |z| − 2〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 ~A0 z
z
+O(|z|1−ε) (4.61)
Therefore, if we define 
~C2 = Re
(
~D2
)
∈ Rn
~B1 = −2〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 ~A0 ∈ Cn
~γ1 = −~γ0 − 4Re
(
〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 ~A0
)
∈ Rn
(4.62)
we obtain by (4.61)
~H = Re
(
~C1
z
+ ~B1
z
z
)
+ ~C2 + ~γ1 log |z|+O(|z|1−ε). (4.63)
Now, we have
e2λ = |z|2θ0−2
(
1 + 2Re
(
α0z + α1z2
)
+ 2| ~A1|2|z|2 +O(|z|3−ε
)
= |z|4 + α0z3z + α0z2z3 + α1z4z2 + α1z2z4 + 2| ~A1|2|z|6 +O(|z|7−ε).
and recall the equation
∆~Φ =
e2λ
2
~H. (4.64)
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To obtain a second order expansion of the right-hand side of (4.64), we only need to develop e2λ up to
order 2, and we compute directly
e2λ
2
~H =
1
2
(
|z|4 + α0z3z2 + α0z2z3 +O(|z|6)
)
·
(
1
2
~C1
z
+
1
2
~C1
z
+
1
2
~B1
z
z
+
1
2
~B1
z
z
+ ~C2 + ~γ1 log |z|+O(|z|1−ε)
)
=
1
2
(
1
2
~C1zz
2 +
1
2
~C1z
2z +
1
2
~B1zz
3 +
1
2
~B1z
3z + ~C2|z|4 + ~γ1|z|4 log |z|
+
α0
2
~C1|z|4 + 12α0
~C1z
3z +
1
2
α0 ~C1zz
3 +
1
2
α0 ~C1|z|4 +O(|z|5−ε)
)
=
1
2
(
1
2
~C1zz
2 +
1
2
~C1z
2z +
1
2
(
~B1 + α0 ~C1
)
zz3 +
1
2
(
~B1 + α0 ~C1
)
z3z +
(
~C2 +Re )α0 ~C1
)
|z|4
+ ~γ1|z|4 log |z|+O(|z|5−ε)
)
(4.65)
Therefore, by (4.55), (4.64) and (4.65), and Proposition 6.7, there exists ~A3 ∈ Cn such that
∂z~Φ = ~A0z2 + ~A1z3 + ~A2z4 + ~A3z5 +
1
2
(
1
6
~C1zz
3 +
1
4
~C1|z|4 + 18
(
~B1 + α0 ~C1
)
zz4 +
1
4
(
~B1 + α0 ~C1
)
z3z2
+
1
3
(
~C2 +Re (α0 ~C1)
)
z2z3 +
~γ1
3
z2z3
(
log |z| − 1
6
))
+O(|z|6−ε)
= ~A0z2 + ~A1z3 + ~A2z4 + ~A3z5 +
1
12
~C1zz
3 +
1
8
~C1|z|4 + 116
(
~B1 + α0 ~C1
)
zz4 +
1
8
(
~B1 + α0 ~C1
)
+
1
6
(
~C2 +Re (α0 ~C1)− ~γ16
)
z2z3 +
~γ1
6
z2z3 log |z|+O(|z|6−ε). (4.66)
As ~Φ is conformal, we have 〈∂z~Φ, ∂z~Φ〉 = 0 and we compute easily by (4.66) that
0 = 〈∂z~Φ, ∂z~Φ〉 = 〈 ~A0, ~A0〉z4 + · · ·+ 13〈
~A0, ~γ1〉z4z3 log |z|+O(|z|8−ε)
so
〈 ~A0, ~A0〉 = 〈 ~A0, ~γ1〉 = 0. (4.67)
Now, by (4.62), and (4.67), we have as | ~A0|2 = 12
0 = 〈 ~A0, ~γ1〉 = −〈 ~A0, ~γ0 + 2〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 ~A0 + 2〈 ~A1, ~A1〉 ~A0〉 = −
(
〈 ~A0, ~γ0〉+ 〈 ~A1, ~C1〉
)
(4.68)
sp for a true Willmore disk, we have ~γ0 = 0,a nd we deduce by (4.68) that
〈 ~A1, ~C1〉 = 0, (4.69)
proving the holomorphy of Q~Φ at a true branch point of multiplicity θ0 = 3, as
Q~Φ = 2〈 ~A1, ~C1〉
dz4
z
+O(1).
Remark 4.15. It does not seem possible to remove this pole in general for branch points of multiplicity
θ0 = 3 and non-zero residue.
Step 9. Case θ0 = 1, 2. Then both residues vanish, so ~Φ is smooth and Q~Φ is holomorphic (see
Lemma [?] for a more general proof of this fact).
Part 3. Conclusion.
Now we suppose that Q~Φ = 0 and n = 3. We remark that this is always the case if
~Φ is a true
Willmore sphere as K4S2 is a negative holomorphic bundle (see Proposition 6.1 for instance). Then
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by Bryant’s theorem, some stereographic projection π : S3 \ {p} → R3 makes the mean curvature of
π ◦ ~Φ : Σ2 \ ~Φ−1({p}) vanish identically.
As there does not exist compact minimal surfaces in R3, ~Φ−1({p}) is not empty, and the same
reasoning as in [6] shows that the minimal surface π ◦ ~Φ : Σ2 \ ~Φ−1({p}) is complete. The proof is almost
trivial, as a divergent sequence {qk}k∈N in Σ2 \ ~Φ−1({p}) must converge to some point of ~Φ−1({p}), but
this implies as ~Φ is continuous that ~Φ(qk)→ p ∈ S3 as k→∞, so π ◦ ~Φ(qk)→∞ in R3.
By the conformal invariance of the Willmore energy, π ◦ ~Φ has finite total curvature, but it can have
interior branch points.
Finally, we expand on Remark 4.14 to stress out that although branched Willmore spheres are not in
general smooth through their branch points, they nevertheless always admit in their Taylor expansion
only integer powers of z, z and log |z|.
Corollary 4.16. Let n ≥ 3, and ~Φ ∈ C0(D2,Rn)∩C∞(D2 \ {0} ,Rn) be a Willmore disk, with a unique
branch point located at 0 of multiplicity θ0 ≥ 1. Then there exists ~A0 ∈ Cn \ {0} such that
~Φ(z) = Re
(
~A0z
θ0
)
+O
(|z|θ0+1 log |z|)
and for all m ≥ θ0 + 1, there exists{
~Ak,l,p : k, l ∈ Z, θ0 + 1 ≤ k + l ≤ m, p ∈ N
}
⊂ (Cn)Z×Z×N
and pm ∈ N such that
~Φ(z) = Re
 ~A0zθ0 +∑
k,l,p
~Ak,l,pz
kzl logp |z|
+O (|z|m+1 logpm |z|) , (4.70)
where the ~Ak,l,p ∈ Cn are almost all zero, that is, all but finitely many.
Remark 4.17. The proof of the main Theorem 4.11 gives in particular an algorithm to compute all the
coefficients in the Taylor expansion of a branched Willmore surface, which was implemented in [25].
5 Willmore spheres in S4
5.1 Removability of the poles of the meromorphic differentials
We fix a closed Riemann surface Σ2. We recall that we defined in Section 3 for immersions ~Φ : Σ2 → S4
on C6 the C-extension of the Lorentzian metric h on R6 defined by
h = −dx20 + dx21 + dx22 + dx23 + dx24 + dx25,
which permitted to define the section ψ~Φ ∈ Γ((TNC Σ2)∗ ⊗ C6) defined by
ψ~Φ(
~ξ) = 〈 ~H,~ξ〉(~a+ ~Φ) +~ξ
for all ~ξ ∈ Γ(TN
C
Σ2). As TN
C
Σ2 decomposes as
TNC Σ
2 = (TNC Σ
2)(1,0) ⊕ (TNC Σ2)(0,1) = N ⊕N
according to the eigenspaces of the almost complex structure J corresponding to the eigenvalues i and
−i, this permits to identify the holomorphic line bundle structure on TN
C
Σ2 with N = (TN
C
Σ2)(1,0). In
particular, we also have a decomposition
ψ~Φ = ψ
(1,0)
~Φ
+ ψ(0,1)~Φ = ψ
(1,0)
~Φ
+ ψ(1,0)~Φ
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where ψ(1,0)~Φ ∈ Γ(N
∗ ⊗ C6) (resp. ψ(0,1)~Φ ∈ Γ(N
∗ ⊗ C6)), which simply means that ψ(1,0)~Φ vanishes on
N (resp. on N ), so defines a section of N ⊗ C6 (resp. N ⊗ C6). For notational convenience, we shall
write Ψ = ψ(1,0)~Φ . The pseudo Gauss map G : Σ
2 → P4,1, is then defined as G = [Ψ], where P4,1 is the
indefinite complex projective plane, defined by
P
4,1 = P5 ∩ {[Z] : 〈Z,Z〉h > 0} .
We remark that the indefinite Hermitian product 〈 · , · 〉h : N ∗ ⊗ N ∗ → C furnishes a non-vanishing
section of N ∗ ⊗N ∗, which makes this line bundle holomorphically trivial. In [29], the three following
sections are introduced
T~Φ = 〈∂2Ψ, ∂Ψ〉h ∈ Γ(K3Σ2 ⊗N ∗ ⊗N
∗
)
Q~Φ = 2〈∂2Ψ, ∂2Ψ〉h ∈ Γ(K4Σ2 ⊗N ∗ ⊗N
∗
)
O~Φ = 〈∂2Ψ, ∂2Ψ〉h ⊗ 〈∂2Ψ, ∂2Ψ〉 ∈ Γ(K8Σ2 ⊗N ∗ ⊗N
∗ ⊗N ∗ ⊗N ∗).
(5.1)
where we noted for simplicity of notation ∂ = ∂N and ∂ = ∂
N
the operators defined in (3.1) (this
shall not imply any confusion, as we will only deal with normal sections in this section). Let us recall a
useful lemma from [29].
Lemma 5.1. (Montiel) Let ~Φ : Σ2 → S4 be a Willmore surface. Then we have
∂T~Φ = 0
∂Q~Φ = K
Ng ⊗T~Φ
∂O~Φ = 2D ⊗T~Φ
(5.2)
where KN = RN(~ez , ~ez,~ξ,~ξ) is the normal curvature (where ~ξ ∈ Γ(N ) is any section such that |~ξ| = 1)
and where D ∈ Γ(K5Σ2 ⊗KΣ2 ⊗N ∗ ⊗N
∗
) is a non-zero section.
In particular, we see that Q~Φ and O~Φ are not holomorphic in general if the genus of Σ
2 is not zero.
Suppose one moment that Σ2 has genus 0, and that the immersion ~Φ : S2 → S4 is smooth, as T~Φ is
holomorphic, and N ∗ ⊗N ∗ is holomorphically trivial, we have
A~Φ ∈ H0(K3S2 ⊗N ∗ ⊗N
∗
) ≃ H0(K3S2)
so asK3S2 is a negative bundle, we deduce that T~Φ = 0, so by 5.2 the sections Q~Φ and O~Φ are holomorphic,
so they also vanish by the same remark on N ∗ ⊗N ∗.
We can easily compute (see [29], Remark 5)
T~Φ = g
−1 ⊗
(
∂
N~h0 ⊗˙J~h0
)
= g−1 ⊗
(
∂~h0 ⊗˙ J~h0
)
,
where J is the almost complex structure defined in section 3. As at a branch point p ∈ S2 of multiplicity
θ0 ≥ 1, for some complex coordinate z : D2 → S2 sending 0 to p, we have a priori the estimates
~h0 = O(|z|θ0−1), e2λ = |z|2−2θ0 (1 +O(|z|)) ,
which implies that
T~Φ = O(|z|2−2θ0 |z|θ0−2|z|θ0−1) = O(|z|−1).
Therefore, T~Φ has poles order of at most 1. In particular, if D =
∑m
j=1 θ0(pj)pj is the branching divisor
of ~Φ, and D0 = p1 + · · ·+ pm, then
A~Φ ∈ H0(K3S2 ⊗ O(D0)⊗N ∗ ⊗N
∗
) ≃ H0(K3S2 ⊗ O(D0))
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and as
deg(K3S2 ⊗ O(D0)) = m− 6 < 0
for m ≤ 5, we deduce that T~Φ, is equal to zero for branched Willmore spheres with less than 5 branch
points, so Q~Φ and O~Φ are meromorphic.
We now come back to the general case where Σ2 is an arbitrary closed Riemann surface. By (5.2),
we only know that T~Φ is meromorphic, so Q~Φ and O~Φ are not even meromorphic, and we cannot get a
partial result on the classification.
Now assume that ~Φ is variational.
Taking a stereographic projection S4 → R4 of ~Φ of centre outside of ~Φ(Σ2) ⊂ S4, by conformal
invariance of Willmore energy, we can see ~Φ as a Willmore immersion Σ2 → R4. If p ∈ Σ2 is a branch
point of ~Φ of multiplicity θ0 ≥ 3, there exists by the proof of Theorem 4.11. a complex coordinate
z : D2 → S2 sending 0 to p such that for some ~A1 ∈ Cn, we have
~h0 = ~A1zθ0−1 +O(|z|θ0−ε) (5.3)
for all ε > 0 (we only need the first upper regularity at branch points for the holomorphy of T~Φ). In
particular, we deduce that
∂~h0 = O(|z|θ0−1−ε) (5.4)
and as by definition of a branch point of multiplicity θ0 ≥ 2, there exists λ > 0 such that
g = e2λ|dz|2 = λ|z|2θ0−2 (1 +O(|z|)) |dz|2
we deduce by by (5.3) and (5.4) that
T~Φ = g
−1 ⊗
(
∂~h0 ⊗˙J~h0
)
= O(|z|−ε) for all ε > 0. (5.5)
T~Φ is holomorphic everywhere on z(D
2) by a classical singularity removability result.
Therefore, we have established the following.
Proposition 5.2. Let Σ2 be a closed Riemann surface, and ~Φ : Σ2 → S4 be a branched Willmore
surface. The 3-form T~Φ defined by
T~Φ = g
−1 ⊗
(
∂~h0 ⊗˙J~h0
)
(5.6)
is a holomorphic section of K3Σ2 . In particular, if Σ
2 has genus 0, then T~Φ vanishes and the respectively
4-forms and 8-forms Q~Φ and O~Φ defined in are meromorphic.
This is not by chance that to denote Montiel’s quartic form, we used the same notations as Bryant’s
quartic form, as the object of the next proposition is to show that they virtually coincide, an that the
form O~Φ of degree 8 enjoys a similar null structure.
Theorem 5.3. Let ~Φ : Σ2 → S4 be a smooth immersion. Then we have
Q~Φ = g
−1 ⊗
(
∂
N
∂
N~h0 ⊗˙~h0 − ∂
N~h0 ⊗ ∂
N~h0
)
+
1
4
(1 + | ~H|2)~h0 ⊗˙~h0
O~Φ = g
−2 ⊗
{
1
4
(∂N∂
N~h0 ⊗˙ ∂
N
∂
N~h0)⊗ (~h0 ⊗˙~h0) +
1
4
(∂N~h0 ⊗˙ ∂
N~h0)⊗ (∂
N~h0 ⊗˙ ∂
N~h0)
−
1
2
(∂N∂
N~h0 ⊗˙ ∂
N~h0)⊗ (∂
N~h0 ⊗˙~h0)−
1
2
(∂N∂
N~h0 ⊗˙ ∂
N~h0)⊗ (∂
N~h0 ⊗˙~h0) +
1
2
(∂N∂
N~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ (∂
N~h0 ⊗˙ ∂
N~h0)
}
+
1
4
(1 + | ~H |2) g−1 ⊗
{
1
2
(∂N∂
N~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ (~h0 ⊗˙~h0)− (∂
N~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ (∂
N~h0 ⊗˙~h0) +
1
2
(∂N~h0 ⊗˙ ∂
N~h0)⊗ (~h0 ⊗˙~h0)
}
+
1
64
(
1 + | ~H|2
)2 (~h0 ⊗˙~h0)2 . (5.7)
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Proof. For the sake of simplicity of notations, we will write ∂ (resp. ∂) instead of ∂N (resp.
∂
N
)We take some conformal chart z such that we have a local orthonormal frame (~n1, ~n2) of the normal
bundle. If J is the almost complex structure introduced in Section 3, we recall that J~n1 = −~n2. In
particular, defining
~e1 =
1√
2
(~n1 + i ~n2), ~e2 =
1√
2
(~n1 − i ~n2),
then as TN
C
Σ2 splits in
TNC Σ
2 = N ⊕N ,
where N (resp. N ) is the eigenspace of J associated to the eigenvalue i (resp. −i), and the eigenvector
vector ~e1 (resp. ~e2) is a local trivialisation of N (resp. N ), and for all section ~F ∈ Γ(TNC Σ2), we shall
adopt the notational convention
~F = F 1 ~e1 + F 2 ~e2.
Note that (~e1, ~e2) is an orthonormal basis of TNC Σ
2 for the Hermitian product 〈 · , · 〉, which implies that
〈~e1, ~e1〉 = 〈~e2, ~e2〉 = 0, 〈~e1, ~e2〉 = 1
so in particular, we have (if ~G = G1~e1 +G2~e2 is a normal section)
〈~F , ~F 〉 = 2F 1F 2, 〈~F , ~G〉 = F 1G2 + F 2G1. (5.8)
We write
~h0 = h1 ~e1 + h2 ~e2, ∂~h0 = h1z ~e1 + h
2
z ~e2, ∂
~h0 = h1z ~e1 + h
2
z ~e2, ∂∂
~h0 = h1zz ~e1 + h
2
zz ~e2.
Then we recall that for all ~ξ,~η ∈ Γ(TN
C
Σ2),
〈∇∂z∇∂zψ,∇∂z∇∂zψ〉h(~ξ,~η) =
e2λ
2
(
〈∇N∂z∇N∂z ~H,~ξ〉〈 ~H0,~η〉 − 〈∇N∂z ~H,~ξ〉〈∇N∂z ~H0,~η〉
)
+
e2λ
2
(
〈∇N∂z∇N∂z ~H,~η〉〈 ~H0,~ξ〉 − 〈∇N∂z ~H,~η〉〈∇N∂z ~H0,~ξ〉
)
+
e4λ
4
〈 ~H0, ~H0〉(1 + | ~H|2)
=
1
2
g−1 ⊗
{
〈∂∂~h0,~ξ〉 ⊗ 〈~h0,~η〉+ 〈∂∂~h0,~η〉 ⊗ 〈~h0,~ξ〉 − 〈∂~h0,~ξ〉 ⊗ 〈∂~h0,~η〉 − 〈∂~h0,~η〉 ⊗ 〈∂~h0,~ξ〉
}
+
1
4
(1 + | ~H |2)〈~h0,~ξ〉 ⊗ 〈~h0,~η〉.
Furthermore, we note that
〈~F ,~e1〉〈~G,~e2〉+ 〈~F ,~e2〉〈~G,~e1〉 = F 2G1 + F 1G2 = 〈~F , ~G〉.
Therefore we deduce that (as ψ~Φ = Ψ+Ψ)
Q~Φ = 2〈∂2Ψ, ∂2Ψ〉 = 2〈∂2ψ, ∂2ψ〉h(~e1, ~e2)
= g−1 ⊗
(
∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0 − ∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0
)
+
1
4
(
1 + | ~H |2
)
~h0 ⊗˙~h0,
so this justifies the introduction of the factor 2 in the definition of Q~Φ, as we recover the same expression
of Bryant’s quartic form, virtually extended to immersions in S4. Then we have
O~Φ = 〈∂2Ψ, ∂2Ψ〉 ⊗ 〈∂2Ψ, ∂2Ψ〉 = 〈∂2ψ, ∂2ψ〉(~e1, ~e1)⊗ 〈∂2ψ, ∂2ψ〉(~e2, ~e2)
=
(
e−2λ
(
h1zzh
1 − h1zh1z
)
+
1
4
(1 + | ~H |2)(h1)2
)(
e−2λ
(
h2zzh
2 − h2zh2z
)
+
1
4
(1 + | ~H |2)(h2)2
)
dz8
= e−4λ
(
hzzh
2
zzh
1h2 + h1zh
1
zh
2
zh
2
z − h1zzh1h2zh2z − h2zzh2h1zh1z
)
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+
1
4
(1 + | ~H|2)e−2λ
{
(h1)2
(
h2zzh
2 − h2zh2z
)
+ (h2)2
(
h1zzh
1 − h1zh1z
)}
+
1
16
(1 + | ~H |2)2(h1h2)2
= e−4λ(I) +
1
4
(1 + | ~H |2)e−2λ(II) + 1
64
(1 + | ~H |2)2(~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ (~h0 ⊗˙~h0) (5.9)
with evident definitions of (I) and (II), as h1h2 =
1
2
~h0 ⊗˙~h0 by (5.8). We compute
(h1)2(h2zzh
2 − h2zh2z) = h1h2((h1h2zz + h2h1zz)− h2h1zz)− h1h2zh1h2z
=
1
2
(~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ (∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0)− (h2)2h1zzh1 − h1h2zh1h2z.
so
(h1)2(h2zzh
2 − h2zh2z) + (h2)2(h1zzh1 − h1zh1z) =
1
2
(~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ (∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0)− h1h2zh1h2z − h2h1zh2h1z
and
h1h2zh
1h2z + h
2h1zh
2h1z = ((h
1h2z + h
2h1z)− h2h1z)h1h2z + ((h2h1z + h1h2z)− h1h2z)h2h1z
= (~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)(h1h2z + h2h1z)−
1
2
(~h0 ⊗˙~h0)(h1zh2z + h2zh1z)
= (∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗ ~h0)− 12(∂
~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)⊗ (~h0 ⊗˙~h0).
We deduce that
(II) =
1
2
(∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ (~h0 ⊗˙~h0) + (∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗ ~h0)− 12(∂
~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)⊗ (~h0 ⊗˙~h0). (5.10)
The idea here is to make circular permutations to obtain non circular computations. The first two terms
already have the good algebraic structure as
h1zzh
2
zzh
1h2 + h1zh
2
zh
1
zh
2
z =
1
4
(∂∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂∂~h0)⊗ (~h0 ⊗˙~h0) + 14(∂
~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0). (5.11)
Then we have
h1zzh
1h2zh
2
z = ((h
1
zzh
2
z + h
2
zzh
1
z)− h2zzh1z)h1hz = (∂∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)h1h2z − h2zzh1zh1h2z
h2zzh
2h1zh
1
z = (∂∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)h2h1z − h1zzh2zh2h1z
therefore
h1zzh
1h2zh
2
z + h
2
zzh
2h1zh
1
z = (∂∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)(∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0)− h2zzh1zh1h2z − h1zzh2zh2h1z . (5.12)
Then
h2zzh
1
zh
1h2z = ((h
2
zzh
1 + h1zzh
2)− h1zzh2)h1zh2z = (∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0)h1zh2z − h1zzh2h1zh2z
h1zzh
2
zh
2h1z = (∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0)h2zh1z − h2zzh1h2zh1z
so
h2zzh
1
zh
1h2z + h
1
zzh
2
zh
2h1z = (∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)− h1zzh2h1zh2z − h2zzh1h2zh1z. (5.13)
We are almost done, as
h1zzh
2h1zh
2
z = (∂∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)h2h1z − h2zzh1zh2h1z
h2zzh
1h2zh
1
z = (∂∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)h1h2z − h1zzh2zh1h2z,
so
h1zzh
2h1zh
2
z + h
2
zzh
1h2zh
1
z = (∂∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0)− (h1zzh1h2zh2z + h2zzh2h1zh1z) (5.14)
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and we recognize the left-hand side of (5.12). Taking the signs in account, we have
h1zzh
1h2zh
2
z + h
2
zzh
2h1zh
1
z =
1
2
(∂∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0) + 12(∂∂
~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗ ~h0)
− 1
2
(∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0). (5.15)
Therefore, we have
(I) = h1zzh
2
zzh
1h2 + h1zh
2
zh
1
zh
2
z − (h1zzh1h2zh2z + h2zzh2h1zh1z)
=
1
4
(∂∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂∂~h0)⊗ (~h0 ⊗ ~h0) + 14(∂
~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)
− 1
2
(∂∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0)− 12(∂∂
~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗ ~h0)
+
1
2
(∂∂~h0 ⊗˙~h0)⊗ (∂~h0 ⊗˙ ∂~h0) (5.16)
so putting together (5.9), (5.10), (5.16), we obtain the expression announced in the proposition.
Remark 5.4. Without our analysis from the previous section, the 8-differential O~Φ would have poles of
order at most 4, and by Riemann-Roch theorem, this would allow a generalisation of Montiel’s theorem
for branched Willmore spheres with less than 3 branch points, while the very first step of the proof where
we show the additional regularity at branch points would raise this number of branch points to 7.
Theorem 5.5. Let Σ2 be a closed Riemann surface, ~Φ : S2 → S4 be a branched Willmore surface such
that for all p ∈ Σ2 the first and second residue ~γ0(p) and r(p) satisfy{
~γ0(p) = 0 if 1 ≤ θ0(p) ≤ 3
r(p) ≤ θ0(p)− 2 if θ0(p) ≥ 2.
If the cubic form T~Φ vanishes, the respectively quartic and octic forms Q~Φ and O~Φ are holomorphic. In
particular, if Σ2 has genus 0, then the respectively cubic, quartic and octic holomorphic differentials T~Φ,
Q~Φ, and O~Φ vanish identically.
Proof. If T~Φ = 0, then Q~Φ and O~Φ are meromorphic. Then, Theorem 4.11 applies and shows that Q~Φ
is holomorphic.
To see that O~Φ is holomorphic is a bit more delicate and is the object of Chapter 4 in [25]. Notice
also that this octic differential is holomorphic once Q~Φ and Q~Φ are holomorphic.
We now recall one of Montiel’s main theorem of [29].
Theorem 5.6 (Montiel). Let ~Φ : Σ2 → S4 be a branched Willmore sphere, and G : Σ2 → CP4,1 be
its pseudo Gauss map. Then G is meromorphic, of anti-holomorphic, or lies in a null totally geodesic
complex hypersurface of the null quadric Q3,1 ⊂ CP4,1, defined by
Q3,1 = CP4,1 ∩ {[Z] : 〈Z,Z〉h = 0} . (5.17)
In the third case, the condition is equivalent to the following assertion : there exists a null vector
p ∈ R6 such that 〈ψ(1,0)~Φ , q〉 = 0. Up to scaling, we have q = −(a + p) for some p ∈ S
4, and a =
(1, 0, · · · , 0) ∈ R5 and this is equivalent to
〈 ~H,~ξ〉
(
1− 〈~Φ, p〉
)
− 〈~Φ, p〉 = 0,
for all ~ξ ∈ TN
C
Σ2. Therefore, we have
~H =
pN
1− 〈~Φ, p〉
,
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but this exactly means that the mean curvature of πp ◦ ~Φ : S2 \ ~Φ−1({p})→ R4 (where πp : S2 \{p} → R4
is the stereographic projection based in p) vanishes identically. In particular the dual minimal surface
is complete and has finite total curvature by the conformal invariance of the Willmore energy, and
furthermore, has zero flux if and only ~Φ is a true Willmore sphere by Theorem 3.9. However, the number
of ends of the dual minimal surface is not given easily thanks to the more complicated relationship
between the order of branch points of minimal surfaces and the multiplicities appearing in the Jorge-
Meeks formula. Nevertheless, the Willmore energy is still quantized by 4π for Willmore spheres in these
class. We shall see shortly that his phenomenon is valid for all Willmore spheres.
5.2 Twistor constructions
We refer to [5] for references on the material introduced here. Let H be the real division algebra of
quaternions. A convenient notation is to write every quaternion as q = z0 + jz1, where z0, z1 ∈ C, and
j ∈ H is such that
j2 = −1, zj = jz
for all z ∈ C. For all ~v ∈ H2 \ {0}, let ~vC and ~vH the complex line and quaternion line associated to ~v.
As the preceding definition of H makes it a C-vector space, where C acts on ~H by right multiplication,
we can view ~vC ⊂ ~vH. Identifying H2 with C4 thanks to the map ϕ : C4 → H2, such that for all
z = (z0, z1, z2, z3) ∈ C4
ϕ(z) = (z0 + jz1, z2 + jz3),
the map
H
2 \ {0} → HP1 = P(H)
~vC 7→ ~vH (5.18)
induced a well-defined map T : CP3 → HP1, which is nothing else than the Penrose fibration. As
T−1(~vH) is equal to the complex lines of ~vH ≃ C2, the fibres are bi-holomorphic to CP1, and it is
proved in [5] that this map is a surjective submersion, so we obtain a fibration
CP1 CP3
HP1.
ι
T
Then for all smooth immersion ~Φ : Σ2 → S4, we can define a section
∂~Φ ∧ ξ ∈ Γ(N ∗ ⊗KΣ2 ⊗ ∧2C5)
the class of this section in CP9 is the Penrose lifting ~Γ~Φ : Σ
2 → CP9. Actually, by the Veronese embedding
CP3 = CP9 = P(∧2C5), one can check that we obtain a map ~Γ~Φ : Σ2 → CP3, as the special expansion of
~Φ at branch points first proved in [2] shows that G˜ is well-defined at branch points. This phenomenon
is very similar to minimal surfaces in Euclidean spaces. We recall the following theorem of Montiel.
Theorem 5.7. The holomorphic locus (resp. anti-holomorphic) of the pseudo Gauss map ~G~Φ : Σ
2 →
CP4,1 and of Penrose lifting ~Γ~Φ : CP
1 → CP3 of a conformal immersion ~Φ : S2 → S4 are equal.
Therefore, by Theorem 5.6, we can assume up to replacing ~Φ by −~Φ, that G : Σ2 → CP4,1 is
holomorphic. To be able to conclude, we need to prove that whenever the Penrose lifting Γ~Φ : Σ
2 → CP3
of a branched Willmore sphere ~Φ : Σ2 → HP1 is holomorphic (a condition equivalent to the holomorphy
of the pseudo Gauss map), then the following diagram commutes
−Σ2 CP3
HP1
~Φ
~Γ~Φ
T
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where we identified S4 with HP1. Indeed, the long exact sequence of homotopy derived from (5.18)
show that HP1 is simply connected, while it is proved in [5] that HP1 can be equipped with a metric of
constant sectional curvature 1, so is isometric to S4 by a classical theorem of Riemannian geometry. As
the commutativity of this diagram is also proved in the aforementioned paper, we are done.
As ~Γ~Φ : Σ
2 → CP3 is holomorphic, by a theorem of Chow ([9]), its image is an algebraic curve, and
its projection in S4 through the Penrose fibration is an algebraic surface in S4 which coincides with the
original Willmore sphere ~Φ : S2 → S4. Therefore we have proved the following.
Theorem 5.8. Let Σ2 be a closed Riemann surface and ~Φ : Σ2 → S4 be a branched Willmore surface
such that p ∈ Σ2 the first and second residue ~γ0(p) and r(p) satisfy{
~γ0(p) = 0 if 1 ≤ θ0(p) ≤ 3
r(p) ≤ θ0(p)− 2 if θ0(p) ≥ 2.
Then T~Φ is holomorphic, and if T~Φ = 0, then the meromorphic 4 and 8-forms Q~Φ and O~Φ are holo-
morphic. If T~Φ = Q~Φ = O~Φ = 0, the pseudo Gauss map G : Σ
2 → CP4,1 of ~Φ is either holomorphic
or anti-holomorphic, or lies in a null totally geodesic hypersurface of the null quadric Q3,1 ⊂ CP4,1. In
the first case, ~Φ is the image by the Penrose twistor fibration of a (singular) algebraic curve C ⊂ CP3,
and in the other case, ~Φ is the inverse stereographic projection of a complete (branched) minimal surface
with finite total curvature in R4 and zero flux. Furthermore, the two possibilities coincide if and only if
the algebraic curve C ⊂ CP3 lies in some hypersurface H ≃ CP2 ⊂ CP3. In particular, the hypothesis
are always satisfied for a Willmore sphere.
Furthermore, let us note that for a Willmore sphere ~Φ : S2 → S4 which is the Penrose twistor
projection of an algebraic curve of CP3 of degree d, we have
W (~Φ) =
∫
S2
(1 + | ~H|2)dvolg = 4πd,
while for inverse stereographic projections of minimal surfaces, the energy is also quantized by 4π thanks
to the Jorge-Meeks formula (see [15] and the preceding section, as this formula is valid in any codimen-
sion). For a more detailed discussion on the minimizers of the Willmore energy for spheres in S4 with
respect to the regular homotopy class, we refer to the paper of Montiel [29], and for a formula relating the
degree of the dual algebraic curve with geometric invariants, we refer to the Plücker formula presented
in the book of Griffiths and Harris ([11]).
6 Appendix
6.1 Line bundles and complex operators
For the definitions of line bundles and divisors, we refer to [4]. If L is a holomorphic line bundle on
a compact Riemann surface Σ2, we note Γ(Σ2,L ) the space of its smooth sections. All subsequently
considered line bundle are always holomorphic. We simply recall that a divisor on Σ2 is an element of
the free abelian group Div(Σ2) generated by the points of Σ2, that is a formal sum
D =
∑
p∈Σ2
np(D) p
where np(D) ∈ Z for all p ∈ Σ2 and np(D) is equal to zero for almost all p ∈ Σ2, that is, for all but
finitely many.
Defining an equivalence relation on the set E of pairs (L , s), where L is a line bundle and s is a
non-zero meromorphic section, by (L , s) ∼ (L ′, s′) if s−1 ⊗ s′ is a holomorphic section of L ∗ ⊗L ′, we
have an isomorphism
E / ∼ → Div(Σ)
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[(L , s)] 7→ div(s).
As [L , s] ⊗ [L ′, s′] = [L ⊗L ′, s ⊗ s′], div is a group homomorphism. Furthermore, the injectivity is
easy to see, as (L , s) ∼ (L ′, s′) if and only if s−1 ⊗ s′ is holomorphic, that is
0 = div(s−1 ⊗ s′) = div(s−1) + div(s′) = −div(s) + div(s′).
In the surjectivity is constructed for any divisor D ∈ Div(Σ) a canonical line bundle (O(D), 1O(D)), and
the injectivity shows that for all non-zero meromorphic section s of a line bundle L , we have
L ≃ O(div(s)). (6.1)
We now come to the degree of a line bundle. If Σ2 is a compact connected Riemann surface, we will
denote KΣ2 = T ∗Σ2 its canonical line bundle, which is simply the dual tangent bundle. We define the
degree of an holomorphic line bundle L as its first Chern class, i.e. deg(L ) = c1(L ) ∈ H2(Σ2,Z) ≃ Z.
As c1 is a morphism, we have in particular for all line bundles L ,L ′
deg(L ⊗L ′) = deg(L ) + deg(L ′), deg(L ∗) = −deg(L ). (6.2)
We have for example thanks to Gauss-Bonnet and Poincaré-Hopf theorems and the definition of the
degree as given in [4]
deg(KΣ2) = 2g − 2
where g is the genus of Σ2. Finally, this is not hard to check that for any divisor D, we have
deg(O(D)) =
∑
p∈Σ
np(D), (6.3)
Finally, we note the following easy consequence of (6.1) and (6.3).
Proposition 6.1. A holomorphic line bundle on a compact connected Riemann surface of negative degree
has no non-zero holomorphic section.
Proof. By the isomorphism (6.1), if L is a line bundle with negative degree, for all non-zero meromorphic
section s of L we have L ≃ O(divs) and this implies that
deg(div(s)) =
∑
zeroes(s)−
∑
poles(s) < 0
therefore non-zero meromorphic sections are never holomorphic.
The existence of holomorphic sections of holomorphic bundles is the subject of the next theorem.
Let L be a holomorphic line bundle on a compact Riemann surface Σ2, and ∂L the complex elliptic
operator
∂L : Γ(Σ2,L )→ Γ(Σ2,L ⊗KΣ2)
defined as follows : for all smooth section s of L , for all local trivialisation (U, sU ) of L , as sU never
vanishes on U , there exists a unique smooth function f such that
s = fsU .
and on U , we define
∂L s = ∂f ⊗ s ∈ L ⊗KΣ2 .
This definition does not depend on the local trivialisation, as the transition functions are holomorphic.
In particular, the kernel of ∂L is H0(Σ,L ), and its cokernel,
Γ(Σ2,L ⊗KΣ2)/∂L
(
Γ(Σ2,L )
)
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is called the first Dolbeault cohomology group of L and denoted by H1(Σ,L ).
A theorem of Dolbeault asserts that H0(Σ2,L ) and H1(Σ2,L ) are finite dimensional complex vector
spaces. Actually, this can be easily verified, as the ellipticity of ∂L (coupled with the fact that ∂L acts
on a compact manifold) ensures that ∂L is a Fredholm operator, that is
dimKer(∂L ) <∞, dimCoker(∂L ) <∞.
The index of a Fredholm operator is defined by
Ind(∂L ) = dimKer(∂L )− dimCoker(∂L ) = dimH0(Σ2,L )− dimH1(Σ2,L ).
Computing the index of this operator is nothing else than the classical Riemann-Roch theorem.
Theorem 6.2. Let Σ2 be a compact connected Riemann surface of genus g and L be a holomorphic
line bundle on Σ2. Then
dimH0(Σ2,L )− dimH1(Σ2,L ) = 1− g + deg(L ). (6.4)
Furthermore, a theorem of duality of Serre shows that
H1(Σ2,L ) ≃ H0(Σ2,L ∗ ⊗KΣ2).
In particular, if deg(L ∗ ⊗KΣ2) < 0, i.e.
deg(L ) > 2g − 2,
then the line bundle L ∗ ⊗KΣ2 is holomorphically trivial and
dimH0(Σ2,L ) = 1− g + deg(L ).
6.2 Almost-harmonic equation and approximate parametrix of ∂ operator
Lemma 6.3. Let Σ2 be closed Riemann surface, n ≥ 3, and ~Φ : Σ2 → Rn be a smooth immersion. Then
its Gauss map ~n : Σ2 → Gn−2(Rn) satisfies the following almost-harmonic equation
∆g~n+ |d~n|2g~n = 8 g−1 ⊗ Im
(
⋆
(
∂ ~H ∧ ∂~Φ
))
+ 2i ⋆ g−2 ⊗
(
~h0 ∧ ~h0
)
. (6.5)
Proof. As ~n = 2ie−2λ ∗ (~ez ∧ ~ez) we have
∇∂z~n = 2i∂z(e−2λ) ⋆ (~ez ∧ ~ez) + i ⋆
(
~H ∧ ~ez + ~ez ∧ ~H0
)
+ 2ie−2λ ⋆
(
~ez ∧∇⊤∂z~ez
)
= e2λ∂z(e−2λ)~n+ i ⋆
(
~H ∧ ~ez + ~ez ∧ ~H0
)
+ e−2λ∂z(e2λ)~n
= i ⋆
(
~H ∧ ~ez + ~ez ∧ ~H0
)
∇∂z∇∂z~n = i ⋆ (∇∂z ~H ∧ ~ez + ~H ∧∇∂z~ez +∇∂z~ez ∧ ~H0 + ~ez ∧∇∂z ~H0) (6.6)
Then we compute
∇∂z ~H = ∂ ~H +∇⊤∂z ~H
= ∂ ~H − 〈 ~H, ~H0〉~ez − | ~H |2~ez
therefore
∇∂z ~H ∧ ~ez = ∂ ~H ∧ ~ez − | ~H |2~ez ∧ ~ez. (6.7)
Then as ∇∂z~ez =
e2λ
2
~H, we have
~H ∧∇∂z~ez = 0 (6.8)
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Now we obtain
∇∂z~ez ∧ ~H0 =
e2λ
2
~H0 ∧ ~H0 + e−2λ∂z(e2λ)~ez ∧ ~H0 (6.9)
Then
~ez ∧∇∂z ~H0 = e2λ∂z(e−2λ)~ez ∧ ~H0 + 2e−2λ~ez ∧∇N∂z (~I(~ez, ~ez)) + ~ez ∧∇⊤∂z ~H0
= e2λ∂z(e−2λ)~ez ∧ ~H0 + ~ez ∧ ∂ ~H − | ~H0|2~ez ∧ ~ez (6.10)
Finally, we obtain by (6.6), (6.7), (6.8), (6.9), (6.10)
∇∂z∇∂z~n = i ⋆
(
~ez ∧ ∂ ~H − | ~H |2~ez ∧ ~ez + e
2λ
2
~H0 ∧ ~H0 + e−2λ∂z(e2λ)~ez ∧ ~H0
+ e2λ∂z(e−2λ)~ez ∧ ~H0 + ~ez ∧ ∂ ~H − | ~H0|2~ez ∧ ~ez
)
= −e
2λ
2
(| ~H |2 + | ~H0|2)~n+ 2 Im
(
⋆
(
∂ ~H ∧ ~ez
))
+
e2λ
2
i ⋆ ( ~H0 ∧ ~H0)
as
| ~H0|2 = | ~H |2 −Kg +Kh
and
|~I|2g = 4| ~H|2 − 2Kg + 2Kh
we obtain
| ~H |2 + | ~H0|2 = 2| ~H|2 −Kg +Kh = 12 |
~I|2g =
1
2
|d~n|2g
therefore as
∆g~n+ |d~n|2g~n = 8 e−2λIm
(
⋆
(
∂ ~H ∧ ~ez
))
+ 2i ⋆ ( ~H0 ∧ ~H0).
which is the expected almost harmonic equation. In particular, we see that for n = 3, ~Φ has constant
mean curvature if and only if ~h0 is holomorphic, and by (6.5) this is equivalent to the harmonicity of
~n : Σ2 → S2. Finally, we note that the equation is indeed real, as for any complex vector ~w
i~w ∧ ~w = i(Re ~w − iIm ~w) ∧ (Re ~w + iIm ~w) = −2Re ~w ∧ Im ~w
and this concludes the proof.
Proposition 6.4. Let n ≥ 3, ~Φ ∈ C∞(D2 \ {0} ,Rn) be a branched Willmore disk with a unique branch
point at zero of multiplicity θ0 ≥ 3. If we have for some ~C1 ∈ Cn \ {0} and some α ≤ θ0 − 2
~H = Re
(
~C1
zα
)
+O(|z|1−α)
for all ε > 0, if ~n is the unit normal of ~Φ, we have
~n ∈ C1,1(D2,Gn−2(Rn)). (6.11)
Proof. As the regularity can only increase as α decreases, we suppose that α = θ0 − 2. Therefore, there
exists ~C1 ∈ Cn such that
~H = Re
(
~C1
zθ0−2
)
+O(|z|3−θ0−ε). (6.12)
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By the almost-harmonic equation satisfied by the unit normal ~n in Lemma 6.3 of the appendix, we obtain
∆~n+ |∇~n|2~n = 8 Im
(
⋆
(
∂ ~H ∧ ∂~Φ
))
+ 2i ⋆ (eλ ~H0 ∧ eλ ~H0). (6.13)
Now, by Codazzi’s identity, we have
∂
N~h0 = g ⊗ ∂N ~H = g ⊗ ∂ ~H + | ~H |2 g ⊗ ∂~Φ+ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ. (6.14)
Furthermore, we easily compute that
∂
⊤~h0 = −|~h0|2WP g ⊗ ∂~Φ− 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ = −
(
| ~H|2 −Kg
)
g ⊗ ∂~Φ− 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ (6.15)
so
∂
N~h0 = ∂~h0 − ∂⊤~h0 = ∂~h0 +
(
| ~H |2 −Kg
)
g ⊗ ∂~Φ+ 〈 ~H,~h0〉 ⊗ ∂~Φ. (6.16)
Putting together (6.14) and (6.16), we get
∂~h0 = g ⊗ ∂ ~H + (Kg) g ⊗ ∂~Φ. (6.17)
Recalling that for e2u = |z|2−2θ0e2λ, we have
−∆u = e2λKg ∈ L∞(D2)
we deduce that
(Kg) g ⊗ ∂~Φ = O(|z|θ0−1)
while by
∂ ~H = − (θ0 − 2)
2
dz
zθ0−1
+O(|z|2−θ0).
Therefore, we deduce as e2λ = |z|2θ0−2(1 +O(|z|)) that
∂~h0 = O(|z|θ0−1) (6.18)
so by Proposition 6.7, there exists ~D1, ~A1 ∈ Cn such that
~h0 = ~D2zθ0−2dz2 + ~A1zθ0−1dz2 +O(|z|θ0). (6.19)
However, as we saw in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 4.11 that ~h0 = O(|z|θ0−1), so
~D0 = 0. (6.20)
Indeed, by the definition of branch points we have for some ~A0 ∈ Cn \ {0} the expansions
~Φ(z) = Re
(
~A0z
θ0
)
+O(|z|θ0+1)
2(∂zλ) =
(θ0 − 1)
z
+O(1)
so
~h0 = 2
(
∂2z
~Φ− 2(∂zλ)∂z~Φ
)
dz2
= 2
(
θ0(θ0 − 1)
2
zθ0−2 −
(
(θ0 − 1)
z
+O(1)
)(
θ0
2
zθ0−2 + O(|z|θ0−1)
))
dz2 + O(|z|θ0−1)
= O(|z|θ0−1).
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and by (6.19), we obtain the expansion
~h0 = ~A1zθ0−1 +O(|z|θ0) (6.21)
As ~h0 = O(|z|θ0−1), we have eλ ~H0 ∈ L∞(D2), and
∂ ~H = O(|z|1−θ0),
so
∂ ~H ∧ ∂~Φ ∈ L∞(D2), (6.22)
while ∇~n ∈ Lp(D2) for all p <∞ (as ~Φ ∈ W 2,p(D2) for all p <∞), we have
∆~n ∈
⋂
p<∞
Lp(D2)
and by standard Calderón-Zygmund estimates, one has
~n ∈
⋂
p<∞
W 2,p(D2).
In particular, ∇~n ∈ L∞(D2) (this was already proved in [2]), so reinserting this information in (6.13),
we obtain
∆~n ∈ L∞(D2), (6.23)
and
∇2~n ∈ BMO(D2). (6.24)
Finally, we deduce immediately from (6.24) that
~Φ ∈
⋂
p<∞
W 3,p(D2) →֒
⋂
α<1
C2,α(D2). (6.25)
We will now prove the extra regularity
~n ∈ C1,1(D2).
Indeed, if ~n : D2 → ∧n−2Rn is the Gauss map of ~Φ, then by the Lemma 6.3, we deduce that
∂z~n = i ⋆
(
~H ∧ ∂z~Φ + ∂z~Φ ∧ ~H0
)
so
∂2z~n = i ⋆
(
∂z ~H ∧ ∂z~Φ+ ~H ∧ ∂2z ~Φ + ∂2zz~Φ ∧ ~H0 + ∂z~Φ ∧ ∂z ~H0
)
. (6.26)
Firstly, by (6.22), we have
∂z ~H ∧ ∂z~Φ ∈ L∞(D2),
and quite trivially ∂2z ~Φ = O(|z|θ0−2), but α ≤ θ0 − 2 shows that ~H = O(|z|2−θ0), we have
~H ∧ ∂2z ~Φ ∈ L∞(D2). (6.27)
Now, using e2λ = |z|2θ0−2 (1 +O(|z|2)) and (6.21), we deduce that (recall that ~h0 = (e2λ ~H0) dz2)
~H0 =
~A1
zθ0−1
+O(|z|2−θ0), (6.28)
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and this implies that ∂z ~H0 = O(|z|1−θ0), so
∂z~Φ ∧ ∂z ~H0 ∈ L∞(D2). (6.29)
The trivial estimate ∂2z ~Φ = O(|z|θ0−2), implies
~H ∧ ∂2z ~Φ ∈ L∞(D2) (6.30)
while as
∆~Φ = 2e2λ ~H = O(|z|θ0),
we obtain by (6.28) ∂2zz~Φ ∧ ~H0 = O(|z|), and
∂2zz
~Φ ∧ ~H0 ∈ L∞(D2) (6.31)
and by (6.22). Therefore, putting together (6.27), (6.29), (6.30), and (6.31), and looking at (6.26), we
finally have
∂2z~n ∈ L∞(D2) (6.32)
and by (6.23), ∂2zz~n ∈ L∞(D2), so
∂z~n ∈W 1,∞(D2)
and as ~n is real, we have
~n ∈ W 2,∞(D2) = C1,1(D2) (6.33)
which concludes the proof of the proposition.
We now come to the proposition allowing one to integrate solutions of the ∂ equation to obtain a
Taylor expansion at singular points (see the appendix of [2]). We first recall the boundedness of the
maximal operator and an easy lemma.
Theorem 6.5. Let 1 < p < ∞. There exists a constant C = C(p) independent of n such that for all
f ∈ Lp(Rn),
‖Mf‖Lp(Rn) ≤ C ‖f‖Lp(Rn)
where M is the centred maximal function for Euclidean balls.
Lemma 6.6. Let 0 < α < n and r > 0. Then for any f ∈ L1loc(Rn), for all x ∈ Rn, we ave∫
Br(x)
f(y)
|x− y|n−α dy ≤
2nα(n)
2α − 1 r
αMf(x)
Proof. For k ∈ N, let Bk = B2−kr(x). We have∫
Br(x)
f(y)
|x− y|n−α dy =
∑
k∈N
∫
Bk\Bk+1
f(y)
|x− y|n−α ≤
∑
k∈N
( r
2k+1
)α 1
(2−(k+1)r)n
∫
B
2−kr
(x)
f(y)dy
=
∑
k∈N
2nα(n)
( r
2k+1
)α
−
∫
B
2−kr
(x)
f(y)dy ≤ 2
nα(n)rα
2α − 1 Mf(x).
This computation concludes the proof of the lemma.
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Proposition 6.7. Let u ∈ C1(D2 \ {0}) ∩ L2(D2) be such that
∂z u(z) = µ(z)f(z), z ∈ D2 \ {0}
where f ∈ Lp(D2) for some 2 < p ≤ ∞, and |µ(z)| ≃ |z|a logb |z| at 0 for some a ∈ N, and b ≥ 0. Then
u(z) = P (z) + |µ(z)|T (z)
for some polynomial P of degree less than a, and a function T such that
T (z) = O(|z|1− 2p log 2p′ |z|).
In particular, if f ∈ L∞(D2), we have
u(z) = P (z) +O(|z|a+1 logb+2 |z|).
Proof. By the general Cauchy formula (see [13]), for all z ∈ D2 \ {0},
u(z) =
1
2πi
{∫
S1
u(ζ)
ζ − z dζ +
∫
D2
∂zu(ζ)
ζ − z dζ ∧ dζ
}
=
1
2πi
{∫
S1
u(ζ)
ζ − z dζ +
∫
D2
µ(ζ)f(ζ)
ζ − z dζ ∧ dζ
}
=
1
2πi
(u1(z) + u2(z)) . (6.34)
In particular, u is analytic on D2 \ {0}. We now fix a constant C > 0 such that
|µ(|z|)| ≤ C|z|a(1 + logb |z|) for all z ∈ D2.
Now developing
1
ζ − z =
∞∑
n=0
znζ−(n+1)
we obtain for |z| < 1
u1(z) =
1
2πi
∫
S1
u(ζ)
ζ − z dζ =
∞∑
n=0
(
1
2πi
∫
S1
u(ζ)ζ−(n+1)dζ
)
zn =
∑
n∈N
cnz
n
As u ∈ C0(D2 \ {0}), we deduce that |cn| ≤ ‖u‖L∞(S1), and as u ∈ C1(D2 \ {0}), we have n|cn| = O(1),
so {cn}n∈N ∈ l2(N), and the formula is valid in L2 on the boundary S1 too. In particular, u1 is analytic
in D2, so we can write
u1(z) =
a∑
n=0
cnz
n + ϕ1(z) (6.35)
where ϕ1(z) = O(|z|a+1) is analytic. Then we decompose
u2(z) =
∫
D(2|z|)
+
∫
D\D(2|z|)
= u12(z) + u
2
2(z) (6.36)
Then by Lemma 6.6 with n = 2, α = 1, we have
|u12(z)| ≤ C2a|z|a(1 + logb |z|)
∫
D(0,2|z|)
|f(ζ)|
|ζ − z| |dζ|
2 ≤ C2a|z|a(1 + logb |z|)
∫
D(z,3|z|)
|f(ζ)|
|ζ − z| |dζ|
2
≤ C2a+3π |z|a+1(1 + logb |z|)Mf(z) ≤ C1 ‖f‖Lp(D2) |z|1−
2
p |µ(z)|. (6.37)
Then we have
u22(z) =
∫
D\D(0,2|z|)
µ(ζ)f(ζ)
ζ − z dζ ∧ dζ =
∑
n∈N
∫
D\D(0,2|z|)
(
µ(ζ)f(ζ)
ζn+1
dζ ∧ dζ
)
zn
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=
∑
n∈N
dn(z) zn
and for all n ≤ a, one has by Hölder’s inequality∣∣∣∣∫
D2
µ(ζ)f(ζ)
ζn+1
dζ ∧ dζ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C ∫
D2
|f(ζ)|
|ζ| |dζ|
2 ≤ 2
(
2π
2− p′
) 1
p′
C ‖f‖Lp(D2) . (6.38)
We will also need this further decomposition
u2(z) =
a∑
n=0
(∫
D2
µ(ζ)f(ζ)
ζn+1
dζ ∧ dζ
)
zn −
a∑
n=0
(∫
D(0,2|z|)
µ(ζ)f(ζ)
ζn+1
dζ ∧ dζ
)
zn
+
∞∑
n=a+1
(∫
D\D(0,2|z|)
µ(ζ)f(ζ)
ζn+1
dζ ∧ dζ
)
zn.
By (6.38), the first term is a polynomial of degree at most a, and for 0 ≤ n ≤ a,∣∣∣∣∣
∫
D(0,2|z|)
µ(ζ)f(ζ)
ζn+1
dζ ∧ dζ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C|z|a−n(1 + logb |z|)
∫
D(0,2|z|)
|f(ζ)|
|ζ| |dζ|
2
≤ 2 2p′
(
2π
2− p′
) 1
p′
C ‖f‖Lp(D2) |z|a−n+1−
2
p (1 + logb |z|).
For 0 ≤ n ≤ a, one has ∣∣∣∣∣
∫
D(0,2|z|)
µ(ζ)f(ζ)
ζn+1
dζ ∧ dζ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C′ ‖f‖Lp(D2) |z|1− 2p |µ(z)|. (6.39)
Finally, ∣∣∣∣∣
∫
D\D(0,2|z|)
µ(ζ)f(ζ)
ζn+1
dζ ∧ dζ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(1 + logb(|z|)
∫
D\D(0,2|z|)
|ζ|a+1−n− 2p |ζ|− 2p′ |f(ζ)||dζ|2
≤ C2a+1−n− 2p |z|a+1−n− 2p (1 + logb |z|) log 2p′ |z|
∫
D2
|dζ|2
|ζ|2 log2
(
|ζ|
2
)
 1p′ ‖f‖Lp(D2)
≤ C
′
2n
|z|a+1−n− 2p (1 + logb+ 2p′ |z|) ‖f‖Lp(D2) .
Therefore,∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
n=a+1
(∫
D\D(0,2|z|)
µ(ζ)f(ζ)
ζn+1
dζ ∧ dζ
)
zn
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2C′|z|a+1− 2p (1 + logb+ 2p′ |z|) ‖f‖Lp(D2) (6.40)
≤ C′′|µ(z)||z|1− 2p (1 + log 2p′ |z|) ‖f‖Lp(D2) (6.41)
and putting together (6.34), (6.35) (6.36), (6.39), (6.40), we can write
u(z) = P (z) + |µ(z)|T (z)
where T (z) = O(|z|1− 2p log 2p′ |z|), and this concludes the proof.
Remark 6.8. If ~Φ : S2 → R3 is the inverted catenoid, we easily get
~h0(z) =
(
z,−iz, 1
2
z
z
)
dz2 +O(|z|2 log2 |z|) = ~γ0 z
z
dz2 + ~Azdz2 +O(|z|2 log2 |z|)
therefore the error term is essentially optimal, as it cannot be better than O(|z|2 log2 |z|) for a Willmore
sphere at a multiplicity 1 branch point. In particular, the estimate of Theorem 4.11 is optimal.
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